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Abstract
This thesis presents works not only to understand the spin degree of freedom
present in the nitrogen-vacancy defect in diamond: its internal structure and its relation to its environment, but also to find novel applications of it in metrology. First,
a mathematical model is develop to understand how this defect couples to a nuclear
spin bath of Carbon 13 which constitutes the main dephasing mechanism in pure
natural diamond. Next, we demonstrate the use of this defect to sense external oscillating magnetic fields. The high sensitivity and the small sensing volume achieved
when a defect is placed in a nanocrystal of few tents of nanometers in diameter, allows this sensor to detect single electronic spins and even single nuclear spins. This
sensitivity, proportional to the signal to noise per readout, can be improve by the help
of the environment of this defect. We show that strongly interacting nearby nuclei
can enable repetitive readout schemes to improve the signal to noise of the electronic
spin signal. We also combine ideas from the microscopy community such as stimulated emission depletion to enable high spatial resolution magnetometry. Finally, we
develop a formalism based on group theory to understand the internal structure of
defects in solids such as their selection rules and the effect of spin-spin and spin-orbit
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Abstract
interactions even when perturbations reduce the symmetry group of the system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

For many years single atoms have drawn the attention of scientists due to the great
controllability they exhibit over both internal and external degrees of freedom. Such
control has been achieved over the past decade, e.g., for atoms captured in electromagnetic traps in vacuum. Single atoms can be prepared by optical pumping and
their internal states can be probed coherently[1, 2] via optical or microwave radiation,
often exhibiting exceptionally long coherence times[3] due to being well isolated from
sources of decoherence. Single atoms can also be coupled to specific modes of the
electromagnetic field in optical[4] as well as microwave cavities[5]. However, making
two neighboring atoms interact controllably requires precise manipulation of their
motional degrees of freedom. Ion traps[6] can be used to isolate single and multiple
atomic ions and control their motional degrees of freedom to such a degree that two or
more ions can be coupled through their collective quantized motion[7, 8]. Many years

1
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of experimental work and redesign were needed to realize scalable ion traps where
many ions interact in such a controllable way [9, 10] at the expenses of complicated
architecture.
In contrast, in solid state devices, quantum systems are fixed relative to each
other and the nature of their degrees of freedom can be many: e.g., superconducting
flux qubits[11], the spin degree of freedom of a quantum dot in GaAs[12], mechanical
resonators[13], and the spin degree of freedom of the Phosphorus defect in Silicon[14].
Most of these systems require very low temperatures, as they strongly couple to
vibrations, excitations or electron spin baths. For example, Phosphorus defects in
Silicon present a ground state electronic spin 1/2, which becomes stable only below
20 K due to the proximity of the defect states to the conduction band; and achieves
long electron spin coherence times only below 1.5 K due a the strong spin-lattice
interaction[15, 16]. In addition, the experimental signal for such paramagnetic defects
has to date consisted of ESR-like measurements of large ensembles of paramagnetic
spins in Silicon[17].
However, large band gap materials can contain deep defects where the ground
state is far from the conduction band minimum (CBM), thereby achieving a stable
ground state at large temperatures. As an example, diamond has a gap of 5.5 eV and
contains many stable defects such as the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center (3.3 eV below
the CBM[18]) and the nitrogen substitutional defect (1.7 eV below the CBM[19]).
Being deep in the gap of a solid-state system is essential for a stable ground state,
however, it is not enough to share the nice properties of single atoms (long spin
coherence times, optically-accessible electronic transitions, etc.). For this, the excited
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state of the defect should also lie inside the gap of the material, as happens with
the excited state of the NV center (1.3 eV below the CBM) and Nickel centers in
diamond[20]. This enables the centers to be localized optically and individually[21]
if no other centers are closer than the diffraction limited optical resolution.
Furthermore, the NV center in diamond is special because its electronic spin degree
of freedom can be controllably accessed, initialized and readout optically[22], as well
as rotated under resonant microwave radiation.
NV centers have recently become leading candidates for a number of applications
such as quantum computers[23], quantum cryptography and communication[24], magnetic sensors[25, 26, 27, 28], spin-photon entanglement, and coupling them to a wide
variety of interesting systems to achieve scalability and single shot readout [29, 30, 31].
However, to successfully implement these applications it is necessary to understand
in detail the complex structure of this defect and how it is coupled to its environment.
In this thesis we cover both applications and theoretical efforts to understand the
nitrogen-vacancy defect in diamond.

1.2

Description of this thesis

This thesis describes two theoretical (Chapters 2 and 6) and three experimental
projects (Chapters 3, 4 and 5). Chapter 2 presents a detailed model to understand the
decoherence of the electronic spin of the NV center due to a nuclear bath of Carbon13. Chapter 3 demonstrates the use of NV cetners as magnetic sensors. Chapter
4 experimentally demonstrates an algorithm to repetitively readout the state of the
electronic spin with the help of the environment. Chapter 5 describes a technique to
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image and manipulate individuals spins with nanoscale resolution. Finally, Chapter
6 provides a detailed way to analyze and understand defects in solids.

1.2.1

Decoherence

A common problem of quantum systems is their lack of isolation with their surrounding. In many cases, this constitutes a limitation as the dynamics of the environment cannot always be controlled with high precision and therefore uncoupled
from the system. As a result of this interaction, a superposition state of the quantum system (e.g. |a" + |b") looses its coherent becoming a complete mixed state (e.g.
|a"#a| + |b"#b|). We call this process decoherence. In Chapter 2, we present a detailed
theoretical analysis of the electron spin decoherence in single nitrogen-vacancy defects
in ultra-pure diamond. The electron spin decoherence is due to the interactions with
13

C nuclear spins in the diamond lattice. Our approach takes advantage of the low

concentration (1.1%) of

13

C nuclear spins and their random distribution in the dia-

mond lattice by an algorithmic aggregation of spins into small, strongly interacting
groups. By making use of this disjoint cluster approach, we demonstrate a possibility
of non-trival dynamics of the electron spin that can not be described by a single time
constant. This dynamics is caused by a strong coupling between the electron and
few nuclei and exhibits large variations depending on the distribution of

13

C nuclei

surronding each individual electronic spin. Our results are in good agreement with
experimental data and show the anisotropy of this defect, caused by the crystal lattice, in the response of the coherence time to the angle between the NV axis and
the magnetic field. We also make a connection between our full quantum mechanical
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description and phenomenological models and discuss how to compare these results
with measurements in which a large number of NV centers are probed. We find that
although ensemble measurements are the sum of individual signals with a particular
decay shape, they can have a different decay shape. Our results are in good agreement
with recent experimental observations[32] and allow us to understand the difference
between individual and ensemble measurements.

1.2.2

Applications

Magnetometry
Nevertheless, NV centers always showed good enough coherence times so that the
sensitive dephasing of a coherent superposition of the spin degree of freedom could
be used to sense external magnetic fields. Detection of weak magnetic fields with
nanoscale spatial resolution is an outstanding problem in the biological and physical
sciences [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. For instance, at a distance of 10 nanometers, a single electron spin produces a magnetic field of about one microtesla, while the corresponding
field from a single proton is a few nanotesla. A sensor able to detect such magnetic
fields with nanometer spatial resolution will enable powerful applications ranging
from the detection of magnetic resonance signals from individual electron or nuclear
spins in complex biological molecules[37, 38] to readout of classical or quantum bits
of information encoded in an electron or nuclear spin memory[39]. In Chapter 3 we
experimentally demonstrate a novel approach to such nanoscale magnetic sensing,
employing coherent manipulation of an individual electronic spin qubit associated
with a Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) impurity in diamond at room temperature[25]. Using
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an ultra-pure diamond sample, we achieve detection of 3 nanotesla magnetic fields
at kHz frequencies after 100 seconds of averaging. In addition, we demonstrate 0.5
microtesla/(Hz)1/2 sensitivity for a diamond nanocrystal with a volume of (30 nm)3 .

Repetitive readout
Robust readout of single quantum information processors plays a key role in the
realization of quantum computation and communication as well as in quantum metrology and sensing. In Chapter 4 we implement a method for the improved readout of
single spins in solid state systems. We make use of quantum logic operations on a
system composed of a single electronic spin and several proximal nuclear spin ancillae
to repetitively readout the state of the electronic spin. Using coherent manipulation
of a single nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in room temperature diamond, full quantum
control of an electronic-nuclear system composed of up to three spins is demonstrated.
We take advantage of a single nuclear spin memory to obtain a ten-fold enhancement
in the signal amplitude of the electronic spin readout. Finally, we demonstrate a
two-level, concatenated procedure to improve the readout using a pair of nuclear
spin ancillae, representing an important step towards realization of robust quantum
information processors using electronic and nuclear spin qubits. Our technique can
be used to improve the sensitivity and the speed of spin-based nanoscale diamond
magnetometers.

Nanoscale imaging and manipulation of individual spins
A fundamental limit to existing optical techniques for measurement and manipulation of spin degrees of freedom[40, 41, 42, 43, 39, 44, 45, 46] is set by diffraction, which
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does not allow spins separated by less than about a quarter of a micrometer to be resolved using conventional far-field optics. In Chapter 4, we report an efficient far-field
optical technique that overcomes the limiting role of diffraction, allowing individual
electronic spins to be detected, imaged and manipulated coherently with nanoscale
resolution. The technique involves selective flipping of the orientation of individual
spins, associated with Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in room temperature diamond,
using a focused beam of light with intensity vanishing at a controllable location[47],
which enables simultaneous single-spin imaging and magnetometry[25, 27] at the
nanoscale with considerably less power than conventional techniques. Furthermore,
by inhibiting spin transitions away from the laser intensity null using a quantum
Zeno-like effect[48], selective coherent rotation of individual spins is realized. The
inhibition is a combination of population hiding and the quantum Zeno effect[48].
We show individual control over two electronic spins separated by 150 nm. This technique can be extended to sub-nanometer dimensions, thus enabling applications in
diverse areas ranging from quantum information science to bioimaging.

1.2.3

Understanding defects

Understanding the complex structure of defects in solids is crucial to effectively
implement novel applications. The dynamics of defects in solid state systems are
determined by the crystal field which is by far the largest interaction present in the
defect. In Chapter 6 we present a mathematical procedure to analyze and predict the
main properties of the negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond
using group theory (GT) which is a leading candidate to realize solid state qubits and
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ultrasensitive magnetometers at ambient conditions. Our study particularly restricts
on relatively low temperatures limit where both the spin-spin and spin-orbit effects are
important to consider. We use a formalism that may be generalized to any defect in
solids and demonstrate on our specific example that GT helps to clarify several aspects
of the NV-center such as ordering of the singlets in the (e2 ) electronic configuration,
spin-spin and spin-orbit interaction in the (ae) electronic configuration. We also
discuss how the optical selection rules and the response of the center to electric field
can be used for spin-photon entanglement schemes.

Chapter 2
Decoherence of single electronic
spin in diamond
2.1

Introduction

Isolated spins in solid-state systems are currently being explored as candidates for
good quantum bits, with applications ranging from quantum computation [14, 49,
23] and quantum communication[24] to magnetic sensing[25, 27, 28]. The nitrogenvacancy (NV) center in diamond is one such isolated spin system. It can be prepared
and detected using optical fields, and microwave radiation can be used to rotate the
spin [50, 51]. Recent experiments have conclusively demonstrated that in ultra purediamond the electron spin coherence lifetime is limited by its hyperfine interactions
with the natural 1.1% abundance Carbon-13 in the diamond crystal [52, 53]. Thus,
developing a detailed understanding of the decoherence properties of such an isolated
spin in a dilute spin bath is a challenging problem of immediate practical interest.
9
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This combined system of electron spin coupled to many nuclear spins has a rich and
complex dynamics associated with many-body effects.
The decay of electronic spin coherence due to interactions with surrounding nuclei
has been a subject of a number of theoretical studies [54, 55]. Various mean-field and
many-body approaches have been used to address this problem [56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
61]. In this paper, we investigate a variation of the cluster expansion, developed
in Ref. [58]. Our approach takes advantage of the natural grouping statistics for
randomly located, dilute impurities, which leads to the formation of small, disjoint
clusters of spins which interact strongly within themselves and with the central spin,
but not with other such clusters. This suggests a natural hierarchy of interaction
scales of the system, and allows for a well-defined approximation that can be seen as
an extension of ideas developed in the study of tensor networks [62]. We develop an
algorithm for finding such clusters for a given set of locations and interactions, and
find that for dilute systems convergence as a function of the cluster size (number of
spins in a given cluster) is very rapid. We then apply this technique to the specific
problem of the decay of spin-echo for a single NV center, and find good qualitative and
quantitative agreement with experiments. In particular, we demonstrate a possibility
of non-trival dynamics of the electron spin that can not be described by a single time
constant. This dependance is caused by a strong coupling between the electron and
few nuclei and results in a substantial spin-echo signal even at microseconds time
scale.
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Phenomenological models
In this chapter we will see that there is a close connection between the full quantum mechanical solution and phenomenogical models (see Appendix A.1) in which
decoherence is modeled by a fluctuating magnetic field with a particular spectral density. In particular, we will recover the relation between the dephasing times for free
induction decay (T2∗ ), echo experiments (T2 ) and the correlation time of the bath (τc ),
T2 =

!
T2∗ τc

(2.1)

where τc will be related with dipolar interaction among nuclear spins of the bath.

2.1.1

System and Spin hamiltonian

The negatively charged NV center ([N-V]− ) has trigonal C3v symmetry and 3 A2
ground state[63] with total electronic spin S = 1[64]. Spin-spin interaction leads to
a zero-field splitting, ∆ = 2.87 GHz, between the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 manifolds,
where the quantization axis is along the NV-axis. This spin triplet interacts via
hyperfine interaction with a spin bath composed of the adjacent Nitrogen-14 and the
naturally occuring 1.1% Carbon-13 which is randomly distributed in the diamond
lattice.
In the presence of an external magnetic field, the dynamics is governed by the
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following hamiltonian,
H = ∆Sz2 − γe Bz Sz −
+

"
n

+

"

n>m

"

Sz An · In +

n

γN B · gn (|Sz |) · In

"
n

δAn (|Sz |) · In

In · Cnm (|Sz |) · Im .

(2.2)

The relatively large zero-field splitting ∆ (first term in Equation (2.2)) does not allow
the electron spin to flip and thus we can make the so called secular approximation, removing all terms which allow direct electronic spin flips. Non-secular terms have been
included up to second order in perturbation theory, leading to the |Sz | dependence
of other terms in the Hamiltonian. The second and third terms are, respectively, the
Zeeman interactions for the electron and the nuclei, the fourth term is the hyperfine interaction between the electron and each nucleus, the fifth term is an effective
crystal-field splitting felt by the nuclear spins, and the last term is the dipolar interaction among nuclei. The specific terms for this hamiltonian are discussed in Appendix
A.4.
For the case of the NV center, the nuclear g-tensor, gn , can be anisotropic and
vary dramatically from nucleus to nucleus[53]. This leads to a non-trivial dynamics between the electron and an individual nucleus (electron-nuclear dynamics), and
motivates a new approach for the case of a dilute bath of spins described below. In
addition, the interaction between nuclei is enhanced by the presence of the electron of
the NV center. The resulting effective interaction strength can exceed several times
the bare dipolar interaction between nuclei[39].
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Method: Disjoint cluster approach

The large zero-field splitting ∆ sets the quantization axis (called NV-axis) and
allows us to neglect electron spin flips due to interactions with nuclei. Therefore, we
can reduce the Hilbert space of the system by projecting hamiltonian (2.2) onto each
of the electron spin states. We can write the projected hamiltonian, Pms HPms (where
Pms = |ms "#ms |), as
Hms =

"
n

s)
Ω(m
· In +
n

"
nm

s)
In · C(m
nm · Im + ∆|ms | − γe Bz ms ,

(2.3)

where ms denotes the electron spin state, Ωn is the effective Larmor vector for nucleus
n and Cnm is the effective coupling between nuclei n and m. In Equation (2.3), we
include the zero-field splitting and the Zeeman interaction. These terms provide just
static fields whose effect is canceled by spin echo. In this way, we can write the
#
$% τ
&'
evolution of the bath as Ums (τ ) = T exp 0 Hms (t# ) dt# . An exact expression for

Ums can be found by ignoring the intra-bath interactions (Cnm = 0). However, for
an interacting bath (with arbitrary Cnm ), solving Ums for a large number of nuclei
N is a formidable task since it requires describing dynamics within a 2N dimensional
Hilbert space. Therefore, some degree of approximation is needed.
The spin bath considered here is composed of randomly distributed spins, and
not all pair interactions among nuclei are equally important. Specifically, interactions
3
decay with a characteristic law 1/Rmn
, where Rnm is the distance between nuclei n

and m. As a result, we can break the big problem into smaller ones by grouping
those nuclei that strongly interact with each other into disjoint sets. Our procedure
is illustrated in Figure 2.1. We denote the k-th group of nuclei as Cgk , where the
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the method. Spins that strongly interact can be grouped
together and treated as isolated systems. Interactions that joint different groups can
be incorporated as a perturbation.
subindex g indicates that each group has no more than g nuclei. Interactions inside
each group (intra-group interactions) are expected to be much larger than interactions
among groups (inter-group interactions). Our approximation method will rely upon
neglecting the latter.
Formally, we start by separating intra-group interactions and inter-group interac(
tions. We define the operator HB = k H(Cgk ) which contains all electron-nuclear
interactions (first term in Equation (2.3)) plus all interactions between bath spins
within the same group Cgk . Similarly, operator HA = H(C˜g )(= H − HB ) contains
all interactions between bath spins in different groups. As a first approximation, we
can neglect the inter-group interactions but keep the intra-group interactions. The
approximation can be understood by means of the Trotter expansion[65]
exp (HA t + HB t) = lim (exp (HA t/n) exp (HB t/n))n .
n→∞

!

Since HB contains groups of terms that are disconnected from each other, [H(Cgk ), H(Cgk )] =
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0 and we can write the evolution operator as
)
* τ +, *
+ n
τ
k
Ug (τ ) = lim U C˜g ,
U Cg ,
,
n→∞
n k
n
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(2.4)

where U (C˜g , nτ ) is the evolution operator due to hamiltonian H(C˜g ) and so on.
To the zeroth order we neglect all terms in HA since H(C˜g ) contains interactions
among nuclei that interact weakly. Thus, we set U (C˜g , nτ ) to the identity and simplify
Equation (2.4) to
Ug (τ ) ≈

,
k

$
&
U Cgk , τ .

(2.5)

This approximation requires independent calculation of propagators for each group g,
which corresponds to N/g independent calculations of 2g × 2g matrices, exponentially
less difficult than the original problem of direct calculation of the 2N ×2N dimensional
matrix. We remark that including the effect of U (C˜g , nτ ) in the Trotterization can be
done by using a tree tensor network ansatz wave function [62] where the number of
complex coefficients to describe the wave function is O(N log(N ) ) instead of 2N .

2.3

Electron spin-echo

In this section we analyze the dynamics of the central spin in two cases: (1) when
only the hyperfine interaction between the central spin and the nuclei is considered
and (2) when the dipolar interaction among Carbon-13 is considered. The former do
not lead to decoherence when the magnetic field is aligned with the symmetry axis of
the NV center (the NV axis). However, as soon as the magnetic field is misaligned,
few nuclei nearby the central spin destroy the coherence of the signal. In the latter
case, the signal decoheres due to spin flip-flops between nuclei. We address the many
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body problem involved in the evaluation of spin-echo signals.

Electron spin-echo removes static magnetic shifts caused by a spin bath, allowing
to measure the dynamical changes of the bath. Assuming that an initial state, |ϕ" =
√
(|0" + |1")/ 2, is prepared, the probability of recovering the same state after a time
2τ is
p = Tr(Pϕ UT (τ )ρUT† (τ )),

(2.6)

where Pϕ = |ϕ"#ϕ| is the projector operator to the initial state, ρ = |ϕ"#ϕ| ⊗ ρn is the
density matrix of the total system, ρn is the density matrix of the spin bath, UT (τ ) =
U (τ ) Rπ U (τ ) is the total evolution of the system where U is the evolution operator
under hamiltonian (2.2) and Rπ is a π-pulse acting on the subspace ms = {0, 1} of
the electron spin manifold. Probability (2.6) can also be written as p = (1 + S (τ ))/2,
where
*
+
S (τ ) = Tr ρn U0† (τ ) U1† (τ ) U0 (τ ) U1 (τ )

(2.7)

is known as the pseudo spin and |S(τ )| = 0 is the long-time (completely decohered) signal. In the high temperature limit, the density matrix of the nuclei can
be approximated by ρn ≈

⊗N

/2N where N is the number of nuclei. The general-

ization of this relation for different sublevels of the triplet state is straighforward,
*
+
†
†
S (τ ) = Tr ρn Uα (τ ) Uβ (τ ) Uα (τ ) Uβ (τ ) , where α = 1 and β = −1, for example. In
what follows, we analyze the effect of an interacting bath on Equation (2.7).
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Non-interacting bath

To understand the effect of an interacting bath we will first analyze the noninteracting case, which displays the phenomenon of electron spin-echo envelope modulation due to electron spin-nuclear spin entanglement. This is completely neglecting
interactions among nuclei, Cnm = 0. In this regime, the evolution operator is factored out for each nucleus and the pseudo-spin is the product of all single pseudo-spin
relations. In the high temperature limit, ρn = /2, we obtain the exact expression[53]
(0)
(1)
/
/2
,
,.
Ω
τ
Ω
τ
n
n
/
(1) /
2
ST (τ ) =
Sn (τ ) =
1 − 2 /Ω̂(0)
sin2
. (2.8)
n × Ω̂n / × sin
2
2
n
n

When the electron spin is in its ms = 0 state and the external magnetic field points
(0)

parallel to the NV-axis, the Larmor frequency Ωn is set by the external magnetic
field, and the nuclei precess with the same frequency Ω(0) . The total pseudo spin is
1 at times Ω(0) τ = 2mπ with m integer. When the electron is in its ms = 1 state,
(1)

the Larmor vector Ωn has a contact and dipolar contribution from the hyperfine
interaction An that may point in different directions depending on the position of the
nucleus. As a consequence, when interactions from all nuclei are considered, these
electron-nuclear dynamics makes the total pseudo-spin relation collapse and revive.
However, when the magnetic field is aligned with the NV axis, this description does
not show any decay of the revival peaks.
When the transverse (perpendicular to the NV-axis) magnetic field is non-zero,
nuclei near the center experience an enhancement in their g-factors leading to a
(0)

position-dependent Larmor frequency Ωn (see Appendix A.4). This results in an
effective decay of the signal since the electron state will not be refocused at the same
time for all nuclei. The envelope of the echo singal in this case is given by (see Section
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A.2),
$
&
off-axis
Senv
(τ ) ≈ exp −αθ2 τ 2 .

(2.9)

where α is proportional to the hyperfine interaction squared between the central
spin and the corresponding nucleus. See Figure 2.6 and Section 2.6 for experimental
verification of this behavior.

2.3.2

Interacting bath: an example

When the intra-bath interactions are considered, the spin-echo signal can show
decay in addition to the electron-nuclear dynamics. As an illustrative and simple
example, consider a pair of nuclei with their Larmor vectors pointing in the same
direction regardless the electron spin state (in this case there is no electron-nuclear
dynamics and the non-interacting pseudo-spin relation for two nuclei is Snm = Sn Sm =
1 (see Equation 2.8)). When the interaction between nuclei is included, the pseudospin relation can be worked out exactly,
0

∆Ω0nm c1nm − ∆Ω1nm c0nm
Snm (τ ) = 1 −
2

12

0
1
sin2 (ωnm
τ ) sin2 (ωnm
τ)
,
2
2
0 ) (ω 1 )
(ωnm
nm

(2.10)

2
ms 2
ms 2
ms
ms
ms
ms
s
where (ωnm
) = (∆Ωm
nm /2) + (cnm ) , ∆Ωnm = Ωn − Ωm and cnm is the strength
s ˆ
ˆ
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ
of the dipolar interaction cm
nm (In+ Im− + In− Im+ − 4Inz Imz ) between nuclei n and m.

0
1
The two frequencies involved in (2.10), ωnm
and ωnm
, are not necessarily the same

for different pairs of nuclei. They depend on the relative position between nuclei
and the relative position of each nucleus to the NV center. Therefore, when all pair
interactions are included the pseudo-spin relation decays. In the following section
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we present an approach to incorporates not only this two body interaction but also
n-body interactions with n ≤ 6.

2.4

Application of the disjoint cluster approach

The many-body problem can be readily simplified by following the approximation
described in Section 2.2. When the interactions that connects different groups are
neglected, the evolution operator is factored out in groups and the spin-echo relation
becomes simply
Sg (τ ) ≈

, $
&
S Cgk , τ ,

(2.11)

k

$
&
where S Cgk , τ is the pseudo-spin relation, Equation (2.7), for group Cgk . Sg (τ ) can

be calculated numerically and exactly for small g (! 10). Therefore, electron-nuclear
and intra-bath hamiltonians can be simultaneously considered.
In the following section, we present our algorithm for sorting strongly interacting
nuclei in a random distributed spin bath into well defined groupings. We take the
√
electron spin-echo signal, with the initial state |φ" = (|0" + |1")/ 2 as a figure of
merit. We examine the convergence of our disjoint cluster approach as a function of
the maximum group size g and consider the statistics of spin-echo for a variety of
physical parameters such as Carbon-13 abundance and magnetic field magnitude and
orientation.
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Grouping algorithm

One of the criteria to aggregate groups of spins is to consider the strength of the
intra-bath interaction. This parameter can be summarized in one variable C (i, j)
which is a scalar function of the interaction Cij between nuclei i and j. The aggregation algorithm used for this criterion is as follow. Consider an array A containing the
criterion for all pairs ordered from high to low values in C and let {i, j}n be the n-th
nuclear pair in array A. The array A is scanned completely and one of the following
cases applies for each pair {i, j}n
• if nuclei i & j belong to different groups: join both groups if N (G(i)) +
N (G (j)) ≤ g.
• if nucleus i belong to group G(i) and nucleus j does not belong to any
group: add j to group G(i) if N (G(i)) < g. If not, make a new group with j.
• if nucleus j belong to group G(j) and nucleus i does not belong to any
group: add i to group G(j) if N (G(j)) < g. If not, make a new group with i.
• if nuclei i & j do not belong to any group: make a new group with i & j,
where N (G) is the number of nuclei in group G and g is the maximum number of
ij 2
ij 2
nuclei per group. In what follows, we use the criterion C (i, j) = (Cxx
) + (Cyy
) +
ij 2
(Czz
) (i.e. the interaction between nuclei i and j) to estimate the electron spin-echo

in NV centers.

%&'()!*
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Figure 2.2: Example of spin echo signal simulation. Pseudo spin Sg=6 (τ ) for a
single NV center in a magnetic field of 50 Gauss oriented parallel the NV-axis.

2.4.2

Numerical methods and example cases

In the particular case of the NV center, the interaction between nuclei Cij involves
both the bare dipolar interaction and a second order process interaction mediated by
the electron spin (see Appendix A.4). The latter interaction does not depend on
the distance between nuclei but rather on the distance between each nuclei and the
electron. As a result, it can couple two separate nuclei that are near the electron
but far from each other. At low fields (< 1000 Gauss), these second order processes
are reduced by the large zero-field splitting ∆ (≈ 3 GHz) and by the large average
distance between nuclei (hundred times the nearest neighbor distance, 100×1.54 Å, at
the natural abundance of

13

C (1.1%)). In this regime, the dynamics can be faithfully

describe by considering a small number of nuclei (≤ 6) near the electron spin in a
single group.
Figure 2.2 shows Sg (τ ) for g = 6 (Equation (2.11)) for 750 random and distributed
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Figure 2.3: Convergence analysis of the disjoint cluster method. (a) Convergence: Equation (2.12) as the maximum number of nuclei g per group is increased.
(b) Indicators Ig of the contribution of neglected pairs. When g is increased, the most
important pair interactions are added to the pseudo spin relation Sg . The rest is used
to calculate Ig .
Carbon-13 in a diamond lattice in a magnetic field of 50 Gauss oriented along the
NV-axis. The algorithm was implemented using MATLAB and the Hamiltonian for
each group was diagonalized exactly followed by the calculation of the corresponding
unitary matrices for 6000 points from 0 to 1 ms. Each simulation of Sg (τ ) takes
approximately 10 min.
The method also shows good convergence. When the maximum size of subgroups
g is increased, more interactions among nuclei are considered and the approximation
gets better. As a figure of merit, we plot the integrated squared difference between
consecutive spin-echo relations, Sg and Sg−1 ,
#δSg2 "

1
=
T

2

0

T

[Sg (t) − Sg−1 (t)]2 dt.

(2.12)

Figure 2.3a shows 12 log #δSg2 " up to g = 6. Each time the maximum size g of subgroups
Cgk is increased, the spin echo relations, Sg ’s, get closer.
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In addition, following Ref. [58], we introduce the following indicator of all interactions not included in groups Cgk , and therefore in Sg ,
Ig (τ ) =

,

Snm (τ ) .

(2.13)

{n,m}&C˜g

The product in Equation (2.13) runs over all neglected pair interactions contained
in C˜g and Snm is calculated according to Equation (2.10). In this way, Ig (τ ) has
the next order of smallest couplings for a given spin bath distribution and is an
indicator of convergence for our approach that obeys 0 ≤ Ig (τ ) ≤ 1. When Ig (τ )
is close to unity, good convergence is achieved. Figure 2.3b shows Ig (τ ) for several
aggregations (different g’s). As expected, when the maximum subgroup size g is
increased, the contribution from all neglected interactions is small. By the time the
neglected interactions become important, the pseudo-spin Sg (τ ) has already decayed
(see Figure 2.2).

2.5

Results and Discussion

The results shown in Figure 2.4 clearly indicates that the electron spin echo signal
cannot be modeled by just one time scale. This result can be understood by noting
that few strongly interacting nuclei can coherently modulate the usual exponential
decay. This is in good quantitative agreement with recent experimental results[27].
The random distribution of the spin bath and the relative high coupling between
two nearest neighbor nuclei (∼ 2 kHz) may cause a few nuclei to contribute significantly to the decay of the spin-echo signal. Nuclei that makes small contributions
to the decoherence of the electron contribute as 1 − aτ 4 ≈ exp(−aτ 4 ) as it can be
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seen from Equation (2.10). This behavior starts to deviate from exp(−aτ 4 ) as the
interaction between nuclei increases. Figure 2.4a shows a very unusual decay at which
few nuclei modulate coherently (Fig. 2.4b, black curve) the irreversible contribution
from the rest of the bath (Fig. 2.4b, red curve). Therefore, individual NV centers
can show a rich variety of spin-echo signals with multiple time scales. The coherent
modulation of the spin-echo diffusion due to strong interacting nuclei suggests that we
can think about a system composed of the electron and these few strong interacting
nuclei and an environment composed of the rest of the spin-bath.
Each NV center experiences a different random configuration and concentration
of Carbon-13. This causes a large distribution of decoherence times T2 when many
centers are probed. In order to estimate the decoherence time T2 we fit the envelope
of Sg (τ ) to exp (−(2τ /T2 )3 ). When the fit is not accurate we define T2 as the longest
time for which Sg ≥ 1/e. Figure 2.5a shows the histogram of T2 for 1000 different
random distribution of Carbon-13 in the diamond lattices for an external magnetic
field of 50 Gauss parallel to the NV-axis. Clearly, there exists substantial variation
in T2 for different centers.
As expected, the decoherence time decreases as the impurity concentration increases. This is shown in Figure 2.5b where T2 goes as 1/n. To understand this it
is possible to make an analysis using a small τ expansion; while this is not always
correct, it provides a simple explanation of the underlying behavior. From Equation
(2.10), the decoherence time scales as the geometric mean of the bath dynamics and
the bath-spin interaction, i.e.,
$
&−1/2
T2 ∼ C̄Ac
,

(2.14)
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Figure 2.4: Example of spin echo signal modulated by a pair of Carbon13. (a) Electron spin-echo signal highly modulated by a few Carbon-13 that strongly
interact with the electron spin. (b) The strong contribution to the signal (black curve)
has been isolated from the contribution from the rest of the spin bath (red curve).
where C̄ is the averaged nuclear-nuclear dipolar interaction and Ac is some characteristic value for the electron-nuclear interaction. Here we can make a connection
with phenomenological models and in particular with Equation (2.1). Free induction
decay rates are proportional to the interaction between the central spin and the bath,
T2∗ ∼ A−1
c . In turn, the correlation time of the nuclear bath is proportional to the
dipole-dipole interaction between nuclear spins, τc ∼ C −1 . Combining the two times
and Equation (2.14) leads to Equation (2.1).
Since both interactions, A and C, decay as r−3 and the average distance between
bodies scales with the concentration as n−1/3 , both interactions scale linearly in n.
Therefore, the decoherence time T2 decreases approximately as
T2 ∝ 1/n.

(2.15)

For non-zero transverse magnetic fields, second order processes via the electron
spin (see Appendix A.4) make a substantial contribution to decoherence. Even in
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Figure 2.5: Statistical behavior of spin echo signals for different lattice realizations. Histogram of T2 for 1000 simulations at a magnetic field of 50 Gauss at an
angle of θ = 0◦ (blue) and θ = 6◦ (red) with respect to the NV-axis. (b) Decoherence
time T2 versus impurity concentration, Carbon-13, at 50 Gauss along the NV axis.
the case of non-interactig nuclei, Equation (2.8), a transverse magnetic field causes
the revivals to diminish due to an enhanced nuclear g-factor experienced by nuclei
nearby the electron (see Equation (A.55) in Appendix A.4). To understand this effect,
consider that revivals occur because in each half of the spin-echo sequence each

13

C

nuclear spin makes a full 2π Larmor precession (or multiples of it). Thus, in each half
of the spin-echo sequence the accumulated Zeeman shift, due to the AC component
of the

13

C nuclear field, cancels regardless of the initial phase of the oscillating field

produced by the

13

C nuclear spins. The

13

C nuclear DC field component is refocused

by spin-echo. However, if different nuclei precess at different Larmor frequencies, Ω0n ,
the accumulated Zeeman shifts for each nuclei cancels at different times and therefore
the total accumulated Zeeman shift will be non-zero, preventing a complete refocusing
of the electron spin. In addition, the average interaction between nuclei close to the
electron spin is enhanced due to the enhancement of their g factors (see Equation
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Figure 2.6: Magnetic field magnitude and alignment dependence. (a) Coherent time T2 for different magnetic field strength and angles (measured from the
NV-axis). Each point is average over 6 different random distributed baths. (b) Coherence time T2 versus angle of the magnetic field for 4 different spin baths at 50
Gauss. (c) Pseudo spin Sg=6 (τ ) at 290 Gauss. At high fields the collapses due to the
electron-nuclear dynamics decreases (see text).
(A.55) in Appendix A.4). These effects are illustrated in Figure 2.5a for a magnetic
field at an angle of θ = 6◦ from the NV-axis and in Figure 2.6b.
As the angle between the magnetic field and the NV-axis, θ, is increased, the
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electron-nuclear dynamics dominates and the spin-echo signal shows small revivals
and fits poorly to a single exponential decay. Thus, to describe the coherence time at
these angles, we have plot the average value of the signal, normalized by the average
signal at θ = 0◦ :1
%∞
|SB,θ (t)|dt
T2 (B, θ) ≡ T2 (B, θ = 0) % ∞0
.
|S
(t)|dt
B,θ=0
0

(2.16)

Figure 2.6a shows how the coherence of the signal varies with the strength and orientation of the magnetic field. This map is averaged over 6 different spin baths, since
the random localization of Carbon-13 nuclei in the lattice makes the coherent time
to vary from NV-center to NV-center as it can be seen in Figure 2.6b for a fixed
magnetic field.
When the magnetic field along the NV-axis increases, the contribution from the
electron-nuclear interactions decreases (see Figure 2.6c). This happens because the
quantization axis for the nuclei points almost in the direction of the external magnetic
field producing a small oscillating field. This can be easily seen in the non-interacting
(0)

(1)

case, Equation (2.8), where the second term vanishes if Ωn . Ωn . Similarly, when
electron spin-echo is performed using the sub manifold ms = {+1, −1}, the signal
does not revive since each nuclei refocus the electron at different times. This occurs
because the Larmor frequencies in this case, Ω±1
n , are position dependent and differ
for each nuclei.
We also point out that the approximation introduced in Section 2.2 is valid as long
as the impurity concentration of Carbon-13 is not too high, so the neglected interacWe choose this approach as the signal has sufficiently non-trivial electron-nuclear dynamics for
θ /= 0 that fitting an envelope decay function, as is done for θ = 0, leads to large errors.
1
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tions that connect different groups do not play an important role. This allows us to
treat the bath as isolated groups. A heuristic argument to evaluate the validity of the
present method is to consider the ratio between intra and inter group dipolar interations. We consider the root mean square (RMS) value of the dipolar interaction since
the interaction itself average to zero due to its angular dependance when an isotropic
distribution of nuclear spins is considered and due to the random initial spin configuration in the high temperature limit. The RMS contribution from a shell of spins
*%
+1/2 $
&1/2
rmax −6
−3
−3
is proportional to I (rmin , rmax ) = rmin
r 4πr2 dr
= (4π/3)(rmin
− rmax
)
.

Therefore, the ratio between intra and inter group interactions can be estimated as
I (rnn , rg )/I (rg , R) ≈ (rg /rnn )1/2 , where rnn is the nearest neighbor distance, rg is
the radius of the group that contains g nuclear spins and R is the radius of the spin
bath. For a given concentration of Carbon-13 nuclei n, the number of nuclear spins
g inside a sphere of radius rg is g = n × 8 × 4π(rg /a)3 /3, where a is the size of the
unit cell which contains 8 Carbons. Under these considerations, the mentioned ratio
!
!
is g/nNnn ≈ g/4n, where Nnn is the number of Carbons inside a sphere of ra-

dius rnn for which we have assigned a conservative value of 4. For the concentration
of Carbon-13 (n ∼ 1%), this ratio is much larger than one, supporting the validity
of the current approximation. The approximation also relies on the relatively large
interaction between the central spin (electron) and the bath, An , when compared to
the intra-bath interaction, Cnm . The reason for this is that as the central spin gets
disconnected from the bath (reducing An ), the decay occurs at later times τ and interactions of the order of τ −1 start to play a role. To illustrate this, consider the size
of each subgroup scaling as (g/n)1/3 where g is the size of the subgroup. Then, the
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interaction between nearest neighbor groups scales as nCnn /g where Cnn is the nearest neighbor nuclear interaction. The time at which this interaction is important goes
as t ∼ g/nCnn = g/C̄. If we require this time to be larger than the decoherence time
$
&1/2
(t 0 T2 ), we find that the two types of interactions should satisfy g Ac /C̄
01

(for the present study this value is around 150). Therefore, when the interaction between the addressed spin and the bath is of the order of the intra-bath interactions,
the approximation breaks down. This would be the case of the spin-echo signal for
a nuclear spin proximal to the NV center[39] in which more sophisticated methods
should be applied such as tree tensor networks[62].

2.6

Comparison with experiments

Many of the results presented in previous sections have been confirmed experimentally. In particular, Mizuochi et al.[66] confirmed the inverse proportionality
dependence with the concentration of Carbon-13 (Equation 2.15). In addition, the
measured and calculated values for the decoherence times agrees within 30%.
The dependence of T2 on the angle θ between the magnetic field and NV-axis,
described in Section 2.3.1 and Figure 2.6 has been confirmed by experiments performed by Paul Stanwix, My Linh Pham, and David Lesage in Ronald Walsworth’s
laboratory[32]. In addition, they measured the power n of the decay function,
E(τ ) ∝ exp − (τ /T2 )n .

(2.17)

As mentioned on Section 2.5, when the magnetic field is aligned with the NV axis,
the decay is due to dipole-dipole interaction among Carbon-13’s leading to a decay
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with a power n varying between 3 and 4. Meanwhile, when the magnetic field is
misaligned, the value for the decay should be around n = 2. THe measurements of
Stanwix et al. agree with this analysis, finding higher values of n when the magnetic
field is aligned with the NV axis and lower values of n when the magnetic field is at
a non-zero angle. Interestingly, the values for n found at high angles are lower than
values predicted by theory for a single NV center. This difference is due to an average
effect present in ensemble measurements which is discussed as follow.

2.6.1

Ensemble measurements

In Section 2.3.1 we found that decoherence with an off axis magnetic field is
primarily caused by one or two Carbon-13’s nearby to the central NV spin. In an
ensemble measurement, the strength of this interaction has a large variation since it
is position dependent. For few NV centers in the ensemble, this interaction will be
big, but for most NV centers it will be small. Therefore, it is necessary to average
over the wide-ranging interactions experienced by all NVs in the ensemble to get the
form of the measured echo signal[67, 68],
E(t) =

2

f (b) exp(−bt2 )db

(2.18)

where f (b) is the probability distribution for having a value b of the NV-Carbon13 interaction. From Section 2.3.1 we can approximate this value by the hyperfine
interaction, Ak , between the nearest Carbon-13 nucleus and the central NV spin[67],
b = |Ak |2 .

(2.19)
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In a cubic lattice with randomly distributed Carbon-13, this distribution is well approximated by (see Appendix A.3)
fb (b) = 2b

−3/2

.

1
1
√
−√
bmin
bmax

3

.

(2.20)

where
bmin =

*µ

0

4π

γe γn

+2

1
6
rmax

bmax =

*µ

0

4π

γe γn

+2 1
.
a6

(2.21)

Here, bmin is given by the size of the crystal (if very small) or the effective volume
3
(rmax
) we assign for the average Carbon-13 nucleus; and bmax is determined by the

smallest distance between the nearest Carbn-13 nucleus and the central NV spin (set
by the diamond lattice spacing a). If this probability distribution is used, we obtain
the ensemble echo signals shown in Figure 2.7.

2.7

Conclusions

We have presented a method to evaluate the decoherence of a single spin in the
presence of an interacting randomly-distributed bath. It properly incorporates the
strong electron-nuclear dynamics present in NV centers and explains how it affects the
decoherence. We also incorporates the dynamic beyond the secular approximation by
including an enhanced nuclear g-factor that depend on the orientation of the external
magnetic field relative to the NV-axis and by including an electron mediated nuclei
interaction. Our results show that the spin echo signal for NV centers can present
multiple time scales where the exponential decay produced by many small nuclei
contributions can be coherently modulated by few strongly interacting nuclei. The
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Figure 2.7: Averaging individual distributions of the NV-Carbon-13 interaction. a) Averaged signal (2.18) for several distributions f (b). Note that the
averaged signal obtained with f (b) = b−3/2 looks like gaussian decay at short times
but exponential decay at long times. b) Distributions f (b) used to calculated the
averaged signal in (a). c) Again averaged signal E(t) using f (b) = b−3/2 for better
appreciation.

coherence times in ultra-pure diamond can be further improved by making isotopically
pure diamond with low concentration in Carbon-13. This method may be used in
other systems as long as the intra-bath interaction is smaller than the interaction
between the central spin and the bath. These results have important implications,
e.g., in magnetometry where long coherence times are important. For example, echo
signals persisting for up to milliseconds can be used for nanoscale sensing of weak
magnetic fields, as it was demonstrated recently[27].

Chapter 3
Magnetic field sensing with an
individual electronic spin in
diamond
3.1

Introduction

Sensitive solid-state magnetometers typically employ phenomena such as superconducting quantum interference in SQUIDs[34, 35] or the Hall effect in semiconductors[36].
Intriguing novel avenues such as magnetic resonance force microscopy (MRFM) are
also currently being explored[37, 38]. Our approach to magnetic sensing[25] uses the
coherent manipulation of a single quantum system, an electronic spin qubit. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the electronic spin of an individual NV impurity in diamond can
be polarized via optical pumping and measured through state-selective fluorescence.
Conventional electron spin resonance (ESR) techniques are used to coherently ma34
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nipulate its orientation. To achieve magnetic sensing we monitor the electronic spin
precession, which depends on external magnetic fields through the Zeeman effect.
This method is directly analogous to precision measurement techniques in atomic
and molecular systems[42], which are widely used to implement ultra-stable atomic
clocks[69, 70, 71] and sensitive magnetometers[72].
The principal challenge for achieving high sensitivity using solid-state spins is
their strong coupling to the local environment, which limits the free precession time
and thus the magnetometer’s sensitivity. Recently, there has been great progress in
understanding the local environment of NV spin qubits, including

13

C nuclear spins

[51, 73, 53, 39, 74] and electronic spin impurities[75, 76, 77]. Here, we employ coherent
control over a coupled electron-nuclear system[25, 53], similar to techniques used in
magnetic resonance, to decouple the magnetometer spin from its environment. As
illustrated in Figure 3.2, a spin-echo sequence refocuses the unwanted evolution of the
magnetometer spin due to environmental fields fluctuating randomly on time scales
much longer than the length of the sequence. However, oscillating external magnetic
fields matching the echo period will affect the spin dynamics constructively, allowing
sensitive detection of its amplitude.
The ideal preparation, manipulation and detection of an electronic spin would
yield a so-called quantum-projection-noise-limited minimum detectable magnetic field[71]
δBmin ∼

!
√

gµB T2 T

(3.1)

where T2 is the electronic spin coherence time, T is the measurement time, µB is the
Bohr magneton, ! is Planck’s constant, and g ≈ 2 is the electronic Lande g-factor. In
principle, for typical values of T2 ∼ 0.1-1 milliseconds, sensitivity on the order of a few
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Figure 3.2: Optical and microwave spin-echo pulse sequence used for sensing
an AC magnetic field BAC (τ ). An individual center is first polarized into the
mS = 0 sublevel. A coherent superposition between the states mS = 0 and mS = 1 is
created by applying a microwave π/2 pulse tuned to this transition. The system freely
evolves for a period of time τ /2, followed by a π refocusing pulse. After a second
τ /2 evolution period, the electronic spin state is projected onto the mS = 0, 1 basis
by a final π/2 pulse, at which point the ground state population is detected optically
via spin-dependent fluorescence. The DC magnetic field is adjusted to eliminate the
contribution of the randomly phased field produced by 13 C nuclear spins (gold curve)
by choosing τ = 2n/ωL , for interger n.
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Figure 3.3: Sensitivity versus detection volume for various kinds of magnetic sensors. At cryogenic temperatures, SQUID 1-3[78, 79, 80]; at room temperature, Hall Probe 1-3[81, 82], BEC[83], NV nanocrystal (this work) and NV in
ultra-pure diamond (projected from present bulk single-crystal studies); and at 100200◦ C, Vapour Cell 1-2[84],13 .

3.2

Implementation of spin-based magnetometry
using NV centers

To establish the sensitivity limits of a single electronic spin magnetometer, we carried out a series of proof-of-principle experiments involving single NV centers in bulk
ultra-pure single crystal diamond and in commercially available diamond nanocrystals. Our experimental methodology is outlined schematically in Figure 3.1a; further
detail about our experimental setup and diamond samples are given in Appendices
B.1 and B.2. We first focus on the single crystal diamond bulk sample. Figure 3.4
shows a typical spin-echo signal observed from an individual NV center. The peri-
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C nuclei (1.1% natural

abundance), which create an effective precessing magnetic field at the NV center of a
few microtesla. In the presence of an applied static magnetic field BDC , the periodic
Larmor precession of the nuclear field causes the NV spin-echo signal to collapse and
revive[53] at half the rate of the Larmor frequency of 13 C, ωL = γ13 C BDC , where γ13 C
is the carbon gyromagnetic ratio. Note that substantial spin-echo revivals exist even
after a free evolution of 0.6 ms. To detect an external AC magnetic field with the
highest sensitivity, we must eliminate the contribution from the 13 C nuclear field. To
this end, the revival rate of the spin-echo signal is adjusted by varying the strength
of the applied DC magnetic field BDC , such that the frequency of the echo revival
peaks coincides with multiples of the AC field frequency ν to be detected.
As shown in Figure 3.5, the observed peak of the spin-echo signal varies periodically as the amplitude of the external AC field (BAC ) is increased. This signal
variation results from phase accumulated by the NV spin due to the AC magnetic
field and the resultant time varying Zeeman shift during the spin’s precession; converting this phase into a spin population difference gives rise to variations in the
detected fluorescence, which serves as the magnetometer signal. Note that the period
of this signal oscillation depends on the spin-echo interval τ = 1/ν. For a given AC
magnetic field strength BAC , the phase accumulated by the electronic spin over one
period will increase as the frequency of the external AC field decreases. At the conclusion of a single run of the magnetometry pulse sequence, the measurable spin-echo
signal SB is proportional to the probability of the NV spin being in the mS = 0
state: SB ∝ P0 (BAC ) = (1 + F (τ ) cos(δφ))/2, where δφ = 4γe BAC /2πν and F (τ )
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Figure 3.4: Example electronic spin-echo measurement. We plot the normalized echo signal corresponding to a fractional change of NV center fluorescence.
0 corresponds to an average number of photons n̄ = 0.03 detected durMaximal signal
ing the 324 ns photon counting window of a single experimental run. Collapses and
revivals are due to interactions with a 13 C nuclear spin bath. The revivals occur at
10of the Larmor frequency of 13 C (here set by BDC = 22 gauss). The
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spin-echo signal envelope was fitted with an exponential decay function modulated
by a strongly interacting
pair of nearby 13 C (for more information see Appendix B.4).
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The sensitivity of the NV magnetometer to small variations in BAC , e.g., as depicted in the measurements shown in Figure 3.5, is given by δBmin = σSN /dSB , where
σSN is the standard deviation of the spin-echo measurement after N averages and
dSB is the slope of the spin-echo signal variation with BAC . Since maximum sensitivity (i.e., smallest δBmin ) occurs at maximum slope, all magnetometer sensitivity measurements were conducted at this point. This maximum slope is propor-
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Figure 3.5: Demonstration of spin-echo-based magnetometry with an individual NV electronic spin in a bulk diamond sample. Examples of measured
spin-echo signal as a function of applied AC magnetic field amplitude for two operating frequencies ν1 = 3.15 kHz (red) and ν2 = 4.21 kHz (blue), corresponding to
revivals 1 and 2 indicated in Fig. 2a. Each displayed point is a result of N = 7 × 105
averages of spin-echo sequences. The magnetometer is most sensitive to variations
in the AC magnetic field amplitude (δB) at the point of maximum slope, with the
sensitivity being limited by the uncertainty in the spin-echo signal measurement (δS).
We note that the cosine behavior of the signal with respect to AC magnetic field amplitude can be changed to a sine by adjusting the phase of the third microwave pulse
by 90 degrees. This change moves the point of maximum magnetometer sensitivity
to near zero AC field amplitude.

tional to the spin-echo amplitude divided by the frequency of the oscillating field,
dSB ∝ F (1/ν)/ν. For a shot-noise limited signal with uncertainty σS in a single
√
measurement: σSN = σS / N , where N = T /τ , T is the measurement time and τ is
the length of the spin-echo sequence. Hence the magnetometer sensitivity is expected
√
to scale as δBmin ∝ ν/F (1/ν).
Figure 3.6a shows example measurements of the sensitivity δBmin after one second
of averaging as a function of the AC magnetic field frequency ν = 1/τ . As this
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Figure 3.6: Characterization of magnetometer sensitivity and minimum
measurable AC magnetic field. (a) Measured sensitivity of a single NV spin
magnetometer in a bulk diamond sample over a range of frequencies for the external
AC magnetic field after averaging for one second (T = 1 s). Error bars represent
standard deviation (s.d.) for a sample size of 30. Also shown is the theoretically
predicted sensitivity (solid blue line), with the shaded region representing uncertainty
due to variations in photon collection efficiency (for more information see Appendix
B.4). Measurements were carried out at two different DC fields, BDC = 13 (in red)
and 22 gauss (in green). (b) The minimum measurable AC magnetic field as a function
of averaging time, for AC field frequency ν = 3.2 kHz and BDC = 13 gauss. Fit to
this data (red curve) shows that the sensitivity improves as the square root of the
averaging time and is consistent with theoretical estimates based on photon shot-noise
limited detection.

frequency decreases, the accumulated Zeeman phase shift of the NV spin during one
period increases. This makes the NV spin more sensitive to variations of BAC as
the frequency is reduced, until the point at which the NV spin decoheres during
a single period of the external AC magnetic field’s oscillation. This decoherence
decreases the magnetometer’s sensitivity by decreasing the contrast of the spin-echo
signal (F (1/ν) → 0) and therefore the slope dSB . At high frequencies or short
√
times, F (1/ν) → 1, and the sensitivity scales as ν. Hence, the magnetometer
sensitivity is optimized for frequencies comparable with the longest time for which
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substantial echo signal is still observable. We note that it is possible to measure
at higher frequencies without further loss of sensitivity by using multiple spin-echo
pulses in a given measurement period [25]. Figure 3.6b shows examples of measured
NV magnetometer sensitivity for a fixed AC magnetic field frequency ν as a function
of measurement time T . The solid line is a fit to δBmin ∝ T −α , where α = 0.5 ± 0.01,
indicating that magnetic fields as small as few nanotesla are resolvable after 100
seconds of averaging.
As noted above, a key feature of our technique is that at specific times, determined
by echo revivals, the NV electronic spin can be decoupled from

13

C nuclear spins to

leading order. In practice, the decoupling is not perfect due to the internal dynamics of
the electronic environment other than simple spin precession. In fact, the overall decay
of the echo signal shown in Figure 3.4 does not follow the simple exponential decay
associated with typical ESR on bulk samples. This can be understood by noting that
the echo dynamics of a single NV center near its revivals is likely determined by a few
nearby 13 C, which interact strongly with the electronic spin[73, 51, 53, 39, 85], yielding
multiple characteristic time scales for echo decay (see Chapter 2 and Appendix B.4).
The absolute sensitivity of the NV magnetometer depends on the signal to noise
ratio in the readout of the NV electronic spin state. In the present demonstration, this
is limited by photon collection efficiency ≈ 0.1%. The resulting photon shot noise[33,
25] is about an order of magnitude larger than the ideal quantum projection noise limit
given by Equation (3.1), resulting in a corresponding degradation of magnetometer
sensitivity. Our theoretical prediction of magnetometer sensitivity (solid curve in
Figure 3.6a) combines the NV coherence properties shown in Figure 3.4 with the
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Figure 3.7: Demonstration of magnetic sensing with a single NV electronic
spin in a diamond nanocrystal. (a) Example electronic spin-echo signal from
a single NV center contained in a diamond nanocrystal with diameter of 34 ± 12
nm as determined by AFM. Maximum signal corresponds to an average number of
photons n̄ = 0.02 counted during a 324 ns photon counting window. The arrow line
indicates the time at which magnetic sensing is performed in Fig. 4b. (b) Example
electronic spin-echo signal as a function of the applied AC magnetic field amplitude
at a frequency of ν = 380 kHz. For this data, N = 2 × 106 averages of spinecho sequences were used. The resulting standard deviation yields a magnetometer
sensitivity of 0.5 ± 0.1 µT/Hz1/2 .
noise due to photon counting statistics and imperfect collection efficiency (for more
information see Appendix B.4). This prediction is in excellent agreement with our
experimental results, indicating that our magnetometer is photon-shot-noise limited.

3.3

Magnetic sensing using diamond nanocrystals

To demonstrate magnetic sensing within a nanoscale detection volume, we also
performed similar experiments with single NV centers in diamond nanocrystals. We
used commercially available nanocrystals that contain a large number of impurities,
which shorten the electronic spin coherence time[86] to values ranging from 4 to 10
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µs. Sensitive detection of AC magnetic fields is still possible as demonstrated experimentally in Figure 3.7. Here, the echo signal from a single NV center in a 30 nm
size nanocrystal decays on the time scale of ∼ 4 µs. The absence of characteristic
collapses and revivals, associated with couplings to

13

C nuclear spins, indicates that

the echo decay is likely due to other spin impurities such as paramagnetic substitutional nitrogen atoms containing unpaired electron spins. Magnetic sensing with such
a nanocrystal at ν = 380 kHz is demonstrated in Figure 3.7b. From these measurements we estimate a magnetometer sensitivity of δBmin ∼ 0.5 ± 0.1 µT/Hz1/2 for this
nanocrystal.
Improved magnetometer sensitivity for bulk and nanocrystal diamond may be
achieved in several ways. By using isotopically pure diamond with low concentrations of both

13

C and nitrogen electron spin impurities, much longer coherence and

interrogation times should be possible. For diamond nanocrystals, however, the ultimate sensitivity will eventually be limited by surface effects [76, 87]. Increases to the
signal-to-noise ratio may also be possible by improving the measurement readout efficiency. Near single-shot readout of an electronic spin in diamond has been achieved
with cryogenic cooling using resonant excitation[23]. Photon collection efficiency
at room temperature can also be substantially improved using either conventional
far-field optics or evanescent, near-field coupling to optical waveguides[88]. Finally,
further improvements can likely be obtained by using magnetic sensing with multiple
NV centers and by employing more complex pulse sequences[25].
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Outlook and Conclusions

Our results demonstrate that electronic spins in diamond can be used for precision measurements of nanoscale magnetic fields. This approach opens a new regime
of magnetic sensing, enabling detection of single electron and even nuclear spins separated from NV centers by a few tens of nanometers, see SI. For example, by combining
our spin-echo based method with the recently demonstrated[28] transport and manipulation of nanocrystals using an atomic force microscope (AFM), a new kind of
nanoscale scanning magnetic sensor may be created. Such a sensor could have a
wide range of applications from biological and materials science to quantum information processing and fundamental tests of quantum mechanics. With the aid of field
gradients, used for example in MRFM approaches[37, 38], NV diamond magnetometers may allow sensing and resolving of individual nuclear spins with applications
in structural biology[25, 26]. It also provides an efficient method for measuring single electronic spins in various quantum computing architectures. Furthermore, this
technique may allow non-destructive mapping of quantum states into NV centers,
operating as a quantum magnetic “head” [89], with possibilities for mechanical transport of quantum information. Finally, we note that our technique could be used
for detecting the quantum motion of magnetic mechanical resonators[90, 91], with
new possibilities for creating nonclassical states of mechnical motion and for testing
quantum mechanics on a macroscopic scale.

Chapter 4
Repetitive readout of a single
electronic spin via quantum logic
with nuclear spin ancillae
4.1

Introduction

Efforts have recently been directed towards the manipulation of several qubits
in quantum systems, ranging from isolated atoms and ions to solid-state quantum
bits [92, 93]. These small-scale quantum systems have been successfully used for
proof-of-concept demonstrations of simple quantum algorithms [94, 95, 96, 97]. In
addition, they can be used for potentially important practical applications in areas
such as quantum metrology [92]. For example, techniques involving quantum logic
operations on several trapped ions have been applied to develop an improved ion state
readout scheme, resulting in a new class of atomic clocks [70, 98]. We demonstrate a
47
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similar technique to enhance the readout of a single electronic spin in the solid state.
Our method makes use of quantum logic between a single electronic spin and
nuclear spin qubits in its local environment for repetitive readout. While such nuclear
spins are generally the source of unwanted decoherence in the solid-state, recent
theoretical [99, 85, 100] and experimental [73, 39, 45, 77, 101, 102, 103] work has
demonstrated that when properly controlled, the nuclear environment can become a
very useful resource, in particular, for long-term quantum memory.
Our experimental demonstration makes use of a single negatively-charged nitrogenvacancy (NV) center in diamond. The electronic ground state of this defect is an
electronic spin triplet (S = 1) and is a good candidate for a logic qubit, on account of
its remarkably long coherence times [104] and fast spin manipulation using microwave
fields [105]. Furthermore, the center can be optically spin polarized and measured
by combining confocal microscopy techniques with spin-selective rates of fluorescence
[73]. In practice, the NV spin readout under ambient, room temperature conditions
is far from perfect. This is because laser radiation at 532 nm for readout re-polarizes
the electronic spin before a sufficient number of photons can be scattered for the state
to be reliably determined.

4.2

Repetitive readout scheme

Our approach is to correlate the electronic spin logic qubit with nearby nuclear
spins [106], which are relatively unperturbed by the optical readout, prior to the measurement process [74]. Specifically, we use one or more

13

C (I = 1/2) nuclear spins

in the diamond lattice, coupled to the NV electronic spin via a hyperfine interaction,
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C nuclear spin has eigenstates

|↑"n1 (aligned) or |↓"n1 (anti-aligned) with the local magnetic field. The composite
electronic-nuclear system is first prepared in a fiducial state, |0"e |↓"n1 , using a sequence of optical, microwave and radiofrequency (RF) pulses. Next, the electronic
spin is prepared in an arbitrary state |Ψ"e = α|0"e + β|1"e , where |0, 1"e denote electronic state with ms = 0, 1. Before readout, we perform a sequence of gate operations
resulting in the entangled electron-nuclear state |Ψ"e |↓"n1 → α |0"e |↓"n1 + β |1"e |↑"n1 .
The optical measurement process projects this state into either |0"e |↓"n1 or |1"e |↑"n1 .
When optically excited these two states fluoresce at different rates dependent on the
value of mS . Within a typical measurement period, less than one photon is counted
before the electron spin is repolarized to |0"e , which indicates that the uncertainty of
the electronic spin state measurement is quite large.
The nuclear spin can thus reveal the former electronic state because of the correlations established before the electronic spin was reset. To achieve this repetitive
readout, we perform a controlled-not operation, which maps |0"e |↓"n1 → |0"e |↓"n1 and
|0"e |↑"n1 → |1"e |↑"n1 , and repeat the optical measurement. Fluorescence counting of
these two states can be added to prior measurements to decrease the uncertainty for
electronic spin state discrimination. If optical readout does not destroy the orientation of the nuclear spin, the uncertainty in the determination of the electronic spin
can be reduced via repetitive measurements. In this way the overall signal-to-noise of
the measurement process of our logic qubit can be increased. After multiple readout
cycles and many quantum logic operations, the nuclear spin orientation will finally
be destroyed. However, it is possible to further improve the readout scheme by using
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a pair of ancillary nuclear spins and imprinting the electronic state into a GHZ-like
state |Ψ"e |↓"n1 |↓"n2 → α |0"e |↓"n1 |↓"n2 + β |1"e |↑"n1 |↑"n2 . In such a case, the state
of the first nuclear spin after repetitive readout sequences can be periodically “refreshed” using the information stored within the second nuclear spin. These schemes
are closely related to a quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement [107, 108], as
the nuclear spin population operators Iˆzn1,n2 do not evolve throughout the electronic
spin readout and constitute “good” QND observables. While imperfect optical NV
electronic spin detection precludes an ideal QND measurement, our scheme nevertheless allows substantial improvement in the spin readout.

4.3

Implementation with nearby

13

C ancillae

To implement the repetitive readout technique we use a single NV center in diamond coupled to nearby

13

C nuclear spins. These nuclear spins can be polarized,

fully controlled and provide a robust quantum memory even in the presence of optical radiation necessary for electronic spin-state readout [39, 74]. This is achieved
through a combination of optical, microwave, and RF fields (Figure 4.1) and discussed
in Appendix C.1.
To control a single nuclear spin, we choose a NV center with a well-resolved
13

C hyperfine coupling near 14 MHz. The degeneracy of the |ms = ±1"e spin states

is lifted by applying a B0 = 30 gauss magnetic field along the NV axis. Under
these conditions, the transitions of the electronic spin (e) within the subspace of
{|0"e , |1"e } can be selectively addressed, conditioned on a certain nuclear state. The
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Figure 4.1: Repetitive readout of an electronic spin. (A) Illustration of the
NV center and its proximal 13 C nuclear spins. Inset: Energy levels of the coupled
spin system formed by the NV electronic spin (e) and the first proximal 13 C nuclear
spin (n1 ). With a static magnetic field applied along the NV axis, spin n1 keeps
the same quantization axis when spin e is |0"e or |1"e (see Appendix C.2). When
spin n1 is |↓"n1 (or |↑"n1 ), the microwave field MW1 (or MW2) resonantly drives spin
e between |0"e and |1"e , which can implement the Cn1 NOTe gate. When spin e is
|1"e , the radio-frequency RF field resonantly drives spin n1 between |↓"n1 and |↑"n1 ,
which can implement the Ce NOTn1 gate. (B) Illustration of repetitive readout. The
red down (up) arrow represents the electronic spin state |0"e (|1"e ), and blue down
(up) arrow represents the nuclear spin state |↓"n1 (|↑"n1 ). (C) Experimental pulse
sequences that polarize spin n1 to |↓"n1 and spin e to |0"e , followed by various probe
operations, before fluorescence readout of spin e. (D) Measured electronic spin Rabi
oscillations driven by MW1 and MW2 fields, for polarized spin n1 . The small wiggles
for MW2 are due to off-resonant driving of the majority population in the |↓"n1 state.
The data is in agreement for finite detunings and microwave power (solid curves).
The right vertical axis shows the average counts for a single readout. The left vertical
axis shows the probability in the |0"e state, obtained from the average counts (see
Appendix C.1). (E) Measured nuclear spin Rabi oscillation driven by the RF field.

model Hamiltonian for this system (Figure 4.1A) is,
H = (∆ + γe B0 )Ŝz + γC B0 Iˆzn1 + AŜz Iˆzn1

(4.1)

where ∆ = 2π × 2.87 GHz is the zero field splitting, A is the hyperfine interaction,
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and γe and γC are the electronic and nuclear spin gyromagnetic ratios. Ŝz = 12 1̂ + Ŝz
is a pseudo-spin one-half operator for the electronic spin subspace, 1̂ is the identity
matrix, and Iˆzn1 and Sˆz are the spin 1/2 angular momentum operators. Coherent
oscillations between the |0"e and |1"e states, conditioned on a single proximal nuclear spin (n1 ) in |↓"n1 (or |↑"n1 ), are selectively driven by the microwave field MW1
(or MW2). To control nuclear spin n1 a resonantly tuned RF field to address the
levels |1"e |↓"n1 and |1"e |↑"n1 , which are energetically separated due to the hyperfine
interaction (Figure 4.1A), is used.
Following the initialization of spin e, spin n1 is polarized by applying MW1 and
RF π pulses, which transfers the polarization from spin e to spin n1 . Rabi oscillations
of spin n1 are demonstrated (Figure 4.1E) by preparing spin e in the |1"e state
irrespective of the state of spin n1 (using MW1 and MW2 π-pulses) and increasing
the RF pulse length.
This data indicates that we can achieve spin n1 preparation (polarization) and
readout with combined fidelity F ≡ #↓ |ρ# | ↓" ≥ 75%, where ρ# is the reduced density
operator for spin n1 .
We now turn to the demonstration of the repetitive readout technique. As illustrated in Figure 4.1D, the direct readout of electronic spin is imperfect. We define n0
and n1 as the total number of photons detected for the |0"e and |1"e states, respectively, during a single measurement interval. The signal is defined as the difference
in average counts between the two spin states: A0 = n0 − n1 ≈ 0.005 (Figure 4.1D).
Experimentally, photon shot-noise dominates the fluctuations in the counts. Because
of this shot noise and the low average count (n0 ≈ 0.016), we need to average over
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N ∼ 105 experimental runs to obtain the data in Figure 4.1D.
To improve the signal, we use two spins: e and n1 . Both spins are first polarized to
the initial state |0"e |↓"n1 . Next, we perform a unitary operation U (t), which prepares
the superposition state |Ψ1 " = (α |0"e + β |1"e ) |↓"n1 that we would like to measure.
Instead of immediately reading out the electronic spin, we use a controlled-not gate
(Ce NOTn1 , achieved by an RF π pulse) to correlate spin e with spin n1 (Figure 4.2A).
We then optically readout/pump spin e, leaving the spin system in the post-readout
$
&
state: ρpost = |0" #0|e ⊗ |α|2 |↓" #↓| + |β|2 |↑" #↑| n1 . The state of spin n1 via the

electronic spin e by performing a controlled-not operation (Cn1 NOTe , achieved by an
MW1 or MW2 π pulse) is then readout. This completes a one-step readout of spin
n1 , which can be repeated.
As a direct illustration of the enhanced readout technique, Figure 4.2C shows the
accumulated signal for Rabi oscillations of the electronic spin obtained by adding M
subsequent repetitive readouts for each experimental run. This procedure results in
a ten-fold enhancement of spin signal amplitude.
In order to further quantify the performance of this technique, the noise added
with each additional repetitive readout must be considered. The repetitive readout
spin signal is defined as a weighted sum of difference counts Am associated with
(M
mth readout: Sw (M ) =
m=1 wm Am . The average values of Am are determined

experimentally by measuring the difference in average counts associated with Rabi
oscillations for each m-th repeated readout. The wm allow us to weight the contribution of each repetitive readout to the overall signal. The noise corresponding to the
4(
M
2 2
repetitive readout signal is ∆Sw (M ) =
m=1 wm σm . Here σm is the uncertainty of
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Figure 4.2: Realization of repetitive readout. (A) Quantum circuit for M -step
repetitive readout scheme assisted by spin n1 . (B) Operations and pulse sequences
for M = 60. The initial state |0"e |↓"n1 is prepared with six-step pumping of spins
e and n1 . The MW1 pulse of duration t induces the Rabi rotation U (t) of spin
e, whose parity information is imprinted to spin n1 with an RF π pulse (i.e., the
Ce NOTn1 gate). After fluorescence readout of spin e, (M − 1)-repetitive readouts
of spin n1 are performed by MW1 or MW2 π pulses (i.e., Cn1 NOTe gates) followed
by fluorescence readout. Note the m=1 readout is not preceded by a MW1 pulse.
(C) Cumulative signal obtained from repetitive readout measurements, summed from
m = 1 to M , for M = 1, 5, 10, 20, 60 repetitions. Constant background counts are
subtracted. (D) Amplitudes |Am | for Rabi oscillation measurements obtained from
the m-th readout normalized to the signal amplitude without repetitive readout (A0 ).
(E) Improvement in SNR using the repetitive readout scheme. Blue curves in (D)
and (E) are simulations with imperfection parameters estimated from independent
experiments (see Appendix C.5).

the measurement of Am . Experimentally, this uncertainty is found to be independent
of m.
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The signal-to-noise figure of merit is defined as SN R(M ) = Sw (M )/∆Sw (M ).
The wm weights are chosen by noting that the larger values of Am allow us to extract
more information given the fixed uncertainty of each measurement, and we should
emphasize these readouts more. As proven in Appendix C.4, the optimal choice of
2
weights corresponds to wm = |Am |/σm
and the optimized SNR is given by:
5
6M /
6 " / Am //2
/
/
SNRopt (M ) = 7
/ σm /

(4.2)

m=1

In the ideal QND case, each repetitive readout would yield the same |Am | and the SNR
√
would scale with M . For our experiment, the SNR saturates (Figure 4.2E) due to
the decay of the normalized amplitudes (Figure 4.3D). Nevertheless, the experimental
data shown in Figure 4.2E indicate the enhancement of SNR by more than 220%.
In assessing this result, it is noted that various imperfections can affect the repetitive readout, which leads to the imperfect first readout |A1 | / |A0 | < 1, the sharp
decrease in |A2 |, and the subsequent exponential reduction |Am | = |A2 |η (m−2) with
η ≈ 0.95.
These behaviors can be attributed to three major imperfections (see Appendix
C.5): errors from microwave pulses (about 7% error probability for each π pulse);
imperfect optical pumping of the electronic spin after each readout; and most substantially, the depolarization of the nuclear spin memory under optical illumination
To quantify the latter process, we study the decay times for

13

C nuclear spins in

the presence of optical illumination. For an illumination time tL longer than 1 µs, the
nuclear spin polarization decays exponentially, with a characteristic time τn1 = 13 (1)
µs (Figure 4.3B). Since τn1 is much longer than the time for optical readout and
optical spin polarization of the NV electronic spin (350 ns), repetitive readout of e
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Figure 4.3: Coherence and control of two nuclear spins. (A) The coupled
spin system formed by the NV electronic spin (e) and two proximal 13 C nuclear spins
(n1 and n2 ). Middle inset: Energy levels for spins n1 and n2 when spin e is in the
|0"e state. Right inset: Schematic of flip-flop between spins n1 and n2 , which is
electron-mediated by the second-order hopping via |1"e |↓"n1 |↓"n2 . (B) Measured depolarization of spins n1 and n2 under optical illumination. For the duration of optical
illumination tL longer than 1 µs, the polarizations for spins n1 and n2 decay exponentially with characteristic times τn1 = 13 (1) µs and τn2 = 53 (5) µs, respectively. For
tL less than 1 µs, the decay is slightly faster, which is likely associated with dynamics
of the spin-fluctuator model that describe optically induced depolarization of single
nuclei (see ref. [74] and Appendix C.5). These decay times are much longer than the
optical readout/pump time of the electronic spin (about 350 ns). Inset: Log-linear
plot. (C) Operations and pulse sequence to probe dynamics between spins n1 and
n2 . (D) Measured spin flip-flop dynamics between spins n1 and n2 . For three different preparations of the initial state (|↓"n1 |↑"n2 (cyan), |↓"n1 and n2 in thermal state
(black), and |↓"n1 |↓"n2 (purple)), the observed population, pn1 ,↑ (t), oscillates with
the same period T = 117 (1) µs. These observations verify the theoretical prediction,
with flip-flop coupling strength b = 4.27 (3) kHz.
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C nuclear spin decay times

are 0 1 ms [73, 39].) Despite the relatively long τn1 , after many cycles the nuclear
spin depolarizes. This degrades the repetitive optical readout for larger m, yielding
the overall exponential decay in the amplitude |Am | with increasing m (see Appendix
C.4).
As an indication of how this limit can be circumvented, the use of two ancillary
nuclear spins is considered. The state of spin e may be correlated with a more distant
spin n2 , in addition to proximal spin n1 . As the decay time of spin n2 is longer than
that of spin n1 due to a weaker interaction with spin e, the information stored in
spin n2 persists after spin n1 has been depolarized under optical illumination. This
remaining n2 polarization can then be transferred to spin n1 and repetitively readout
again.
Control of two nuclear spins is achieved by using the strongly coupled nuclear spin
n1 as a probe for the second nearby

13

C nuclear spin n2 , which cannot be directly

observed via the NV center. By placing the NV electronic spin in |0"e state, the
hyperfine coupling is removed. This enables proximal

13

C nuclear spins with similar

Zeeman energy to flip-flop and exchange spin population. Figure 4.3D shows that the
nuclear population, pn1 ,↑ (τ ), oscillates between pn1 ,↑ (0) ≈ 0.2 and pn1 ,↑ (T /2) ≈ 0.5
with a period of T = 117 (1) µs (Figures 3A & 3C). The relatively high contrast
of these oscillations suggests an interaction with a second nuclear spin (n2 ), as the
two nuclei “flip-flop” between the states |↑"n1 |↓"n2 and |↓"n1 |↑"n2 . Such excitation
exchange requires a similar Zeeman splitting for the two spins, indicating that the
second nucleus is also a

13

C. We note that the nuclear spin-spin interaction strength
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determined by our measurements, b = π/T = 4.27 (3) kHz, is several times that of a
bare dipolar coupling (2 kHz for two 13 C nuclei separated by the nearest neighbor distance, 1.54 Å) signifying that their interaction is mediated by the NV electronic spin
(see inset of Figure 4.3A and Appendix C.2), which is described by the interaction
hamiltonian Hint = b(I1+ I2− + I1− I2+ ). This interaction can be used to effectively
control the state of the second nucleus and of the entire three-spin system. Specifically, a half period of nuclear spin oscillation, T /2, constitutes a SWAP operation
between the two nuclear spins. This operation can be used, e.g., to polarize the second nuclear spin (Figures 3C, 3D). In addition, by modifying the initial state of spin
n1 , we can prepare the initial state of the two nuclei in any of the four possible configurations: {↑↑, ↑↓, ↓↑, ↓↓} (see Appendix C.2). Further control is provided by putting
the electronic spin into the |1"e state, in which case the flip-flop dynamics between
spins n1 and n2 disappears (see Figure C.3). This is because spins n1 and n2 typically have very distinct hyperfine splittings that introduce a large energy difference
(∆E 0 b) between |↑"n1 |↓"n2 and |↓"n1 |↑"n2 and quench the interaction. Therefore,
we can implement a controlled-SWAP operation between spins n1 and n2 , enabling
full control over spin n2 . We further observe that spin n2 has decay time τn2 = 53 (1)
µs (Figure 4.3B inset) under optical illumination. Compared with spin n1 , spin n2 is
less perturbed by the optical transitions between different electronic states, as it has
a weaker hyperfine coupling to the electron [74].
To demonstrate concatenated readout experimentally, both nuclear spins are initialized in the state |↓"n1 |↓"n2 and a single NV electronic spin that we would like
to detect is prepared in a superposition state (α |0" + β |1")e . First, the operation
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Figure 4.4: Demonstration of two-level concatenated readout procedure.
(A) Quantum circuit for concatenated M -step repetitive readout scheme assisted by
both spins n1 and n2 . (B) Operations and pulse sequences for M = 60. Ideally, the
GHZ-like state α |0"e |↓"n1 |↓"n2 + β |1"e |↑"n1 |↑"n2 with the parity information of spin
e imprinted on both spins n1 and n2 is created before the first readout. After the first
round of M -step repetitive readout, spin n1 is depolarized, but spin n2 maintains its
polarization. The spin state of spin n2 is swapped to spin n1 , which is then detected
during the second round of M -step repetitive readouts. (C) Normalized amplitude
|Am | / |A0 | obtained from the m-th readout. (D) Measured improvement in the SNR
using the double repetitive readout scheme. The blue curves in (C) and (D) are
simulations with imperfection parameters estimated from independent experiments
(see Appendix C.5).
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(Ce NOTn1 -SWAP-Ce NOTn1 ) is used to prepare the GHZ-type state |Ψ" = α |0"e |↓"n1 |↓"n2
+ β |1"e |↑"n1 |↑"n2 . Next, we optically readout/pump spin e, leaving the system in
state ρ#post = |α|2 |0 ↓↓" #0 ↓↓| + |β|2 |0 ↑↑" #0 ↑↑|. M − 1 repetitive readouts of spin n1
are then performed, in the manner described above, until spin n1 is depolarized. At
this point, spin n2 is still directly correlated with the first measurement of the e spin.
This information can be transferred to spin n1 by a nuclear SWAP gate. Thus, the
parity information can be measured again by performing a second round of M-step
repetitive readout. These operations are summarized in the quantum circuit (Figure
4.4A) and pulse sequences (Figure 4.4B).
Experimentally, the “revival” in the signal amplitude |Am | after the SWAP is
demonstrated (Figure 4.4C), which leads to an associated jump in the SNR curve
(Figure 4.4D) for M # = 61. This shows that the second nuclear spin can be used to
further enhance the readout efficiency. While ideally the repetitive readout scheme
assisted by two nuclear spins should improve the absolute SNR more than a single
nuclear spin, in the present experimental realization this is not yet so, as more errors
are accumulated for the two nuclear spin scheme due to initialization and pulse imperfections. These errors reduce the optical signal amplitudes for the readout assisted
by two nuclear spins, compromising the overall SNR improvement. Nevertheless, the
experiments clearly demonstrate that it is in principle possible to further boost the
relative SNR using additional nuclear spins.
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Outlook and Conclusions

While we have demonstrated an enhancement for coherent Rabi oscillations, any
set of pulses acting on the electronic spin (e.g., a spin echo sequence) can be implemented. This should have immediate applications to NV-based nano-magnetometry
[27, 28]. As the duration of the entire repetitive readout sequence (∼ 150µs in Figure
4.2B) is shorter than the typical echo duration in pure diamond, SNR improvements
directly translate into enhanced sensitivity and increased speed of nanoscale diamond
magnetometer [25]. This may have important applications in probing time-varying
processes in biophysical systems. The repetitive readout can also be used to achieve
single-shot readout of NV centers. At room temperature, with optimized collection
efficiency, an improvement in spin signal on the order of a few hundred is needed to
achieved single-shot readout. Potentially this improvement can be obtained by using
nuclei more robust to optical depolarization, such as the nitrogen nuclear spin of the
NV center in isotopically pure 12 C diamond [104] and by using advanced control techniques [109, 110] to suppress the imperfections from microwave pulses. Furthermore,
resonant optical excitations (λ ≈ 637 nm) can be used for NV centers at cryogenic
temperatures. Here the resolved spin structure of optical excited-states [111, 105, 112]
can be exploited to readout the electronic spin much more efficiently with reduced
perturbation to the nuclear spin [74]. Under these conditions, a ten-fold spin signal
improvement may be sufficient to enable single-shot readout of the NV electronic
spin. In turn, this can be employed to perform robust, adaptive QND measurements
of nuclear spin qubits which will be of direct use for distributed quantum networks
[106, 39]. Our experiments demonstrate that manipulation of several nuclear spin an-
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cillae surrounding a central electronic spin can be used to implement useful quantum
algorithms in solid-state systems.

Chapter 5
Imaging and manipulation of
individual spins with nanoscale
resolution
5.1

Introduction

Optical techniques constitute powerful tools for spin detection and manipulation
that enable applications ranging from atomic clocks[40, 41] and magnetometers[42],
to quantum information processors[43, 39, 44, 45] and novel sensors and imaging
modalities for biological and life sciences[46, 25, 26, 27, 28, 104]. Several promising methods for fluorescence imaging have recently been developed to surpass the
diffraction limit and are already being applied to important problems in biology and
neuroscience[113, 114, 115] as well as sub-wavelength optical lithography[116, 117,
118]. For example, sub-diffraction imaging of fluorophores can be obtained by stimu63
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lated emission depletion (STED) microscopy and related methods based on reversible
saturable optical linear fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT)[119, 47, 120, 121]. Using
optical fields with intensity zeros and steep spatial gradients, such as those provided
by doughnut-shaped beams, one can transiently switch the fluorophores to a different
state everywhere except for a small region near the vanishing optical intensity. In this
case the emitters from that small region can be separated from neighbours closer than
the diffraction limit. Since the emitters are switched to the designated (on or off)
state provided the optical stimulation rate exceeds that of the spontaneous decay rate
of that state, the ultimate resolution is, in principle, limited only by the applicable
optical power[121].
Our new approach to sub-diffraction spin detection and manipulation is outlined
in Figure 5.1. We consider an electronic spin system, such as the NV center in
diamond, which can be polarized via optical pumping, coherently manipulated with
resonant microwave radiation, and read-out with spin-state-dependent fluorescence.
Improved spatial resolution is achieved by illuminating the sample with a doughnutshaped optical beam just prior to optical spin readout. Spins positioned directly in
the center of the doughnut beam are not affected by it. However, spins that are
even a few nanometers away from the zero intensity position are re-polarized by the
doughnut beam and thus contribute differently to the fluorescence signal, providing
nanoscale imaging contrast. Moreover, selective coherent manipulation of a spin in
the doughnut center can be achieved by simultaneous exposure to resonant microwave
radiation and the optical doughnut beam (Figure 5.1c). The essence of this process is
that all coherent spin transitions away from the doughnut center are inhibited by the
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Figure 5.1: Principles of sub-diffraction far-field optical imaging and magnetometry of individual NV electronic spins in diamond (”spin-RESOLFT”).
a, Experimental sequence using pulsed optical and microwave excitation. NV spins
are first optically pumped to ms = 0 using a Gaussian beam at 532 nm followed
by microwave manipulation. Application of 532 nm doughnut beam re-polarizes the
outer ring to ms = 0, allowing the spin-state of the central dark region to be independently read-out. b, Energy level diagram of NV center showing optical absorption (k)
and fluorescence (γ) rates. NV electronic spins are optically pumped from |ms | = 1
to ms = 0 spin states through non-radiative relaxation via the metastable 1 A1 singlet state. Microwave fields at around 2.87 GHz coherently manipulate the NV spin
states. The differential spin-state population is measured via spin-state-dependent
fluorescence in the red. c, Schematic of experimental approach. NV centers are imaged using confocal microscopy by scanning the sample around the focal point using
a 3-axis piezo stage (see Appendix D.2 for more details on the setup). The doughnut
beam is generated by passing a Gaussian beam through a vortex waveplate (2π azimuthally varying phase ramp). See Appendix D.3 for more information on how to
create the doughnut beam.
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laser field due to a quantum Zeno-like effect[48], thereby allowing coherent rotation
of an individual spin at the doughnut center.

5.2

Breaking the diffraction limit resolution

Before proceeding we note that STED and related RESOLFT techniques have
been demonstrated to be effective in systems containing metastable states[47], although not spin states previously. A specific advantage of our present approach,
which we refer to as spin-RESOLFT, stems from the exceptionally long lifetimes associated with spin sublevels of electronic ground states, which can reach seconds and
exceed the lifetimes of electronic transitions by more than six orders of magnitude.
Optical transitions involving such ground-state spin levels can be differentially saturated by scattering just a few photons. Therefore, spin-RESOLFT allows individual
electronic spins associated with NV centers to be imaged on the nanoscale, with several orders of magnitude lower laser power than most other super-resolution imaging
techniques. This offers a significant advantages in many applications, especially to
biological systems. Alternatively, for a given power of the doughnut laser beam, spinRESOLFT allows a dramatic improvement in resolution relative to STED and other
RESOLFT approaches, potentially extending to sub-nanometer scales. We also note
that another method for resolving closely spaced spins employs large magnetic field
gradients[28], as in conventional magnetic resonance imaging. This method, however,
requires detailed knowledge of the magnetic gradient topography and is only possible
for spins that can be resolved spectrally in ESR or NMR measurements. In what follows we show that the present technique allows one to use far-field optical detection to
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resolve individual spins spaced by sub-diffraction-limited distances, sense their local
magnetic environment, and perform coherent spin manipulation, even when ESR or
NMR measurements are not capable of resolving individual spins spectrally.
Our experimental demonstration makes use of individual NV centers on an ultrapure single crystal bulk diamond grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD). The
centers were created by irradiating 109 cm−2 nitrogen ions with energy of 6 keV, corresponding to an estimated average implantation depth of 10 nm, as determined by
simulations. The sample was then annealed at 800 ◦ C, yielding an observed NV concentration of approximately 0.6 NV/µm2 . To reliably distinguish shallow implanted
ions from natural NV centers, a rare isotope 15 N was used (see Appendix D.1 for more
information on the implantation/annealing procedure). An electronic spin associated
with the NV triplet ground state can be optically polarized, coherently manipulated
using conventional electron spin resonance (ESR) techniques[93, 77], and read-out
through spin-state-dependent fluorescence[23] (see Figure 5.1b). NV centers in ultra
pure diamond display exceptional electron spin lifetimes (T1 ), approaching seconds
at room temperature[39, 104]. To realize sub-diffraction optical imaging and magnetometry using NV spins, we first polarize all NV centers in the field of view into
the ground spin state ms = 0 using a focused Gaussian beam; then drive ESR spin
transitions to the ms = +1 or −1 state, or to a coherent superposition of these
states; and subsequently use an optical doughnut beam to selectively re-polarize the
spins of nearby NV centers. NV centers located in regions of high intensity are optically pumped to the |0" ground state, whereas an NV center located at the central
intensity zero remains unaffected and maintains its original state. Thus, spatial in-
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formation associated with this central NV is encoded into its electronic spin state,
which is subsequently determined by diffraction limited optical readout of the NV fluorescence. Scanning the sample with respect to the beams and repeating the above
procedure allows sub-diffraction imaging of the NV centers in the field of view, as
well as sensitive nanoscale magnetometry at the location of each NV center due to
the Larmor precession of a coherent superposition of NV spin states (detectable via
spin-state-dependent fluorescence)[25, 27].
Figure 5.2 shows example sub-diffraction optical images of an NV electronic spin
in diamond, acquired using the spin-RESOLFT technique. A ten-fold improvement
of 1D resolution was obtained for a fixed power of approximately 2 mW, focused to a
diffraction limited spot of 0.07 µm2 , by increasing the duration of the doughnut beam
pulse. A similar resolution improvement was achieved for much lower doughnut power
of about 0.1 mW, provided the decrease in power is compensated by an increase in
doughnut duration. These observations are in excellent agreement with predictions
from a simple model of the imaging resolution ∆r provided by our sub-diffraction
spin detection technique (see Appendix D.4):
λ/2NA
∆r ≈ √
1 + ΓtD

(5.1)

Here λ is the wavelength of the optical field, NA is the numerical aperture of the
objective, Γ characterizes the maximum rate of optical excitation out of spin state |1",
and tD is the duration of the doughnut beam. Note that the spin imaging resolution
is determined by the product of the power and duration of the doughnut beam: hence
sub-diffraction-limited resolution can be achieved with a laser power that is well below
optical saturation of the excited state (3 E), provided that tD is sufficiently long. Since
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Figure 5.2: Demonstration of sub-diffraction optical spin imaging. a, Scanning 1D optical images of an NV electronic spin in diamond, for several values of
doughnut pulse duration (tD ) at 2 mW total doughnut beam power. b, Resolution
(FWHM) of 1D spin images as a function of doughnut pulse duration, for both 2 mW
and 0.1 mW total doughnut beam power. Solid lines represent a fit to Equation (1).
Equivalent resolution is achieved for lower power optical fields applied for longer duration. Long NV spin lifetimes (>10 ms) enables comparable resolution for the present
spin-RESOLFT technique with ∼0.1% of the laser power used in STED imaging of
NV centers [121]. Resolution is limited by imperfections of the doughnut intensity
zero, and/or mechanical instability during doughnut application, which leads to loss
of contrast for very large tD (inset).

the maximum length of tD is limited by spin state relaxation (T1 > 100 ms) for spinRESOLFT and by the electronic excited state lifetime (∼10 ns) for STED, we are
able to realize sub-diffraction spin imaging using sub-mW doughnut beam power with
comparable resolution to that of STED using about one Watt of doughnut power[121].
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Figure 5.3: Sub-diffraction optical magnetic sensing. a, Multiple NV centers
cannot be identified or distinguished by their optically-detected ESR spectrum, acquired using confocal fluorescence microscopy. b, A conventional confocal image does
not resolve multiple NV centers; whereas 2D spin imaging using spin-RESOLFT reveals two NV centers separated by ∼150 nm. The conventional confocal image was
taken with an objective lens of numerical aperture of 1.3, leading to a spatial resolution of ∼250 nm. c, spin-RESOLFT provides spatially-selective measurements of
Rabi oscillations for the two neighboring NV spins, which display stark differences
due to different local magnetic field environments. d, spin-RESOLFT also enables
spatially-selective spin-echo measurements for the two NV spins, which reveal substantial differences in spin coherence times, indicating the presence of magnetic impurities in the local environment of NV Center 1. Solid lines in c and d are fits to a
model that includes the electronic spin of the NV center and the nuclear spin of the
center’s 15 N atom.
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5.3

High resolution spin imaging and magnetometry

To demonstrate simultaneous nanoscale spin imaging and magnetometry, we applied the spin-RESOLFT technique to NV centers in bulk diamond separated by less
than the diffraction limit. Figure 5.3a shows sub-diffraction 2D imaging of two NV
centers with identical ESR lines. In this case, it is not possible to identify the presence
of multiple centers using conventional confocal imaging and ESR techniques alone.
However, by using our new technique, the presence of two NV centers separated by
∼150 nm is directly revealed in a 2D sub-diffraction spin image (Figure 5.3b).
Detection of local magnetic fields with sub-diffraction resolution is presented in
Figures 5.3c,d. Specifically, when imaged individually with spin-RESOLFT, each NV
center exhibits a distinct modulation of its Rabi oscillation (Figure 5.3c), determined
by a relative shift in the center’s ESR transition frequency arising from small differences (< 1 G) in the static local magnetic field that each center experiences. Even
more subtle differences in the local magnetic field environment of the two NV centers
are revealed by sub-diffraction spin-echo measurements using spin-RESOLFT (Figure
5.3d). While at short times each of the centers display spin echoes modulated by Larmor precession of the

15

N nuclei in the applied static magnetic field, at longer times

the echo signals are substantially different. Center 2 displays good coherent dynamics,
evidenced by echo revivals exceeding 20 µs, whereas Center 1 shows no echo revival,
due to a nearby 13 C nucleus[85] or other magnetic defects (see Appendix D.5). When
NV centers have different crystallographic axes and therefore different ESR spectra,
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the spin-RESOLFT technique can associate each spectral line with the corresponding location of an individual NV centers with sub-diffraction limited resolution (see
Figure D.3 in Appendix D.4).

5.4

Coherent manipulation by inhibiting spin transitions

The spin-RESOLFT technique also enables selective coherent manipulation of individual NV spins separated from other nearby NV centers by less than the diffraction
limit. Applying a strong optical doughnut field simultaneously with a resonant microwave field (Figure 5.4a) can suppress coherent spin transitions away from the laser
intensity null, in analogy to the quantum Zeno effect of AMO physics[48].
We first demonstrated this effect for an individual, isolated NV center, initially
polarized into its ms = 0 state. To distinguish the optical suppression of microwavedriven spin transitions from the conventional optical process used above for re-polarization,
we exploited the fact that the optical pumping from ms = ±1 into ms = 0 occurs
via transition through a metastable singlet state on a timescale of about τs = 300
ns. Therefore, we applied a microwave π pulse driving the |0" → |1" transition together with a simultaneous pulse of the green laser beam; after which we immediately
(within τd ≤ 50 ns 4 τs ) optically measured the populations in the ms = 0, ±1 and
metastable singlet states. As shown in Figure 5.4a, as we increased the laser power,
the population in each state (triangles) approached the values measured when no microwave pulse was applied (open circles). This demonstrates that at high laser power
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Figure 5.4: Sub-diffraction coherent manipulation of spectrally indistinguishable NV spins using a quantum Zeno-like effect produced by green
excitation light. a, Suppression of a single, isolated NV center’s spin transitions,
driven by a resonant microwave pulse, as a function of Gaussian laser beam power
(characterized by the NV optical excitation rate, κ). Using sequences S1 and S2, the
populations of the ms = 0 state (red), ms = ±1 state (green), and 1 A1 state (blue)
were measured with (triangles) and without (open circles) a resonant microwave π
pulse of 130 ns duration, applied simultaneously with the Gaussian optical beam. The
state populations were determined by recording the fluorescence right after microwave
pulse application (τd < 50 ns) and also after waiting for a time (τd = 5 µs) much longer
than the singlet deshelving time (300 ns). The comparison between these two measurements allows us to extract the populations of all states, including the singlet (see
Appendix D.6). Solid lines are fits using the master equation described in Ref. [111].
b, Coherent spin transitions induced by resonant microwave radiation (MW) are inhibited for NV centers away from the central null of a simultaneously applied green
doughnut beam. Selective Rabi oscillations are observed only for the NV spin in the
doughnut null (Center 1); whereas NV Center 2, separated from Center 1 by 150 nm,
is located outside the doughnut null, and is observed to remain in the ground state.
ms = 0 probability for Center 2 is obtained by subtracting measurements acquired
with sequence S4 from those acquired with sequence S3.
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no population transfer occurs between the |0" and |1" states. Since our experiment
measured the populations before the metastable singlet could decay into the ground
state ms = 0, the data of Figure 5.4a directly confirms that the observed inhibition
of population transfer was not due to repumping out of the |ms | = 1 states. Instead,
the observed population dynamics indicates that the |0" to |1" population transfer
is suppressed by Zeno-like perturbations of the microwave spin transition induced
by light[48], along with partial (small) population transfer into electronic excited
states, in which microwave spin-changing transitions are also eliminated (For another
realization of the quantum Zeno effect involving NV centers see[122]).
We next employed spin-RESOLFT for selective coherent manipulation of one of
two closely spaced NV spins (Center 1 in Figure 5.3b), while the other NV spin
(Center 2) was kept in its ms = 0 state via the quantum Zeno-like effect. A pulsed
strong doughnut beam was applied simultaneously with a microwave pulse of variable
Rabi spin-flip angle, followed by optical measurement of the state of the NV spin
at the doughnut center. In a separate calibration experiment, the states of both
NV spins were measured together (no optical doughnut applied) as a function of
microwave pulse length (Rabi spin-flip angle). The spin-RESOLFT and calibration
measurements enabled us to determine the states of the two proximally spaced NV
spins individually. As shown in Figure 5.4b, spin transitions are inhibited for the NV
center outside the central null of the doughnut beam; whereas the central NV spin
undergoes coherent evolution, i.e., Rabi oscillations, in excellent agreement with a
theoretical model (blue and green curves in Figure 5.4b), as described in Appendix
D.6.
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As shown in these demonstration experiments, the far-field optical resolution for
spin imaging and coherent manipulation is no longer limited by diffraction. We expect the resolution of the spin-RESOLFT technique to be even further improved by
technical upgrades such as increasing the contrast between the intensity of the doughnut crest and that of the central minimum, i.e., perfecting the doughnut zero[121].
In addition, implementing relatively large values of ΓtD , where Γ ∼ 100 MHz near
optical saturation and tD is on the order of the electronic spin lifetime T1 (which
ranges from 10 ms[39] to longer than a second in ultrapure diamond[104]), should
allow more than a 1000 fold improvement of resolution below the diffraction barrier,
making it feasible to attain sub-nanometer optical spin detection and manipulation,
including sensitive measurement of magnetic fields. Finally, the low levels of light required for our technique will also facilitate the parallelization of this imaging process
by replacing the scanning doughnut beam with moving arrays of lines or doughnuts of
vanishing intensity. This modification should enable fast camera-based spin imaging
over a large field of view.

5.5

Outlook and Conclusions

The capability to optically detect and manipulate individual spins with nanometer
resolution opens the door to a number of powerful applications in both the physical
and life sciences. For example, spin-RESOLFT could can be used for high fidelity
addressing of individual spin qubits in an array composed from NV centers separated
by distances in the range of 10-30 nm. In such a case, nearby electronic spins could be
coupled directly via magnetic or optical dipole-dipole interactions, thereby enabling
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high fidelity two-qubit operations. By encoding qubits into nuclear spins nearby
to specific NV centers, and using spin-RESOLFT for sub-diffraction addressing of
electronic spins and control of electron-nuclear systems, both readout and coherent
manipulation could be enabled on nanometer scales, thereby opening a new route
to a room temperature scalable quantum information processor (see also[123]). More
specifically, the demonstrated Zeno-type inhibition of electronic Rabi oscillations (Figure 5.4b) allows for preparation, detection, and coherent manipulation of one nuclear
spin (associated with the NV center in the zero of the green doughnut-shaped beam)
without affecting qubits encoded in the nuclear spins of surrounding centers[74] (see
Appendix D.6). Likewise, intriguing applications in bioscience can be foreseen for
spin-RESOLFT, which combines high sensitivity magnetometry with sub-diffraction
imaging resolution. Examples include the use of NV-diamond nanocrystals in living
cells as photostable fluorescent biomarkers and sensors of nanoscale magnetic fields,
e.g., for direct imaging of activity in neuronal networks and mapping the local concentration of reactive oxygen species and intra-cellular ions. In addition, by exploiting
long-lived ground electronic spin states, spin-RESOLFT has the potential for reaching
extraordinary imaging and sensing resolution with modest laser power levels, which
may be of interest for a diversity of super-resolution imaging applications involving,
in particular, biological systems. Finally, we expect that our approach can be applicable to a wide variety of spin systems, from trapped atoms and ions to quantum
dots, which may enable a diverse range of interesting applications in quantum science
and engineering.

Chapter 6
Group theoretical description of
the nitrogen-vacancy center in
diamond
6.1

Introduction

During the last five years nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers have become potential
candidates for a number of applications at ambient conditions ranging from magnetometry [25, 26, 27, 28] to high spatial resolution imaging[121] and to quantum
computation[23]. At low temperature, the optical transitions of the NV center become
very narrow and can be coherently manipulated. This can be used to explore interesting applications such as spin-photon entanglement generation[124] and all optical
control[125]. For these applications to be efficiently implemented, it is crucial to have
a detailed understanding of the excited state properties of this defect. Several studies
77
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have addressed this issue both experimentally[111, 112] and theoretically[126, 127].
Furthermore, other atom-like defects can potentially be engineered in diamond[20]
and other materials with similar or perhaps better properties suitable for the desired application. Therefore, it is of immediate importance to develop a formalism to
analyze and predict the main properties of defects in solids.
Here we present such a formalism based on a group theoretical description. While
we focus on applications to the nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond, our formalism
can be applied to any point defect in solid state physics. Our method takes advantage
of the symmetry of the states to properly treat the relevant interactions and their
symmetries. We apply group theory to find out not only the symmetry of the eigenstates but also their explicit form in terms of orbital and spin degrees of freedom. We
show that this is essential to build an accurate model of the NV center. In particular,
we analyze the effect of the Coulomb interaction and predict that the ordering of
the triplet and singlet states in the ground state configuration is {3 A2 , 1 E, 1 A1 } and
that the distance between them is on the order of the exchange term of the electronelectron Coulomb energy. This ordering has been debated over the last few years and
our results agree with recent numerical calculations[128]. Our method is also used
to analyze important properties of the center such as selection rules. The explicit
form of the states helps us to realize a particularly useful lambda-type transition for
spin-photon entanglement generation. We show that from the excited state A2 (3 E)
the electron can decay to the ground state 3 A2 ms = 1 (ms = −1) by emitting a right
(left) circularly polarized photon. We demonstrate that this is a consequence of the
spin-orbit interaction. This process is particularly robust due to the spin-spin inter-
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action in the excited state. We also consider perturbations that lower the symmetry
of a point defect, such as strain and electric field. In particular we show how the
polarization properties are affected in the presence of strain. We also show that the
non-axial spin-orbit interaction proposed in Ref. [129] should not mix the eigenstates
of the center in a given multiplet as the spin-orbit interaction remain invariant under
the symmetries of the C3v point group. In particular, it should not mix the states of
the lower branch of the excited state. Instead, we find that the spin-spin interaction is
responsible for the spin state mixing of the excited as a result of the lack of inversion
symmetry of the center. We analyze possible sources of mixing between the states.
Finally, we analyze the effect of electric fields via the inverse piezoelectric effect and
contrast with experimental findings. We show that this can be used to tune the polarization properties of optical transitions and the wavelength of emitted photons,
which is of direct importance for photon-based communication between NV centers.
Our study clarifies important properties of NV centers and provides the foundation
for entanglement between electronic spins and photons in solid state physics.
Our manuscript is organized as follow. In Section 6.2 we present a general group
theoretical formalism to calculate the electronic or hole representation of a point
defect for a given crystal field symmetry and number of electrons contained in the
defect. Next, we use group theory and the explicit form of the states to analyze the
effect of the Coulomb interaction between electrons (Section 6.3) and spin-spin and
spin-orbit interactions for the NV center (Sections 6.5 and 6.4, respectively). Next,
we analyze the selection rules of the unperturbed defect in Section 6.6. Finally, in
Section 6.7 we analyze the effect of strain and electric field perturbations.
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6.2

State representation

We are particularly interested in quasi-static properties of defects in crystals where
the complex electronic structure can be seen spectroscopically. In this limit one can
apply the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to separate the many-body systems of
electrons and nuclei. It relies on the fact that nuclei are much slower than electrons.
In this approximation the nuclei are represented by their coordinates and the physical
quantities of the electrons depend on these coordinates as (external) fixed parameters.
A defect in a crystal breaks down the translational symmetry reducing the symmetry
of the crystal to rotations and reflections. These symmetries form a point group which
in general is a subgroup of the point group of the lattice. The loss of translational
symmetry indicates that the Bloch-states are no longer the solution of the point
defect. In fact, some states can be very well localized near the point defect. These
defect states are particularly important in semiconductors and insulators when they
appear within the fundamental band gap of the crystal.
In the tight binding picture, the electron system of the diamond crystal may be
described as the sum of covalent-type interactions between the valence electrons of
two nearest neighbor atoms. When defects involve vacancies, the absence of an ion
will break bonds in the crystal, producing unpaired electrons or dangling bonds, σi ,
which to leading order can be used to represent the single electron orbitals around the
defect. The particular combination of dangling bonds that form the single electron
orbitals {ϕr } is set by the crystal field of the defect and can be readily calculated
by projecting the dangling bonds on each irreducible representation (IR) of the point
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group of the defect[130],
ϕr = P (r) σi =

lr " (r)
χ Re σi ,
h e e

(6.1)

where χ(r) (e) is the character of operation, e (element), for the IR, r, lr is the dimension of the IR r and h is the order of the group (number of elements). A detailed
application of Equation (6.1) for the case of the NV center can be found in Appendix
E.1. There are two non-degenerate totally symmetric orbitals a1 (1) ad a2 (1) that
transform according to the IR A1 , and there are two degenerate states {ex , ey } that
transform according to the IR E. At this stage, group theory does not predict the
energy order of these states. However a simple model of the electron-ion Coulomb
interaction can help to qualitatively get the order of the levels[131]. In Appendix E.1
we model the effect of this interaction on the single electron orbitals, ϕr , for the case
of the NV center and find that the ordering of the states (increasing in energy) is
a1 (1), a1 (2) and {ex , ey }. Indeed, ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed [63, 18] that the a1 (1) and a1 (2) levels fall deeper than the ex and ey
levels which demonstrates the strength of group theory for qualitative predictions.
Once the symmetry and degeneracy of the orbitals is determined, the dynamics
of the defect is set by the number of electrons available to occupy the orbitals. The
orbitals with higher energy will predominantly set the dynamics of the defect. The
spin character of the defect will be determined by the degeneracy of the orbitals and
the number of electrons in them leading to net spins S = {0, 1, 2, ...} if this number
'
#
is even and S = 12 , 32 , ... if odd.

In the case of the negatively charged NV center, each carbon atom contributes one

electron, the nitrogen (as a donor in diamond) contributes two electrons and an extra
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electron comes from the environment [18], possibly given by substitutional nitrogens
[132]. The ground state configuration consists of four electrons occupying the totally
symmetric states and the remaining two electrons pair up in the {ex , ey } orbitals. In
this single particle picture, the excited state configuration can be approximated as
one electron being promoted from the a1 (2) orbital to the ex,y orbitals[63].
If two more electrons were added to any of these configurations, the wavefunction
of the defect would be a singlet with a totally symmetric spatial wavefunction, equivalent to the state of an atom with a filled shell [133, 134]. Therefore, the electronic
configuration of this defect can be modeled by two holes occupying the orbitals ex,y in
the ground state (e2 electronic configuration) and two holes in the orbital a1 (2) and
ex,y for the excited state (ae electronic configuration). A third electronic configuration, a2 can be envisioned by promoting the remaining electron from the orbital a1 (2)
to the orbitals ex,y . Hole and electron representations are totally equivalent and it is
convenient to choose the representation containing the smallest number of particles.
If a hole representation is chosen, some care must be taken, as some interactions
reverse their sign, such as the spin-orbit interaction [133]. In what follows, we choose
a hole representation containing two particles (instead of an electron representation
containing four particles), since it is more convenient to describe the physics of the
NV center. However, the analysis can be applied to electrons as well.
The representation of the total n-electron wavefunction, including space and spin
degrees of freedom, is given by the direct product of the representation of each hole
+
8 *
and its spin ΓΨ = n Γhn ⊗ D 1 , where D 1 is the representation for a spin 12
2

2

particle in the corresponding point group. The reduction or block diagonalization of
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the representation ΓΨ gives the eigenstates of the hamiltonian associated with the
crystal field potential and any interaction that remains invariant under the elements
of the point group in question. These interactions include spin-orbit, spin-spin and
Coulomb interactions, as well as expansions, contractions, and stress where their
axes coincide with the symmetry axis of the defect. The eigenstates can be found
by projecting any combination of the two electron wavefunction onto the irreducible
representations of the group [130, 135],
Ψr = P (r) ϕ1 ϕ2 =

lr " (r)∗
χ Re ϕ 1 Re ϕ 2 ,
h e e

(6.2)

where ϕi can be any of the orbitals in Equation (6.1) and the subindex i refers
to the hole i. In the case of the NV center, it is illustrative to note that the spin
representation for the two particles can be reduced to D1/2 ⊗D1/2 = A1 +A2 +E, where
A1 corresponds to the singlet state, and A2 and E to the triplet state with zero and
non-zero spin projections, respectively. A list of the eigenstates and their symmetries
for the two hole representation can be found in Table 6.1 for the ground state (e2 )
and the excited state (ae). For completeness, we include the doubly excited state (a2 )
electronic configuration although this state is not optically accessible in the excitation
process of the NV center in experiments. Note that each electronic configuration
might have singlet and triplet states. The calculation performed to obtain Table 6.1
is similar to the calculation made to find the eigenstates when two spin particles
are considered. However, in this case one should use the Wigner coefficients of the
corresponding irreducible representation of the point group under consideration.
Group theory can predict why the hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spin of
the nitrogen in the excited state is more than an order of magnitude larger than in
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the ground state for both nitrogen species: the non-zero spin density in the ground
state wavefunction of the NV center is mostly concentrated in the orbitals ex,y which
have no overlap with the nitrogen atom. On the other hand, in the excited state,
when one electron is promoted from the a1 (2) orbital to one of the ex,y orbitals,
the non-zero spin density comes now from unpaired electrons occupying the orbitals
a1 (2) and ex,y . As the orbital a1 (2) occupies the nitrogen atom, a sizable contact
term interaction between the electronic spin and the nuclear spin of the nitrogen is
expected [18, 105, 136].
Up to now, eigenstates inside a given electronic configuration have the same energy, however the inclusion of the electron-electron Coulomb interaction will lift the
degeneracy between triplets and singlets. This lifting can be of the order of a fraction
of an eV and it is analyzed for the ground state configuration of the NV center in Section 6.3. Furthermore, the degeneracy inside triplet states is lifted by spin-orbit and
spin-spin interactions of the order of GHz, where the crystal field plays an important
role. These interactions will be treated in sections 6.4 and 6.5.

6.3

Ordering of singlet states

For a given eletronic configuration, the most relevant interaction is the electronelectron Coulomb interaction, which is minimized when electrons are configured in
an antisymmetric spatial configuration. As the total wavefunction must be antisymmetric for fermionic particles, the spin configuration must be symmetric. As a result,
the state with the largest multiplicity lies lower in energy. This analysis, known as
the first Hund’s rule, estimates that the ground state of the NV center should be
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Table 6.1: Partner functions of each irreducible representation for the direct product of two holes. The first column show the electronic configuration and between
parenthesis their triplet (T) or singlet (S) character. The last column shows the
name of the states given and their symmetry. In the table α(β) reads spin ↑(↓)
and E± = |ae± − e± a", where e± = ∓(ex ± iey ), |X" = (|E− " − |E+ ")/2 and
|Y " = (|E− " + |E+ ")i/2.
Conf.
e2 (T)

e2 (S)

ea (T)

ea (S)
a2 (S)

State

|ββ"

|αβ + βα"
|ex ey − ey ex " ⊗

|αα"

|ex ex − ey ey " 
|ex ey + ey ex "
⊗ |αβ − βα"

|ex ex + ey ey "
|E− " ⊗ |αα" − |E+ " ⊗ |ββ"
|E− " ⊗ |αα" + |E+ " ⊗ |ββ"
|E− " ⊗ |ββ" − |E+ " ⊗ |αα"
|E− " ⊗ |ββ" + |E+ " ⊗ |αα"
|Y " ⊗ |αβ + βα"
|X" ⊗ |αβ + βα"
|a1 x + xa1 " ⊗ |αβ − βα"
|a1 y + ya1 " ⊗ |αβ − βα"
|a1 a1 " ⊗ |αβ − βα"

Name
A2− (E1 )
3
A20 (A1 )
3
A2+ (E2 )
1
E1 (E1 )
1
E2 (E2 )
1
A1 (A1 )
A1 (A1 )
A2 (A2 )
E1 (E1 )
E2 (E2 )
Ey (E1 )
Ex (E2 )
1
Ex (E1 )
1
Ey (E2 )
1
A1 (A1 )
3

the triplet 3 A2 state. We now address the question related to the order of singlets in
the ground state electronic configuration e2 . The order of singlet states has a great
significance in understanding the spin-flipping fluoresence of the NV center, and ab
initio DFT calculations were unable to address this issue properly due to the manybody singlet states. Since we have the explicit form of the wavefunctions we can work
out the ordering of the singlets in a given electronic configuration by analyzing the
expectation value of the Coulomb interaction, which can be written in the general
form,
Cabcd =

2

dV1 dV2 a( (r1 )b( (r2 ) V (|r1 − r2 |) c (r1 ) d (r2 ) .
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Using this expression we find that in the ground state electronic configuration (e2 ),
the Coulomb interactions for these states are
C(3 A2 ) = (Cxyxy − Cxyyx − Cyxxy + Cyxyx ) /2
C(1 E 1 ) = (Cxyxy + Cxyyx + Cyxxy + Cyxyx ) /2
C(1 E 2 ) = (Cxxxx − Cxxyy − Cyyxx + Cyyyy ) /2
C(1 A1 ) = (Cxxxx + Cxxyy + Cyyxx + Cyyyy ) /2,

(6.3)

where x, y correspond to ex , ey states. From this set of equations we find that the
spacing between the singlets 1 A1 and 1 E 2 is equal to the spacing between the singlet
1

E 1 and the ground state 3 A2 , i.e., C(1 A1 ) − C(1 E 2 ) = C(1 E 1 ) − C(3 A2 ) = Cxxyy +

Cyyxx ≡ 2e, where the difference is the exchange energy. In addition, as 1 E1 and
1

E2 belong to the same irreducible representation E, it can be shown that C(1 E 2 ) =

C(1 E 1 ) (see Appendix E.2). Under this consideration, the ordering of the singlets is
{3 A2 , 1 E, 1 A1 } with relative energies {0, 2e, 4e}. It should be noted that, in this case,
the most symmetric state has higher energy since the Coulomb interaction between
two electrons is repulsive. This picture might be modified by the following effect. As
the Coulomb interaction transforms as the totally symmetric IR, the matrix elements
between states with the same symmetry are non-zero. The states 1 E(e2 ) and 1 E(ae)
can couple via the Coulomb interaction, increasing the gap between them. A similar
effect happens with the states 1 A1 (e2 ) and 1 A1 (a2 ). We note that, even taking into
account these corrections, our basic results here serve as a qualitative estimate for
the energy of the levels. Furthermore, in Equation (E.1) we did not take into account
the effect of the other electrons present in the system. Nevertheless, our approach
provides useful insight into the structure of the NV center. A very recent many-body
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perturbation theory (MBPT) calculation calculated the energy of singlet states [128]
and supported our conclusion.

6.4

Spin-Orbit interaction

In the previous section the electronic spin did not directly enter into the equations. For instance, the energy of the MS = 0, ±1 sublevels of the 3 A2 ground state
would have exactly the same energy. However, if the electronic spin is taken into
account, one can infer from Table 6.1 that in general the MS = 0 and MS = ±1
projections transform as functions of different IRs. For example, in the ground state
3

A2 , the MS = 0 projection transforms as the IR A1 , while the MS = ±1 projections

transforms as the IR E. This implies that the projections do not share the same
eigenenergies of the system. Since these states are orbitally degenerate, the spinspin and spin-orbit interactions may account for the splitting of orbitally degenerate
states.
The spin-orbit interaction lifts the degeneracy of multiplets that have non-zero
angular momentum and it is also responsible for transitions between terms with different spin states[133]. It is a relativistic effect due to the relative motion between
electrons and nuclei. In the reference frame of the electron, the nuclear potential, φ,
produces a magnetic field equal to ∇φ × v/c2 . In SI units, this interaction is given by
HSO =

*s+
!
(∇V
×
p)
·
,
2c2 m2e
!

(6.4)

where V = eφ is the nuclear potential energy, me is the electron mass and p is
the momentum. The presence of the crystal field breaks the rotational symmetry
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of this interaction. Since φ is produced by the nuclear potential, it transforms as
the totally symmetric representation A1 , and therefore ∇V = (Vx , Vy , Vz ) transforms as a vector. For a given point group, it is possible to identify the IRs to
which these components belong. In the case of C3v symmetry, their components
transform as (E1 , E2 , A1 ). As p also transforms as a vector, the term ∇V × p =
(Vy pz − py Vz , px Vz − Vx pz , Vx py − px Vy ) ∝ (Lx , Ly , Lz ) transforms as the IRs (E2 , E1 , A2 ) =
(E, A2 ). This implies that the expectation values for the orbital angular operators
break into two classes: #lx " = #ly " and #lz ". Therefore, the spin-orbit interaction has
the following form:
HSO = λxy (lx sx + ly sy ) + λz lz sz .

(6.5)

The non-zero matrix elements of the angular momentum operators li in the basis
{a, ex , ey } can be determined by checking if (ϕi , lk , ϕf ) ⊃ A1 and are shown in Table
6.2 where A = #ey |lx |a", B = #ex |lz |ey " and C = #ex |lx |a". For a perfect Td or spherical
symmetry, A = B and C = 0. It is also useful to think about e± as p± orbitals and
a1 (2) as pz orbitals, where the angular momentum operators satisfy l± a1 (2) ∝ e± [137].
Table 6.2: Matrix elements for orbital operators in the C3v point group. For spherically symmetric potentials, A = B and C = 0.
lx
ex
ey
a

ex
0
0
iC

ey
0
0
−iA

a
−iC
iA
0

ly
ex
ey
a

ex
0
0
iA

ey
0
0
iC

a
−iA
−iC
0

lz
ex
ey
a

ex
0
−iB
0

ey
iB
0
0

a
0
0
0

Once it is known how spin-orbit acts on the orbitals, ex , ey and a, it is possible to
calculate the effect of this interaction on the 15 states given in Table 6.1. An important
effect is the splitting in the excited state triplet between the states A1 , A2 and Ex , Ey
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1

A1

a2

1

(Ex , Ey )

1

Ex
1
Ey

ae

A1

λ⊥ (S+ L− + S− L+ )/2

A2
A1

1

Ex,y

λz Sz Lz

Ex,y
E1,2
λ⊥ (S+ L− + S− L+ )/2

2
1

1

1

A1

E 1,2

A1

e

e2

1

(A2 )
E1,2

λz Sz Lz

E 1,2

e

A1

Figure 6.1: Energy diagram of the unperturbed nitrogen-vacancy center in
diamond. Note that on each electronic configuration can contain triplets as well as
singlets. Red arrows indicate allowed optical transitions via electric dipole moment.
Dashed lines indicates possible non-radiate process assisted by spin-orbit interaction.
In the ground state e2 configuration, the distance between singlets and triplets is
equal to the exchange energy of Coulomb interaction.

and between states Ex , Ey and E1 , E2 [126]. Another effect, relevant when treating
non-radiative transitions, is that the axial part of the spin-orbit interaction (λz ) links
states with ms = 0 spin projections among states of the same electronic configuration,
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while the non-axial part (λ⊥ ) links states with non-zero spin projections with singlets
among different electronic configurations. In Figure 6.1 we show the states linked
by the axial and the non-axial parts of the spin-orbit interaction, for which nonradiative transitions might occur. In addition to the well known transition between
A1 (ae) → 1 A1 (e2 ), we find that this interaction might also link E1,2 (ae) → 1 E1,2 (e2 )
and in particular Ex,y → 1 Ex,y (ae). The latter transition may play an important role,
as recent ab initio calculations have shown that the singlets 1 Ex,y might lie very close
in energy to the excited state triplet [128]. In our model, the non-axial part of the
spin-orbit interaction, λ⊥ (l+ s− + l− s+ ), does not mix the states of the excited state
triplet with different spin projections because the raising and lower operators, l− and
l+ , link states of different electronic configurations.
We have numerically evaluated the ratio between the axial part and transverse
part of spin-orbit, λz /λxy = B/A = 0.75 using the functions ex and ey and a1 (2)
from ab initio calculations (see Appendix E.5). This suggest that if the axial part
of spin-orbit is 5.5 GHz [112], the non-transverse part should be on the order of 7.3
GHz. We also have numerically confirmed that the non-axial part of spin orbit does
not mix the states on the excited state triplet, as the matrix elements of the raising
and lowering angular momentum operator applied over the states {ex , ey } is zero, i.e.
#ei |lx,y |ej " = 0.

6.5

Spin-spin interaction

The spin-spin interaction between electrons is usually not present in systems with
spherical symmetry, due to the traceless character of the magnetic dipole-dipole in-
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teraction. However, if the electron wavefunction is not spherically distributed, this
interaction does not average out. Here we would like to describe its effect on the
excited state triplet of the NV center as well as to provide numerical estimation for
its strength. The spin-spin interaction can be written (in SI units) as,
hss = −

µ0 g 2 β 2
(3(s1 · r̂)(s2 · r̂) − s1 · s2 ) ,
4π r3

(6.6)

where si = 21 [σx , σy , σz ] is the spin operator of particle i and σ are the Pauli matrices,
β is the Bohr magneton, g is the Landé-factor for the electron and µ0 is the magnetic
permeability of free space1 . In order to analyze the effect of this interaction in the
defect it is useful to write the spatial and spin parts separately in terms of the irreducible representations of the point group. Then, it is straightforward to express this
interaction in terms of the eigenstates of the defect (see Appendix E.3),
Hss = ∆ (|A1 "#A1 | + |A2 "#A2 | + |E1 "#E1 | + |E2 "#E2 |)
−2∆ (|Ex "#Ex | + |Ey "#Ey |)
+2∆# (|A2 "#A2 | −| A1 "#A1 |)
∆## (|E1 "#Ey | + |Ey "#E1 | − i|E2 "#Ex | + i|Ex "#E2 |) .

(6.7)

Figure 6.2 shows the effect of spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions on the excited
state manifold. In particular, we find that the state A2 has higher energy than the
state A1 contrary to previous estimations[126],2 . In addition, we find that the spinspin interaction mixes states with different spin-projections. This effect is the result
1

The contact term does not contribute due to the Pauli exclusion principle.

Recently, this was indirectly experimentally confirmed. The lower energy state A1 was observed
to have a shorter lifetime than the state A2 [124]. This is as expected since the state A1 decays
non-radiatevely to the singlet 1 A1 via non-axial spin-orbit.
2
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A2
4∆!
λz

A1 , A2 , E1 , E2
Ex , Ey

A1
αEy + βE1 ,

λz

Ex , Ey

2∆

E1 , E2

∆

αEx + βE2 ,

αE1 − βEy ,
αE2 − βEx

Spin-orbit

Spin-spin

Spin-spin
(mixing part)

Figure 6.2: Splitting due to spin-orbit and spin-spin interaction in triplet
ae. In addition to the splitting between different spin projections, spin-spin splits
states A1,2 . Our theory predicts the A2 state over the A1 state. As state A1 has
an additional non-radiative decay channel, it is possible to confirm this finding by
measuring the lifetime of the state. Note that the splitting between A1 and A2 is a
direct consequence of spin-orbit mixing the spatial and spin part of the wavefunction.

of the lack of inversion symmetry of the NV center and it is not present in systems
with inversion symmetry such as free atoms or substitutional atoms in cubic lattices.
This has no contradiction with group theory as the mixed states transform according
to the same IR (e.g. the E1 and Ey states transform both according to the IR E1 ,
see Table 6.1). The gaps between the ms = ±1 and ms = 0 projections and between
A1 and A2 states are given by
/ @
? /
/ 1 − 3ẑ 2 /
µ0 2 2
/ X = − 3 Dzz
3∆ = 3 g β X //
3
4π
4r /
4
/ @
? / 2
2/
/
µ0
3x̂ − 3ŷ /
4∆# = 4 g 2 β 2 X //
X = Dx2 −y2 ,
4π
4r3 /

(6.8)
(6.9)
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while the mixing term is given by
##

∆

/ @
? /
/ 3x̂ẑ /
µ0 2 2
/
=
g β X / √ // X .
4π
2 2r3

(6.10)

We have evaluated numerically the values for this interaction using the orbitals ex
and ey from ab initio calculations (see Appendix E.5). To avoid numerical divergences
when r = 0, we estimate Equations (6.8) and (6.9) in reciprocal space following
reference [138]. We find that the zero field splitting on the ground state is 2.2 GHz
compared to the 2.87 GHz found experimentally. Meanwhile, for the excited state, we
find that 3∆ = 0.2 GHz and 4∆# = 2.5 GHz. This is compared with the experimental
values 1.4 GHz and 3.3 GHz measured in [112].
We emphasize that, contrary to the ground state of the NV center, the splitting
between A1 and A2 in the excited state exists because the spin-orbit interaction
mixes the spin and spatial parts. In fact, at high temperatures, where the spin-orbit
interaction averages out [127], and if the spatial part is given by |X"#X| + |Y "#Y |,
it can be checked by looking at Equation (E.5) that only the zero field splitting
∆es survives from the electronic spin-spin interaction, as confirmed by experiments
[105, 127].

6.6

Selection rules and spin-photon entanglement
schemes

Group theory tells us which transitions are dipole allowed by checking if the matrix
element contains the totally symmetric IR, #ϕf |ê|ϕi " ⊃ A1 . In the case of the NV
center (C3v ), the only non-zero matrix elements are #a|x̂ · r|ex " and #a|ŷ · r|ey ", from
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which it is straighforward to calculate the selection rules among the 15 eigenstates
given in Table 6.1 for the unperturbed center. This is shown in Table 6.3. These
matrix elements have been confirmed by our first principles calculations of these
matrix elements in the velocity representation as well as by other authors only for
the triplet transition [139]. Interestingly, since the excited state triplet has non-zero
angular momentum, photons emitted to the ground state must have left or right
circular polarization in order to preserve total angular momentum. In addition to the
well known triplet-triplet transition [140], transitions are allowed between singlets
of different electronic configurations. We remark that the transition between singlet
1

A1 (e2 ) and singlet 1 E(e2 ) is not strictly forbidden by group theory in the first order,

but since both states belong to the same electronic configuration, no dipole moment
exists between them and the probability of radiative transition is extremely low. The
ratio between the dipole transition matrix elements associated with the triplet states
and those of the singlet states is about 5×10−9 , according to our calculations with
the use of wave functions from first principles calculations. This transition might
be allowed by phonons or mixing of the states with singlets of different electronic
configurations. Regarding recent experiments by Rogers et al., where they identified
an emission from singlet to singlet[127], we think it is related to the 1 E(ae) →1
A1 (e2 ) transition. The transition 1 A1 (e2 ) →1 E(e2 ) might be possible for the reasons
described above, but it is unlikely to be sizable. A recent MBPT calculation supports
our conclusion [128]. A suitable experiment to unravel this issue will be to look at
the presence of this emission under resonant excitation. In this case, if the state
1

E(ae) is above the excited state triplet, the state 1 E(ae) will be hardly populated
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and therefore no singlet-singlet transition should be observed.
Once the selection rules are known for the defect, it is possible to realize interesting
applications such as spin-photon entanglement generation[141]. In the case of the
NV center, the system can be prepared in the A2 (ae) state. Next, by spontaneous
decay, the electron can decay to the ground state 3 A2− by emitting a photon with σ−
(left circular) polarization or to the state 3 A2+ by emitting a σ+ polarized photon.
As a result, the spin of the electron is entangled with the polarization (spin) of
the photon. The implementation of this scheme suffers from strain, which will be
analyzed in Section 6.7. However, in Section 6.7.1, we recognize that the application
of an electric field can be used to overcome some of these issues and facilitate the
next step, the entanglement between two NV centers.
Table 6.3: Selection rules for optical transitions between: the triplet excited state
(ae) and the triplet ground state (e2 ), the singlets (ae) and the singlets (e2 ), and the
singlet (a2 ) and the singlets (ae). Linear polarizations are represented by x̂ and ŷ,
meanwhile circular polarization are represented by σ̂± = x̂ ± iŷ. As an example, a
photon with σ− polarization is emitted when the electron decays from state A2 (ae)
to state 3 A2− (e2 ).
ê
A2−
3
A20
3
A2+
3

6.7

A1
σ̂−

A2
σ̂−

E1
σ̂+

σ̂+

σ̂+

σ̂−

E2
σ̂+

Ex

Ey

ê
A1
1
E1
1
E2

1

ŷ
σ̂−

x̂

1

Ex
x̂
x̂
ŷ

1

Ey
ŷ
ŷ
x̂

ê
E1
1
E2
1

1

A1
x̂
ŷ

Effect of strain

Strain refers to the displacement ∆u of the atomic positions under stretch ∆x[137].
It is a dimensionless tensor expressing the fractional change under stretching, eij =
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∂δRi
,
∂xj

and it can be produced by stress (forces applied to the solid structure), electric

field and temperature [142]. Systematic study of strain can be used to unravel the
symmetry of defects and explore their properties[143]. Strain can shift the energy
of the states as well as mix them. It reduces the symmetry of the crystal field by
displacing the atoms. However, not all nine components of strain change the defect
in a noticeable way. The antisymmetric part of eij transforms as a generator of the
rotational group and therefore only rotate the whole structure. The symmetry and
energies of the unperturbed states do not change upon rotation. Only the symmetric
part of strain, 2 = e + eT affects the structure of a defect[137]. As any other element
of the theory, strain can be expressed in terms of matrices that transform according
to the IRs of the point group under consideration. These matrices can be found by
projecting a general strain matrix on each IR,
2r =

lr " ∗ †
χ R 2Re .
h e e e

(6.11)

In Appendix E.4 we show in detail how to find the effect of strain on the eigenstates
of the defect. For simplicity, in the case of the NV center we only write the effect of
strain in the manifold {ex , ey , a(1)},
a
b
a
a
a
b
Σs = δA1
Aa1 + δA1
Ab1 + δE1
E1a + δE2
E2b + δE1
E1a + δE2
E2b

(6.12)

a
a
a
b
= ezz , δE1
= (exx − eyy )/2, δE2
= (exy + eyx )/2,
where δA1
= (exx + eyy )/2, δA1
b
b
δE1
= (exz + ezx )/2, δE2
= (eyz + ezy )/2 and
)
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in the manifold {ex , ey , a1 (2)}. The effect of strain on the orbitals a1 (2), ex , ey is
easy to see. Aa1 will shift equally the energies of the states ex and ey , while Ab1 will
shift the energy of states a1 . Note that both are axial stresses: the former leaves
the e2 electronic configuration unaffected and the latter leaves the ea configuration
unaffected. Either one produces relative shifts between both configurations, resulting
in an inhomogeneous broadening of the optical transitions. However, they do not
change the selection rules. Only the stress Aa1 + Ab1 , corresponding to either expansion
or contraction, leaves all relative energies unaffected. Exa splits the energy between ex
and ey and Eya mixes the two states. Finally, Exb and Eyb mixes the states ex and a1 and
b
ey and a1 , respectively. In the case of the NV center, the effect of the matrices Ex,y

can be neglected thanks to the large gap between orbitals a1 (2) and ex,y . Therefore,
in what follows we do not consider them further.
Recent work has been done to analyze how strain affects the excited state structure
of the NV center [127, 112]. Here we derive the explicit form of strain affecting the
different electronic configurations and look at two important consequences of strain
that are relevant for experiments: first, how strain affects the selection rules described
in Section 6.6 and second, how strain affects the gap among the states of the lower
branch of the triplet excited state making them vulnerable to small local perturbation.
The relevant strain matrices we will consider are Exa and Eya , for which the hamiltonian is,
a
b
Hstrain = δE1
(|ex "#ex | −| ey "#ey |) + δE2
(|ex "#ey | + |ey "#ex |) .

(6.14)
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This mostly affects the singlet and excited state configurations in the following form,


δx −iδy 







−iδ
δ
y
x






δx δy








δy −δx






 δx iδy





iδy δx











2δx 2δy


2δx  
 δx δy


,

2δy 

 δy −δx

(6.15)

for the bases {A1 , A2 , Ex , Ey , E1 , E2 }, {1 E1 , 1 E 2 , 1 A1 } and {1 Ex , 1 E y }, respectively.
The ground state, due to its antisymmetric combination between ex and ey , is stable
under the perturbation Hstrain . This can be checked by applying the ground state
given in Table 6.1 to Equation (6.14). The effect on the excited state triplet can be
seen in Figure 6.3a, where the unperturbed states are mixed in such a way that, in the
limit of high strain, the excited triplet structure splits into two triplets with spatial
wavefunction Ex and Ey . When strain overcomes the spin-orbit interaction (δx > 5.5
GHz), the spin part decouples from the spatial part and total angular momentum
is no longer a good quantum number. Transitions from the excited state triplet to
the ground state triplet are linearly polarized, where the polarization indicates the
direction of strain in the xy plane.
Figure 6.3c shows how the polarization of the emitted photon from the state
A2 to the ground state 3 A2− , varies from circular to linear as a function of strain.
In the case of δy strain, the effect is similar but now the mixing is different. As
shown in Figure 6.3, A2 mixes with E1 and the photons become polarized along
x − y. Note that, in the limit of low strain, in both cases the polarization remains
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Figure 6.3: Excited state structure as a function of strain. a) Eigenvalues of
the excited state triplet as a function of δx strain. b) Mixture of the eigenstate with
higher energy (corresponding to A2 in the limit of low strain) and c) the polarization
of dipolar radiation under transitions from this state to the 3 A2+ state of the ground
state. Note that in both cases the circular polarization character of radiation remains.
On the other hand, the linear polarization rotates 90◦ for strain along δy with respect
to that of strain along δx .

right circularly polarized for the transition between the excited state A2 (ae) to the
ground state3 A2− (e2 ), while the polarization remains left circular for the transition
between the excited state A2 (ae) to the ground state 3 A2+ (e2 ). The fact that at lower
strain the character of the polarization remains circular has been succesfully used in
entanglement schemes [124]. The polarization properties of the states Ex,y are similar
to those of the states A1,2 but with the opposite polarization.
It is important to note that the effect of external strain depends on the gap between
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Figure 6.4: Energy gap among states in the lower branch of the triplet
excited state under strain. a) Energy between mixtures 10 and 12 goes to zero at
δx = 7 GHz as well as the difference between mixtures 9-10 at 19 GHz. For such small
gaps any external interaction involving spin might mix the states. b) In particular,
an external magnetic field of 30 Gauss can mix the two states and create the observed
anticrossing levels [129]. Also, the nuclear spin interaction can cause a similar effect
[144].

states. As an example, we analyze the gap between states of the lower branch of the
excited state triplet under strain. On Figure 6.4, we show the gap among the states
{Ex , E1 , E2 } as a function of strain. Notice that at δx = 7 GHz the gap between states
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Ex and E1 reduces to zero and the states cross each other. At this point any small
perturbation that mixes the states can transform this crossing into an anticrossing
point. In particular, we have shown that the spin-spin interaction can mix the states
and also the addition of an external magnetic field or the interaction with the nuclear
spin of the nitrogen [144] can cause this effect. For low magnetic field, the interaction
the most contribute to the mixing of the states and, therefore, to non-spin-preserving
transitions is the spin-spin interaction. This effect is enhanced when strain reduces the
gap between states. We emphasize that the non-axial spin-orbit interaction cannot
cause this mixing as it is invariant under C3v and it only mixes states from different
electronic configurations.

6.7.1

Strain and Electric field

The application of an electric field to a defect leads to two main effects. The first
effect, the electronic effect, consists of the polarization of the electron cloud of the
defect, and the second one, the ionic effect, consists of the relative motion of the
ions. It has been shown that both effects are indistinguishable, as they have the same
symmetry properties[145]. The ionic effect is related to the well-known piezoelectric
effect. When a crystal is under stress, a net polarization Pi = dijk σjk is induced
inside the crystal, where dijk is the third-rank piezoelectric tensor and σjk represents
the magnitude and direction of the applied force. Conversely, the application of an
electric field might induce strain given by 2jk = dijk Ei , where Ei are the components
of the electric field[142]. The tensor dijk transforms as the coordinates xi xj xk and,
therefore, group theory can be used to establish relations between its components
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Figure 6.5: Piezo electric response of optical transitions. (a) response to electric fields along the NV-axis ([111] orientation or equivalents). The defect only shows
linear Stark Shift independent on the initial strain. (b) electric field is applied perpendicular to the NV-axis in the absence of strain (solid lines). The optical transitions
3
A2 (ms = 0) → Ex (ms = 0) and 3 A2 (ms = 0) → Ey (ms = 0) are split linearly and
evenly. In the presence of strain along the ŷ direction (dashed lines), the response is
quadratic due to the splitting between Ex and Ey states in the excited state. Our
numerical results are in fair agreement with experimental results[146].

for a given point group. In particular, the non-zero components should transform as
the irreducible representation A1 . By projecting dijk (or xi xj xk ) onto the irreducible
representation A1 , we can determine the non-zero free parameters of the tensor d and
determine the effect of electric field on the eigenstates of the unperturbed defect (see
Appendix E.4). In the case of the NV center, the effect on the excited state triplet is
given by following matrix,
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Ex −iEy 






−iEy Ex 






Ex Ey


,
HE = (b + d)Ez + a 




E
−E
y
x






 Ex iEy





iEy Ex

(6.16)

in the basis {A1 , A2 , Ex , Ey , E1 , E2 }, while the effect on the ground state triplet is
HE = 2bEz ,

(6.17)

in the basis {3 A2+ , 3 A20 , 3 A2− }. Comparing Equations (6.16) and (6.17), we note that
the linear response of the excited state and ground state are in principle different.
The use of an electric field along the ẑ (NV-axis) can be used to tune the optical
transition without distorting the C3v symmetry of the defect, provided b /= d. In
Figure 6.5a we show the linear response of NV centers under electric field parallel
to the NV-axis. In this case, the linearity is not affected by the presence of strain.
Our estimations for the ionic effect, based on the response of the lattice defect to
electric field and the response of the orbital energies to strain (see Appendix E.4),
indicate that the relative shift between the ground and excited state is about 2 GHz
/ MV/m. This could be very important to entangle two NV centers optically as the
wavelength of the photons emitted from each NV center need to overlap[Reference
here]. In addition, an electric field with components Ex,y can be used to completely
restore the C3v character of the defect. In Figure 6.5b, we show the response of
optical transitions under an electric field perpendicular to the NV axis. In this case,
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the response is linear if strain is absent and quadratic if strain is non-zero. Dashed
lines show the response to a 0.5 GHz strain along the [01-1] axis.

6.8

Conclusions

We have used group theory to identify, analyze and predict the properties of NV
centers. This analysis can be extended to deep defects in solids. A careful analysis of
the properties of a defect via group theory is essential for realization of spin-photon
entanglement generation and to control the properties of NV centers such as undesired
strain. We have shown that group theoretical approaches can be applied to determine
the ordering of the singlets in the (e2 ) electronic configuration and to understand the
effect of spin-orbit, spin-spin and strain interactions.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
Control over individual NV centers have enabled us to understand many aspects of
many body dynamics associated with solid-state environments. The ability to explore
individual centers by confocal microscopy provides a great amount of information, not
only on how the center can coherently interact with its nearby environment, but also
on how aggregation of individual NV systems build up the signal from ensemble
measurements[68, 32]. It is also now well understood how important it is to have
control of the isotopic composition of the diamond lattice. Reducing the concentration
of Nitrogen impurities and Carbon-13 greatly improves the coherence times of the NV
electronic spin[104] and therefore the performance of a number of applications: e.g.,
recall that NV magnetic field sensitivity scales inversely proportional to the coherence
time, T2−1 , see Chapter 3. Thus a future challenge is to increase the number of sensing
NV defects without increasing the number of Nitrogen impurities,which can provide
the means for NV spin decoherence. Finding the right balance of NV concentration is
crucial to enable high sensitivity magnetometry using large numbers of sensing spins.
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In the case of shallow implanted defects, there is still much to understand about
how they interact with impurities or localized states at the surface of the material,
which seem to rapidly decohere the NV electronic spin. It is crucial to control these
undesired effects to employ NV centers as feasible candidates for short distance (∼
10 nm) spin detection and magnetic imaging of biological samples.
Magnetic sensing combined with the high spatial resolution technique presented
in Chapter 5 may have many interesting applications. For example, NV centers
could be used to directly image the activity of neuronal networks, or map the local
concentration in living cells of paramagnetic molecules such as nitric oxide (NO) and
other reactive oxygen species. Our spin-RESOLFT technique is particularly useful
for biological samples as it uses considerable less laser power than conventional STED
techniques and therefore should be less harmful to living cells.
Although we generally think of nuclear spins (primarily Carbon-13 in diamond)
as impurities that cause NV spin-decoherence, we have seen in Chapter 4 that nearby
nuclear spins are not always harmful to NV properties when they can be isolated from
their environment[39]. Our results show that NV centers in diamond can effectively
implement useful quantum control algorithms in solid-state systems by manipulating
several nuclear spins proximal to an NV center. In addition, we showed that NV
centers can be used for coherent non-destructive mapping of states from other quantum systems such as nearby nuclear spins or electronic spins. This property may
be combined with transport of nanocrystals on cantilevers[46], enabling a powerful
tool for quantum information transport or with high spatial resolution and coherent
control (see Chapter 5) of an array of NV centers. The latter modality may be a
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feasible way to realize room temperature quantum computation in which an array of
NV centers separated by 10-30 nm from each other can coherently interact via spin
dipole-dipole to enable high fidelity two-qubit operations. The nuclear spin of the
NV center can then serve as a qubit memory that can be addressed individually by
using the spin-RESOLFT technique.
The stability of a defect is determined by how the level structure of the defect
behaves under perturbations such as vibrations and crystal deformation. As an example, the ground state of the negatively charged NV center is stable under static
Jahn-Teller distortions of the lattice[147] because it has the two degenerate energy
levels are fully occupied. Many of these properties/characteristics are well understood when the problem is approached from group theory. In fact, in the case of the
NV center the crystal field produces a robust excited state for spin-photon entanglement schemes (see Chapter 6) thanks to how the crystal field sets the way spin-spin
and spin-orbit interactions manifest. Looking at the symmetry of the crystal field
not only successfully predicts this behavior but also provide the tools to analyze the
performance of this scheme under perturbations that reduce the symmetry. In this
regard, there is still much work to do to understand how the different vibrations are
coupled to the defect. An accurate group theoretical analysis can be used to predict
the properties of other centers and more importantly engineer defects with desired
properties.

We have seen that the properties of nitrogen-vacancy centers have enabled a number of interesting applications that exploit the quantum manipulation of spin and
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orbital degrees of freedom. Many of these applications, such as magnetic sensing,
are just starting to become efficient; and although there is still much to understand
about the complex structure of this center and its environment, the community has
gained a great deal of experience and at the same time been surprised about the NV
center’s outstanding properties at room temperature, enabled by symmetry and by
the large band gap of diamond. Present technology has enabled researchers to explore
in exquisite detail the structure and environment of the NV center, though there is
still work to do and perhaps surprises awaiting in the ultra fast dynamics of the NV
center. Finally, the fortuitous properties of the NV center might not be unique to
it. We should also be open to explore not only other types of point defects but also
delocalized ones, where an ensemble of quantum degrees of freedom might join to
build a robust quantum manifold.

Appendix A
Supporting material for Chapter 2
A.1

Phenomenological models for decoherence

When the details of the interaction between the central spin and the environment
and the properties of the latter are not known or difficult to model, the effect of the
environment on the central spin can be model by a random fluctuating field b(t) with
mean value zero and some spectral density Sb (ω). In the case of the NV center, the
relevant hamiltonian for this approach is
H = ∆Sz2 + B · S + b · S

(A.1)

where ∆ is the zero field splitting, B is the static external magnetic field. To second
order perturbation theory (see Section A.4 in this Appendix), hamiltonian (A.1) can
be written as
H = ∆Sz2 + B · S + bz Sz +

"
m
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$
&
|m"#m| αm b⊥ + βm b2⊥

(A.2)
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where αm = (3m2 − 2)B⊥ /2∆ and βm = (3m2 − 2)/∆. The free induction decay (fid)
and echo signals of an initial state ϕi = |a" + |b" is proportional to
p=

$
&
1 1
+ exp −#Φ2 "/2
2 2

(A.3)

where ∆φ = δφ(0, τ ) and ∆φ = δφ(−τ /2, 0) − δφ(0, τ /2), respectively. δφ(t1 , t2 ) =
%t
φa (t1 , t2 ) − φb (t1 , t2 ) and φm (t1 , t2 ) = t12 dt#m|H/!|m". It is clear from Equation

(A.2) that there will be a dependence on the angle θ between the NV axis and the
magnetic field. However, in this section, our aim is not to study this dependence but
the effect of the environment via the stochastic variable b. Therefore, in what follows
we will neglect the angular dependence and consider only,
φm (t1 , t2 ) = m

2

t2

b(t)dt

(A.4)

t1

For φ(t1 , t2 ) =

2

#Φ "f id

2
=
π

2

0

∞

% t2
t1

b(t)dt and b a random variable, it can be shown that

* ωτ +
Sb (ω)
dω 2 sin2
ω
2

2

#Φ "echo

8
=
π

2

0

∞

dω

Sb (ω) 4 * ωτ +
sin
(A.5)
ω2
4

and Sb (ω) is the spectral density which is characterize by the average power P of
%∞
%∞
1
the random field, P = 2π
Sb (ω)dω = T1 −∞ #xT (t)2 "dt.
0

Table A.1: Various types of spectral densities and its corresponding echo decay. The
spectral density is given by Sb (ω) between the range of frequencies ωa and ωb and 0
otherwise.
Noise Sb (ω)/N P
White
1
1/f
ω −1
1/f 2
ω −2

N

2π
(ωb −ωa )
2π
log(ωb /ωa )
2πωa ωb
(ωb −ωa )

#Φ2 "echo /2N P
1
τ
4
log(2) 2
τ
4π
1 3
τ
24
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Spectral densities that transform as ω −n are not realistic for low frequencies.
Instead, many experiments show a constant spectral density for frequencies between
0 and some particular cut-off ωc [148]. For frequencies above this cut-off, the spectral
density can be modeled by the spectral densities given in Table A.1. In most of the
cases, this constant part of the spectral density leads to decoherence in fid signals
giving the characteristic decay exp (−τ 2 ). In these cases, ωτ 4 1 for the relevant
frequencies that contributes to the decay. On the other hand, in cases where the
large frequency components contributes as much as the low frequencies, the fid signal
decays exponentially, exp (−τ ), revealing an environment with a fast dynamics.
For these reasons, a lorentzian spectral density is used to model both, fid and echo
decays,
Sb (ω) =

P τc
1 + ω 2 τc2

(A.6)

where τc is the correlation time of the environment,
#b(τ + t)b(t)" = P exp (−τ /τc )

(A.7)

For times τ ≤ τc , we find that the signal is given by,
pf id =
where T2∗ =
relation,

&
1$
1 + exp − (τ /T2∗ )2
2

pf id =

&
1$
1 + exp − (τ /T2 )4
2

(A.8)

!
1/4
2/P , T2 = (2τc2 /αP ) and α = (4−π)/2π. Leading to the well-known
T2 =

!
1.6τc T2∗ .

(A.9)
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Decoherence due to off-axis magnetic field

When the magnetic field is not aligned with the NV axis, the electronic spin echo
signal decoheres. This effect is solely due to the interaction between the central spin
and the bath of nuclear spins and not due to the interaction among spins in the
bath. As explained in Chapter 2, revivals occur because all nuclei precess with the
same frequency when the electron is in its 0 state. If only one nucleus precess at a
different rate, the center decoheres. In this section we will analyze the form of this
decoherence. The contribution to the echo signal of one nucleus is
Sn (τ ) = 1 − 2|Ω̂0 × Ω̂1 |2 sin2

Ωn0 τ
Ω1 τ
sin2
.
2
2

(A.10)

The Larmor frequency of a single nucleus can be enhanced by the electron due to
virtual process (see Section A.4 in this Appendix) and therefore the nucleus might
precess at a different rate rather than at the bare Larmor frequency Ω0 , i.e., Ωn0 =
Ω0 + δΩn0 . At the revivals we have that sin Ωτ /2 = 0 and consequently,
Ωn0 τ
sin
2

(Ω0 + δΩn0 ) τ
Ω0 τ
δΩn0 τ
δΩn0 τ
Ω0 τ
= sin
= sin
cos
+ sin
cos
2
2
2
2
2
δΩn0 τ
= sin
(A.11)
2

Therefore, the pseudo spin at the revivals is given by
Snenv (τ )

δΩn0 τ
Ω1 τ
= 1 − 2|Ω̂0 × Ω̂1 | sin
sin2
2
2
2

2

(A.12)

If now we consider that δΩ0 is small and Ω1 is large we can do the following approximations
sin2

2
δΩn0 τ
δΩn2
0 τ
≈
2
4

sin2

Ω1 τ
1
≈ ,
2
2

(A.13)
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which leads to the following envelope for the echo signal
Snenv (τ ) ≈ 1 − |Ω̂0 × Ω̂1 |2

2
δΩn2
0 τ
.
4

(A.14)

In addition, it is not difficult to see that to leading order in θ (the angle between the
NV axis and the magnetic field), δΩn0 ∝ θ. At this point we can approximate the
signal by
$
&
off-axis
Senv
(τ ) ≈ exp −αθ2 τ 2 .

(A.15)

The envelope now decays as a Gaussian.

A.3

Ensemble measurements

It is found that on ensemble measurements the decay of the echo signal does not
follow the predicted decay of single defects (exp (−τ n ) with n = 3 − 4). Instead,
the signal falls off with lower n’s looking even exponential. In dilute samples, where
average distance between NV centers is large enough so that the interaction between
them is neglected, this effect is just the average of many single echo signals with
different decay rates. As explained in Chapter 2, when the magnetic field is off axis,
the ensemble signal is the average of many gaussian decays with different rates,
E(τ ) =

2

$
&
f (b) exp −bτ 2 db.

(A.16)

In this section, we show that the distribution for the parameter b is f (b) = b−3/2 .
It is clear from Section A.2 that the parameter b in Equation (A.16) is proportional
to the hyperfine interaction squared between the central spin and the nearby nucleus
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n,
b = A2n =

*µ

0

4π

γe γn

+2 1
r6

(A.17)

where r is the distance between the central spin and nucleus n. On a cubic lattice, this
distance is given by r2 = a2 (i2 + j 2 + k 2 ) where a is the nearest neighbor distance
and {i, j, k} are indices running from −I to I. The position i = j = k = 0 is
excluded since it correspond to the position of the central spin. The distribution
for the distance is clearly fr (r) = 4πr2 . And the distribution for the variable b can
be calculated following recipes from statistical analysis as follow. The cumulative
probability distribution for the variable b is given by
Fb (b) =

2

b≤r −6

max
fr (r)dr ∝ r3 |rb−1/6
= cte − b−1/2

(A.18)

and therefore,
∂Fb (b)
= b−3/2 ,
∂b

fb (b) =
which needs to satisfy
bmin =

%

(A.19)

f (b) = 1. b can vary between

*µ

0

4π

γe γn

+2

1
6
rmax

bmax =

*µ

0

4π

γe γn

+2 1
a6

(A.20)

and therefore the normalized distribution is
fb (b) = 2b

A.4

−3/2

.

1
1
√
−√
bmin
bmax

3

.

(A.21)

Non-Secular Correction

The most common approximation in central spin problems is the so called secular
approximation which consists on neglecting off diagonal elements of the central spin
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manifold. However, experiments have proven that this approximation is not enough
to account for all observations. A clear example is the Knight shift. Also observed is
the enhanced coupling between two other spins that interact via virtual transitions
with the central spin. All this phenomena can be explained by perturbation theory.
In this appendix we work in detail the perturbation contribution of non-secular terms
to the dynamics of the nuclear bath for a central spin 1 (NV case) and for a central
spin 1/2.

Elements of perturbation theory
Consider the hamiltonian of a central spin S in the presence of a nuclear spin bath
{In },
H = ∆Sz2 − γe B · S −

"
n

γn B · In −

"
n

S · An · In −

"

In · Cnm · Im

"

Iin Cijnm Ijm

n>m

(A.22)

or
H = ∆Sz2 − γe B · S −

"
n

γn B · In −

"
n,i,j

Si Anij Ijn −

n>m,i,j

where the index n runs over the nuclear bath, i, j = {x, y, z}. The first term is the zero
field splitting only relevant when S > 12 , the second and third term are the Zeeman
interactions for the central spin and nuclear bath, respectively, the fourth term is
the hyperfine interaction between the central spin and the nuclear bath and the last
term is the dipole-dipole interaction among nuclear spins. In order to approach this
problem perturbatively, we identify the secular H0 and non-secular V part of the
hamilonian,
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n
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γN B · In −

(

nj

Sz Anzj Ijn ,

(A.23)

the non-secular one, which will be treated as a perturbation,
V

*
&+
( $
= − 12 γe (B− S+ + B+ S− ) + nj S+ An−j Ijn + S− An+j Ijn .

(A.24)

The hamiltonian of the nuclear bath will not be relevant for the purpose of this
appendix,
Hnuc = −

"

n>m

In · Cnm · Im .

(A.25)

Second order perturbation theory states that[149],
(2)

Ei

= #φi |V Q

1
(0)
Ei

− H0

QV |φi "

(A.26)

where {|φ"} is the unperturbed state manifold of the central spin, Q = 1 − P and
P = |φi "#φi |.
Perturbation for S = 1 central spin
For the case of S = 1 we have that to second order the corrections for the energies
are
(2)

E±1 =
(2)

E0
(0)

=

#±1|V |0"#0|V |±1"
(0)

(0)

(0)
E0

(0)
E−1

E±1 − E0
#0|V |−1"#−1|V |0"
−

(A.27)
+

#0|V |1"#1|V |0"
(0)

(0)

E0 − E1

(A.28)

(0)

where E0 − E±1 = −∆ ± γe Bz and
1
#0|V |±" = − √
2

)

γe B± +

"
n

A±n · In

-

(A.29)
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It is straightforward to calculate
(3m2s − 2) ∆ + ms γe Bz
(m2s − 2) γe Bz − ms ∆
=
M̂ +
N̂
2 (∆2 − γe2 Bz2 )
2 (∆2 − γe2 Bz2 )

(2)
Em
s

(A.30)

where
M =

2
γe2 B⊥

N = i

"
n

+

"
n

$

γe B− An+

In · An+ × An− =

· In +

"
n

B+ An−

· In

In · Anx × Any

&

An− An+ " n
+
A− · In Am
· Im
+
+ (A.31)
2
n+=m
(A.32)

Let us get some special cases
(i) ∆ 0 Bz (Bz ≈ 0)
(2)
Em
=
s

ms
(3m2s − 2)
M̂ −
N̂
2∆
2∆

(A.33)

ms
(2 − m2s )
M̂ +
N̂
2γe Bz
2γe Bz

(A.34)

(ii) ∆ 4 Bz (∆ ≈ 0)
(2)
Em
= −
s

Perturbation for S = 1/2 central spin
For the case of S = 1/2 we have to second order that
(2)

E± =

#±|V |∓"#∓|V |±"
(0)

(0)

E± − E∓

(A.35)

(0)

where E± = ∓γe Bz /2 and the non-zero matrix elements are
)
"
1
#±|V |∓" = −
γe B∓ +
A∓n · In
2
n

(A.36)

therefore
(2)
Em
=
s

1
ms
N̂ −
M̂ .
4γe Bz
2γe Bz

(A.37)
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Back action on nuclear bath
The above analysis found new terms for the dynamics of the nuclear bath which
now we will put in more familiar terms. First we need to distinguish between constant
terms and dynamics terms, terms that depend on the state of the nucleus. The M̂
operator contains a constant part M̂C and a dynamic part M̂D ,
M̂ = M̂C + M̂D

(A.38)

1" n2
|Ax | + |Any |2
2 n
"
"
=
2γe B · Gn · In +
2In · GTn Gm · Im

2
M̂C = γe2 B⊥
+

M̂D

n

where

meanwhile



(A.40)

n>m





n
n
n
n
 Ax   Axx Axy Axz

 
 

Gn =  Any  =  Anyx Anyy Anyz

 

 
0
0
0
0

N̂ =

"
n

is purely dynamic and

(A.39)











In · Fn

 Axy Ayz − Ayy Axz


Fn = Anx × Any =  Ayx Axz − Axx Ayz


Axx Ayy − Ayx Axy

(A.41)

(A.42)









(A.43)

As an example, we write the case of the NV center for low field,
(2)
Em
=
s

"

$
& γe
1
Gn · In − In · ms
Fn
B · 3m2s − 2
∆
2∆
n
(3m2s − 2) "
+
In · GTn Gm · Im
∆
n>m

(A.44)
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where the first term can be thought as an enhanced g-tensor
$
& γe
∆gn = 3m2s − 2
Gn
γn ∆

(A.45)

Depending on the system under consideration the hyperfine interaction can be purely
contact interaction as it is the case of quantum dots o purely dipolar as it would
be the case for far enough nuclei in deep centers (where the wavefunction is very
localized). Therefore, it is instructive to know the form of these matrices for these
special cases. In the case of a purely contact interaction Aij = aδij we have,






 a


Gn = 
a



0








 0 




Fn =  0 




a2

 an am


GTn Gm = 
an am



0

Meanwhile the purely dipolar case is pretty much filled everywhere.




 (A.46)



Effective g-tensor
One of the consequences of this correction is an enhanced coupling between nuclei
spins and the external magnetic field, which can be expressed in terms of an effective
g-factor
gn (ms )ij = gc δij − (3|ms | − 2)

gc γe
(1 − δiz ) Anij
2∆γN

(A.47)

or
gn (ms )ij = gc δij + ∆gn (ms )ij

(A.48)

gc γe
(1 − δiz ) (an δij + bn (δij − 3r̂i r̂j ))
∆gn (ms )ij = − (3|ms | − 2) 2∆γ
N

(A.49)

where
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where an and bn are the Fermi-contact and dipole-dipole term from the hyperfine
interaction between the electronic spin state and the nuclear spin n.

Larmor frequency and Larmor vector
Besides the coupling between the external field and the nuclear spin operator, the
latter also experiences an itself interaction mediated by the electronic spin. Both
effects modify the Larmor frequency and the direction at which the nuclear spin
precess. From Equations (A.30) and (A.31) we identify the complete effective coupling
with the nuclear spin n as
−

"
ij

µN gn (mS )ij Bi Ijn − ms (2∆)−1

"

2ijk Anxi Anyj Ikn

(A.50)

ijk

and including the rest of the couplings with the nuclear spin coming from (A.23), we
can identify the following effective Larmor vector
Ωn (ms )k = −

"
i

µN gn (ms )ik Bi −

ms "
2ijk Anxi Anyj − ms Anzk .
2∆ ij

(A.51)

This last equation tell us that each spin n has a particular Larmor frequency pointing
in a particular direction. This will be very important when analyzing the nuclear
decay. Corrections to the Larmor frequency decays exponentially and as r−3 and r−6 .
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To see this result more clearly, let us analyze the case ms = 0,
Ωn (ms = 0)j = −
= −

Ωn

"

µN gn (ms = 0)ij Bi

i

"
i

.

µN



(A.52)

3
gc γe
(1 − δiz ) Aij Bi
gc δij +
∆γN
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Axz Bx + Ayz By
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.



(A.53)

(A.54)

Effective Nuclear Spin Interaction
Finally, the non-secular correction leads to an effective interaction between nuclei.
From equations (A.30) and (A.31) we have that
(∆Cnm )ij =

& n m
(3m2s − 2) " $ n m
Axi Axj + Anyi Am
yj Ii Ij .
2∆
n+=mij

(A.55)

which can be written as a function of the correction to the g factor (∆gn )ij ,
1
(∆Cnm )ij =
2∆ (3|ms | − 2)

.

∆γN
gc γe

32 "
k

$

∆gnT

&

ik

(∆gm )kj .

(A.56)

The pre-factor before the summation has dimension of Hz and an approximate value
of (in the case ms = 0)
1
4∆

.

∆γN
gc γe

32

∼

1
kHz
12

(A.57)

This constitute an important correction to the bare nuclei interaction, which is of
the order of 2 kHz for nearest neighbors. Besides this important enhancement, the
correction ∆Cnm does not depend on the relative position between nuclei, it depends
on the relative positions between the electron and each nucleus. For nearest neighbor
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nuclear spins right beside the defect, this new interaction is 1000 times grater than
the bare interaction between them, however it decreases exponentially as the nuclear
spins get away from the defect.
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B.1

Samples

AC magnetometry was performed at room temperature on nitrogen-vacancy (NV)
centers in both a bulk single-crystal diamond sample (1mm x 1mm x 0.5mm, natural
diamond with an atypically low nitrogen concentration) and in diamond nanocrystals
(monocrystalline, synthetic diamonds, 30 nm mean diameter, purchased from Microdiamant AG, www.microdiamant.com, Switzerland) deposited on a quartz coverslip
(see Figure B.1).

B.2

Confocal Setup

Single NV centers were isolated and probed via confocal microscopy (see Figure
B.2). Phonon-mediated fluorescent emission ( 630 nm - 750 nm) was detected under coherent optical excitation (λ = 532 nm) using a single photon counting module

123
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30 nm
diameter

Figure B.1: Atomic Force Microscope image of a diamond nanocrystal.
Typical image of a substrate where diamond nanocrystals were spin coated. The
sizes for these nanocrsytals varies between 20 and 50 nm with an average size of 30
nm. As described in chapter 3, one of these crystals was used to sense AC magnetic
field with 0.5 µT/Hz1/2 . Courtesy of Alexey Akimov.

(Perkin-Elmer SPCM-AQRH-13). The density of NV centers in both the bulk singlecrystal and nanocrystal samples were sufficiently low that single bright spots (within
the approximate confocal volume of 200 nm x 200 nm x 500 nm) were resolvable from
the background fluorescence. As single spots in the confocal image may constitute
many NV centers, single centers were identified by observing photon anitbunching in
the measurement of the second-order correlation function. This emission was separated from the excitation path using a dichroic mirror, and also notch and longpass
filters. Samples were imaged with an oil immersion objective lens (Nikon CFI Plan
Fluor Series, NA=1.3, 100× magnification) over a 50 µm × 50 µm area in the plane
normal to the optical path. Two galvanometer controlled mirrors steered the beam
path for rapid imaging of this area. Experimental drifting of the focal plane due to

Confocal setup for NV centers
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Green telescope

Fiber coupler 1

Green Fiber

From switch box
Piezo
Filters

Red telescope

Fiber coupler 2

Dichroic
Objective

APD

Red Fiber

Box

Figure B.2: Schematic of a confocal setup for NV centers. As explained in
this appendix, an NV center is excited with green line on the absorption phonon side
band and fluoresces in the range 637-800 nm. The green laser is delivered to the setup
by a fiber coupler. A telescope is used so that the beam diameter of the green laser
matches the aperture of the back of the objective in order to achieve an optimum
resolution. An oil immersed objective with a numerical aperture of 1.3 is used to
achieve ∼250 nm resolution which is nearly diffraction limited (∼ λ/2NA). Before
reaching the objective, the green laser bounces a dichroic which reflects the green but
transmits the red light. In this way, only the fluorescence of the NV center passes
through the dichroic and reaches a black box where photons are counted. A set of
filters inside the box can be used to narrow the fluorescence bandwidth to eliminated
undesired light coming from the surface of the diamond, other impurities and even
small green leakages. A telescope and a fiber coupler is used to better collect the
fluorescence. Finally, the fiber is connected to a avalanche photon detector producing
a TTL pulse that can be used to feed a counter.

thermal effects was compensated for using closed-loop feedback of the galvanometer
and objective piezo voltages. Green laser pulses were generated using an acousto-optic
modulator as shown on Figure B.3.
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Switch box
Mirror 1

Beam splitter cube

Mirror 2

Half Wave Plate
Iris 2

Lens 1
Lens 3
Lens 4
AOM

ND filters
Iris 1
Fiber coupler 1

Fiber coupler 2

Fiber 1

Fiber 2

From Laser

To Confocal setup

Lens 2
Quarter
Wave
Plate
Mirror 3

Breadboard

Figure B.3: Laser switch box. The green laser used to excite NV centers needs to
be turned on/off faster than the polarization process of the center (≈ 300 ns). For
this reason, an acousto optic modulator (AOM) with a rise time of ∼10 ns is used in
a double path configuration. The double path configuration is used to increase the
extinction ratio between the on and off intensities achieving a ratio of the order of
Iof f /Ion = 10−6 . A low extinction ratio is important in long experiments so that the
electronic spin is not re-polarized to the ms = 0 state. The green beam coming from
the laser passes through a polarizing beam splitter. Previously, a half wave plate is
used to align the polarization of the laser with the beam splitter cube so that most
of the light is transmitted. Then, the beam is focused by a lens on the AOM creating
a first order diffracted beam which passes through an Iris (stopping the zeroth order
beam). After Lens 2, the beam is brought to collimation again and bounces a mirror
passing twice through a quarter wave plate. As a result, the beam that is coming
back to the AOM has the opposite polarization to that of the incoming beam. Again,
a first order Bragg diffracted beam is generated (a first order of the first order) that
upon reaching the beam splitter cube will be totally reflected since it has the opposite
polarization of the incoming beam. Finally, the beam passes through an iris and a
telescope to better coupling the beam to an optical fiber.

Microwaves
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Amp

Cable 1

1

Circulator

50 Ohms
load

2

TTL
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3
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Cable 2
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Spectrum
Analyzer
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Power
Detector

Sample

Cable 2

Figure B.4: Microwave setup. A signal generator provides a microwave signal in
the range of 2-4 GHz to drive the electronic spins transition at low field (<500 G).
The signal is turned on/off by a fast switch (6 ns rise time) controlled by a pulse
blaster card which in turns is controlled by a computer. After the switch, the signal
is brought to the setup through a low loss sma cable and then it is amplified by 30
dBm (a 1 W amplifier). For safety, the signal is connected to a circulator so that
any reflected power from the setup reaches the 50 Ohms load instead of the amplifier.
Otherwise, the reflected signal may damage the amplifier. This high power signal is
then brought to the sample with another low loss cable. The signal is then connected
to a thin 20 µm-diameter wire which in turns is connected to a cable for analysis
purposes (optional), where the spectrum and power can be measured by a Spectrum
Analyzer and an oscilloscope, respectively. To measure the spectrum, just a small
signal is needed, obtained by unevenly splitting the signal with a directional coupler.
A small signal (attenuated by 30 dBm) is connected to a spectrum analyzer and the
rest is connected to a power detector generating a voltage inversely proportional to
the power of the signal which can be monitored on an oscilloscope.

B.3

Single Center Electron Spin Resonance

The NV center 3 A2 ground state consists of two unpaired electrons in a triplet
conguration leading to a zero-field splitting (∆ = 2.87 GHz) between the ms = 0 and
ms = ±1 sublevels. Coherent optical excitation at λ = 532 nm optically pumped
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the ground state into its ms = 0 sublevel. In addition, an external static magnetic
field produced by a pair of Helmholtz coils split the degeneracy between the ms = ±1
states. It was then possible to selectively address transitions between the ms = 0 and
ms = 1 (or ms = −1) states with microwave radiation (see Figure 3.1) and manipulate a two-level subspace of the spin triplet (e.g., with spin-echo pulse sequences).
Microwave radiation was applied by using the magnetic field emanating from a 20
µm wire placed on the surface of the samples.
The excited (3 E) state decay rates, also responsible for optical pumping, provided
a means for spin-sensitive detection, as the rate of fluorescence was reduced for the
ms = ±1 states compared to the ms = 0 states, with > 35% contrast. The spin
state in the ground electronic state was measured by pulsing on green excitation and
monitoring the total number of photons collected within the optimal measurement
interval, 324 ns. A 300 MHz PulseBlasterESR pulse generator was employed for
timing the triggering of counters, microwave pulses, the AC magnetic field, and the
excitation laser. Microwave pulses were provided by gating the output of a frequency
synthesizer with a microwave switch (see Figure B.3). The π and π/2 pulses used for
the spin-echo sequence were calibrated from the Rabi nutation curves between the
two spin states.

B.4

AC magnetometry

As described in Figure 3.2 and in Ref. [25], demonstration magnetometer measurements were performed for an externally applied AC magnetic field with amplitude
BAC , frequency ν, and phase φAC during a cycle of a spin-echo sequence with a period
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τ . The accumulated phase of the spin superposition state,
δφ =

4γBAC
πντ
sin2 [
] cos[πντ + φAC ]
2πν
2

(B.1)

contained information about the projection of the AC magnetic field amplitude onto
the quantization axis of the electronic spin, corresponding to a vector magnetometer.
Oscillatory magnetic fields from 1-10 kHz were generated by modulating the current
through a Helmholtz pair also used to apply a bias DC magnetic field. For application
of higher frequency AC fields (100-300 kHz), a single coil (60 turns) was resonantly
driven and placed near the sample.
The measured signal intensity SB was a function of the accumulated phase δφ, as
given by the probability to be in the ms = 0 state after the spin-echo pulse sequence:
SB ∝ P0 (BAC ) =

1
2

(1 + F (τ ) cos[δφ]). Ideally, for a single-shot measurement of BAC

the sensitivity was maximized for a particular ν by setting τ = 1/ν. In practice, many
spin-echo cycles were averaged to reduce the uncertainty in photon statistics given
the low single-shot count rate. To this end, the period of the entire measurement
sequence (including polarization and readout, see Figure 3.2) was matched to 1/ν in
order to avoid multiple offset phases φAC when the periods were incommensurate.
The dependence on φAC was removed entirely by appropriately shifting the time
origin of the measurement pulse train. As the polarization (τp = 1 µs) and readout
(τr = 3 µs) periods were short compared to the oscillation periods for typical 1-10
kHz AC magnetic fields, this choice introduced a slight deviation 2 from the optimal
δφ, as τp + τr + τ = 1/ν ⇒ τ ν = 1 − 2. The overall sensitivity was thus slightly
reduced from its optimal value as 1 − O(22 ). For all experiments presented here,
ντ = 0.88 was used. The envelope of the spin-echo signal, F (τ ) (e.g., see Figure 3.4)
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was modeled with an exponential decay modulated by the effect of a pair of nearby
strongly interacting
(a2 −b2 )
a2

13

C nuclear spins. In this model[85], F (τ ) = exp(−(τ /T2 )4 )(1 −

sin2 aτ sin2 bτ ); where for the data in Figure 3.4 we found T2 = 676 µs, b = 478

Hz (corresponding to the dipolar interaction between the two nuclei) and a = 626 Hz
(corresponding to the interactions between the nuclei and the NV spin). Using these
experimentally determined parameters, the above model provided a prediction for
the the magnetometer sensitivity[25] ηAC =

π!
√
gµB C νF (1/ν)

as a function of frequency

(solid curve in Figure 3.6a), where g ≈ 2 is the electron g-factor, µB is the Bohr
4
1 +a0 a1 )
magneton, and C −1 = 1 + 2 (a0(a+a0 −a
is a factor that estimates[25] the photon
2
1)

shot-noise when the average photon number during the readout window of 324 ns is
much less than 1. The values a0 = 0.03 ± 0.006 and a1 = 0.018 ± 0.004 were the
average number of detected photons for the the electronic spin states mS = 0 and
mS = ±1, respectively.
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C.1

Experimental Setup

We isolate single NV centers using standard confocal microscopy techniques. The
NV centers are optically excited using green light (λex = 532 nm, sourced from a
Coherent Compass 315M-100 laser). We focus the green spot to a nearly diffractionlimited spot-size using an oil immersion objective (Nikon CFI Apochromat TIRF
100X, NA = 1.49) focused to a depth of up to 50 µm below the diamond surface.
Fluorescence emission from the lowest lying excited triplet state (3 E level of NV [111])
is collected within the phonon sideband, extending from 650 nm to 750 nm. This light
is focused onto a single-mode optical fiber (NA=.12, MFD = 4.3µm), which acts as a
small aperture spatial filter and rejects light emanating from outside the focal plane.
Photons incident on the fiber are detected using an avalanche photodiode module
(PerkinElmer SPCM-AQR-13).
In order to find a single NV center within the diamond, we image a 50µm x 50µm
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area within a fixed focal plane by changing the incidence angle of the excitation light
wavefronts at the objective. This is accomplished by using a fast, closed-loop XY
scanning mirror system (Cambridge Technology, 6215H scanning mirrors). Different
focal planes are examined by moving the entire sample, along the tube axis of the
objective, using a closed-loop z-axis piezo stage (Physique Instrument, P-620.ZCD).
The density of NV centers within the sample is small enough that we can resolve
single bright spots and collect light from these emitters. In order to verify that
these spots are single centers, we measure the autocorrelation function of the emitted
light in a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss style setup (g (2) (τ )). Furthermore, we monitor the
fluorescence intensity under resonant microwave excitation to verify that these single
emitters are indeed nitrogen-vacancy centers, with a finite ESR response near 2.87
GHz at zero applied magnetic field. If an NV center is strongly coupled to a

13

C

spin within the lattice, this appears as an additional splitting in the the spectrum of
microwave response.
The nitrogen-vacancy color centers used for our repetitive readout experiments
are found within a bulk, single crystal type IIa natural diamond with a remarkably
low native nitrogen impurity concentration. The lack of paramagnetic defects in this
sample is believed to be the primary reason for long (> 500µs) spin dephasing times
of the NV center electronic spin. The

13

C nuclei within the lattice are randomly

distributed and have a natural isotope fraction, 1.1% relative to all carbon nuclei.
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Spin Control of the NV centers
At room temperature, the three spin eigenstates of the NV center (|0"e , |1"e , and
|−1"e ) are equally populated. Optical excitation at 532 nm, excites the ground state
triplet of the NV to an excited vibronic state, which decays to the first excited triplet
state. The population in these spin states will either radiatively decay back to the
ground state or undergo an intersystem crossover to a metastable singlet state, which
decays into the |0"e state. This provides a mechanism for optical pumping of the
NV center spin. After 1 µs period of illumination (near optical saturation) the |±1"e
states are optically pumped to the |0"e state in excess of 95%. This conveniently
prepares an initial state |0"e after readout, but barely perturbs the nuclear spin state.
We apply microwave and radiofrequency (RF) fields to individual NV centers by
driving a small copper wire (15µm diameter) placed on the diamond surface and
secured to a 50Ω impedance matched microstrip transmission line. Three separate
frequency synthesizers are used to generate the three frequencies needed for obtain full
spin control of the electronic-nuclear spin system, identified as MW1, MW2 and RF
in Figure 4.1D. These values are cited below. Separate amplifiers for the microwave
(OphirRF, S-Band, 15W, Model XRF738) and RF (ENI, 10W, Model 310-L) allow
us to generate magnetic fields of about 10 gauss. Short microwave pulses, on the
order of 10ns, are generated by gating an SPST switch with an extremely short rise
time (Custom Microwave Components S0947A-02, rise time 3ns). Timing of the
counter gating, RF and microwave pulses and the acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
is coordinated by a multiple channel TTL pulse generator (SpinCore PulseBlaster
ESR-Pro, 400MHz), with up to 2.5ns timing resolution.
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For pulsed experiments, measurement of the spin state involves counting the NV
fluorescent photons after optical pumping. This involves monitoring the phonon side
band fluorescence under optical excitation within 100-500ns [111]. Short optical pulses
are achieved using an AOM with a digital driver (Isomet 1250C-848) in a double-pass
setup [150]. Rise times of the optical pulses are about 20ns and thus enable sufficient
contrast between the two spin states.
In order to remove systematic fluctuations in the counting rates of the fluorescent
photons (e.g., heating and defocusing of the NV due to long microwave pulses), we
take a series of measurements before each run of the experiment. Prior to any of
our repeated readout experiments, we measure the fluorescence after the following
microwave pulse configurations: (1) no microwave pulse, (2) a single MW1 π-pulse,
(3) a single MW2 π-pulse, and (4) a MW1 and MW2 π-pulse. Conditions (1) and (4)
set the maximum and minimum count rates for the NV center readout and set the
relative scale for the Rabi experiments (Figure 4.1).
Random, slow drifting of the counting rates of the NV center (e.g., due to day/night
temperature cycles or mechanical perturbations) are accounted for by a softwarebased feedback mechanism. Prior to each experimental average (∼ 105 repetitions),
we take a reference count rate of the NV fluorescence. If this is outside an allowed
threshold, we vary the scanning mirror and piezo stage voltages in order to maximize
the counting rate. In this way, defocusing of the NV center can be corrected and
stabilized. Over the course of six months, such tracking has enabled us to study the
same center exclusively.
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Magnetic field, microwave and RF control pulses
We use three sets of orthogonal coil windings in a quasi-Helmholtz configuration
to apply the static magnetic field for tuning the spin resonance of the NV. Each
winding consists of roughly 100 turns and each pair can generate up to 40 gauss in
three orthogonal directions when driven with 4A, direct current. By independently
changing the current supplied to each coil pair, we can align the magnetic field vector
relative to the axis of symmetry of the NV center (ẑ). Coarse measurements of the
magnetic field amplitudes are made using a three-axis Hall sensor (Ametes MFS3A). For more precise alignment, we measure the ESR response of the NV in both
a continuous wave and pulsed (electron spin echo envelope modulation) manner, as
described below.
As shown in Figure 4.1A, we use MW1 to drive the transition between |0"e |↓"n1
and |1"e |↓"n1 , and MW2 for the transition between |0"e |↑"n1 and |1"e |↑"n1 . The
two transitions differ in energy by δ = (2π) × 13.675 (1) MHz, mostly due to the
hyperfine interaction between spins e and n1 . When the microwave (MW) Rabi
frequency ΩM W is comparable to the detuning δ, the effect of off-resonant driving
should be considered. For example, when trying to drive microwave transitions for
only levels with the nuclear spin in | ↓"n1 , we may also change the populations for
the | ↑"n1 levels. Fortunately, if we are only interested in π-pulses, the effect of
off-resonant driving can be suppressed. We choose the bare MW Rabi frequency
√
ΩM W = δ/ 3 = (2π) × 7.89 MHz with pulse duration π/ΩM W , which performs a π
rotation for the resonant transition. For the δ-detuned transition, the effective Rabi
!
!
frequency is Ω2M W + δ 2 = Ω2M W + 3Ω2M W = 2ΩM W , and the operation gives a
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(trivial) 2π rotation. Thus, in principle, we can achieve a perfect Cn1 NOTe gate with
an MW1 (or MW2) π pulse, despite the finite detuning δ.
For our experiment the two microwave resonance frequencies are νM W 1 = 2.962
GHz and νM W 2 = 2.949 GHz. The radiofrequency field is tuned to the nuclear spin
splitting at νRF = 13.675 MHz. We note that the duration for a π-pulse at this
frequency is about 5µs, which indicates a Rabi frequency of almost 100 kHz. This
nuclear Rabi frequency is enhanced from that of a bare

13

C nucleus (γC = 1.1kHz/

Gauss) due to the pseudo-nuclear Zeeman effect [151]. This effect enhances transitions
of the nuclear spin because of the strong hyperfine coupling between the nucleus and
the NV electronic spin.
In addition, we must also consider the presence of a

14

N nuclear spin, with I = 1

and hyperfine coupling strength αN = (2π) × 2.1 (1) MHz, which gives the triplet
splitting for both transition lines in the ESR spectrum (Figure C.1). At room temperature, the

14

N nuclear spin is unpolarized (i.e., in a completely mixed state), with

equal probability in the spin states Iz = 0, ±1.
The splitting associated with

14

N nuclear spin can introduce a small detuning

±αN to the resonant transition, resulting in an error probability ∼ (αN /ΩM W )2 . We
W
estimate the average error probability for the MW π-pulse to be εM
res ≈ 0.07 for the

resonant transition. In addition, the splitting associated with

14

N can also affect the

δ-detuned transition. In the presence of extra detuning ±αN , the 2π rotation for the
δ-detuned transition is no longer perfect. The estimated average error probability for
W
the MW π-pulse is εM
det ≈ 0.01 for the δ-detuned transition.
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Figure C.1: Fluorescence detected electron spin resonance of the NV center. We
monitor the fluorescence under optical excitation at λex while sweeping the carrier
microwave frequency. When the resonance condition is met, we see a drop in the
count rate, signifying a transfer of population to the ms = ±1 states. Here we show
only the portion of the spectrum involving transitions between ms = 0 and 1. In the
absence of any nuclear spins, this condition would occur at single frequency, but is
split due to the hyperfine interaction with nearby nuclear spins. The six lines shown
correspond to coupling of the NV to a nearby 13 C (n1 , I = 1/2) and 14 N (I = 1) with
hyperfine couplings αN and αn1 respectively. The two microwave driving frequencies
(MW1 and MW2) address the | ↓"n1 and | ↑"n1 manifolds and differ in frequency by
αn1 . The MW Rabi frequency (Ω = 7.89 MHz) is sufficiently large to drive the triplet
lineshape for each manifold.

C.2

Effective Hamiltonian

In this section, we write the effective hamiltonian using time-independent perturbation theory. We then study the hyperfine coupling associated with the first nuclear
spin (n1 ) to justify the claim that the quantization axis of spin n1 is effectively the
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same when spin e is |ms = 0"e or |ms = 1"e . Finally, we use the effective Hamiltonian
to study the electron-mediated coupling between the two nuclear spins n1 and n2 .
The effective hamiltonian for the electronic spin and nuclear spins can be obtained
from second order perturbation theory (see Equation A.44 in Appendix A.4), which
we copy here for the convenience of the reader,

ms
Hnuc
=

"

$
& γe
1
γ0 B · In + ms Anz · In + B · 3m2s − 2
Gn · In − In · ms
Fn
∆
2∆
n
"
(3m2s − 2) "
+
In · Cnm · Im +
In · GTn Gm · Im
(C.1)
∆
n>m
n>m

where


and

Anx





Anxx

Anxy

Anxz


 

 

 
Gn =  Any  =  Anyx Anyy Anyz

 

 
0
0
0
0


 Axy Ayz − Ayy Axz


Fn = Anx × Any =  Ayx Axz − Axx Ayz


Axx Ayy − Ayx Axy









(C.2)









(C.3)

The third term in Equation (C.1) is the pseudo nuclear Zeeman effect, arising from
the enhancement of the external magnetic field due to the hyperfine interaction [151].
The enhancement vanishes when we carefully align the external magnetic field along
the NV axis (i.e., B = Bz5ez ). This is because 5ez · Gn ≡ 0 (i.e., all elements vanish
in the third row of Equation (C.2)), and consequently there is no enhancement for
external magnetic field along the ẑ (i.e., NV) axis. Thus, all

13

C nuclear spins share
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the same quantization axis (i.e., along the NV axis) and they have the same Zeeman
splitting ω0 = γ0 Bz ≈ 32 (1) kHz, regardless of the individual hyperfine interactions
11

. The last term in Equation (C.1) is the electron-mediated interaction among the

nuclear spins, with the correction to the dipolar interaction tensor.
For the ms = 0 subspace, the effective Hamiltonian is
ms =0
Hnuc
=−

where C̃nm (ms ) = Cnm +

"
j

(3m2s −2)
∆

ω0 Izj +

"
j>k

Ij · C̃jk (0) · Ik .

(C.4)

GTn Gm . When the Zeeman splitting is large (i.e.,

j,k
ω0 0 C̃mn
(0)), we neglect the non-secular terms of C̃ and obtain the simplified

Hamiltonian for ms = 0:
ms =0
Hnuc
≈−

where bj,k =

1
4

*

"

ω0 Izj +

j

"

j,k
Izj C̃zz
(0) Izk +

j>k

"*
j>k

+
$ &∗
bj,k I+j I−k + bj,k I−j I+k ,

(C.5)

+
j,k
j,k
j,k
j,k
. Both Ising coupling and flip-flop coupling
C̃xx
+ C̃yy
+ iC̃xy
− iC̃yx

may exist for the ms = 0 subspace.

For the ms = 1 subspace, the effective Hamiltonian is
ms =1
Hnuc
=−

"
j

ω0 Izj +

"

n=x,y,z

Ajzn Inj +

"

"

j
j,k
Im
C̃mn
(1) Ink .

(C.6)

j>k m,n=x,y,z

where we have dropped the constant ∆ − γe Bz term for simplicity. The first two
terms imply that the j-th nuclear spin precesses around the vector 5ω j ≡ −ω05ez +
/ /
(
j
j
j / j/
A
5
e
,
and
the
quantization
axis
is
5
e
≡
ω
5
/
5ω . When the hyperfine inn
z
n=x,y,z zn
/
/
j,k
teractions are sufficiently different /5ω j − 5ω k / 0 C̃mn
(1), all couplings between the

Note that our earlier experiment [39] explores a different regime, where the external magnetic
field has a transverse component with respect to the NV axis. Because of the anisotropy of the
g-tensor for proximal nuclear spins, the transverse component can be enhanced depending on the
hyperfine interaction. Thus, the proximal nuclear spins can have very different quantization axes,
and different effective Zeeman splittings as well [53].
11
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nuclear spins are suppressed except for the Ising coupling. The simplified Hamitonian for ms = 1 is:
ms =1
Hnuc
≈

where C̃zj,kj zk (1) =

(

m,n=x,y,z

"/ /
"
/5ω j / Izj +
Izj j C̃zj,kj zk (1) Izkk ,
j
j

(C.7)

j>k

$ j&
$ &
j,k
5ez m · C̃mn
(1)· 5ekz m . For example, with only two proximal

1,2
nuclear spins n1 and n2 , and |5ω 1 − 5ω 2 | 0 C̃mn
(1),

/ /
/ /
ms =1
Hnuc
≈ /5ω 1 / Iz11 + /5ω 2 / Iz22 + Iz11 C̃z1,2
(1) Iz22 .
1 z2

(C.8)

If spin n2 is in the completely mixed state, then spin n1 has two possible energy
(1). With a nuclear spin Ramsey experiment (Figure C.2), we
splittings |5ω 1 | ± 12 C̃z1,2
1 z2
should be able to either resolve such energy splitting (by observing the beating at
frequency C̃z1,2
(1)) or give an upper bound on the magnitude of C̃z1,2
(1).
1 z2
1 z2
Hyperfine Coupling for the First Nuclear Spin
We now justify the claim that spin n1 has approximately the same quantization
axis for both ms = 0 and ms = 1 subspaces. Since the static magnetic field is along
5 = Bz5ez , there is no enhancement from the g-tensor. Considering only
the NV axis B
one nuclear spin n1 , we may reduce Equation (C.6) to
H 1,ms = −ω0 Iz1 + ms

"

A1zn In1

(C.9)

n

For the ms = 0 subspace, spin n1 has the quantization axis n̂ms =0 = 5ez . For ms = 1
subspace, we may calculate the quantization axis n̂ms =1 using the hyperfine tensor
(1)

Amn associated with spin n1 .
If the hyperfine coupling is due to the contact interaction that is isotropic, the
hyperfine tensor is proportional to the identity matrix, A1mn ∝ δmn , and the relevant
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Figure C.2: Ramsey fringes for the nuclear spin n1 . The operations for the nuclear
Ramsey experiment are given in the dashed box. Three difference frequencies ν =
13.672, 13.675, and 13.680 MHz are used for the RF field. The frequency for the
Ramsey fringes is determined by the detuning of the RF field ν − ν0 , where ν0 =
13.675 (1) MHz. There is no significant decay in the amplitude of the Ramsey fringes
up to 1 ms.
Hamiltonian can be reduced to −µn Bz Iz1 +Sz A1zz Iz1 . This implies that the quantization
axis n̂ms =1 = 5ez is also along the NV axis. If the hyperfine coupling also contains a
dipolar interaction that is anisotropic, the hyperfine tensor can be characterized by
three principle axes with associated principle values. If one of the principle axis is
fairly close to the NV axis and the three principle values are also quite similar, then
the quantization axis of n1 can be still very close to the NV axis.
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The hyperfine tensors have be calculated with density functional theory (DFT)
[18] and obtained from the CW ensemble EPR spectra measurements [152]. In our
experiment, we can measured the projection of the hyperfine tensor along the NV
axis

/
/ 4
$
&2
A1z ≡ /A1zx5ex + A1zy5ey + A1zz5ez / = (A1zx )2 + A1zy + (A1zz )2 .

(C.10)

We perform a Ramsey experiment for spin n1 in ms = 1 subspace, which measures the
level splitting between |1"e |↓"n1 and |1"e |↑"n1 to be 13.675 (1) MHz (see Figure C.2).
This value also includes ω0 = ±32 (1) kHz contribution of Zeeman splitting due to 30
gauss magnetic field parallel/antiparallel to the NV axis [53]. Thus, the projection
of the hyperfine tensor along the NV axis is A1z = 13.675 (1) ± 0.032 (1) MHz. The
measured values match those reported by Felton et al. in bulk ESR studies [152].
The reported hyperfine tensor implies that the quantization axis n̂ms =1 = sin δ 5ex +
1

xz
≈ 6.7◦ is the angle between n̂ms =0 and
cos δ 5ez for |ms = 1"e , where δ = arctan A
A1
zz

n̂ms =1 . Thus, the nuclear spin eigenstates for ms = 1 subspace differ from the nuclear
spin eigenstates for ms = 1 subspace by a small angle δ. The difference between
these two state is sin 2 δ ≈ 0.007, which is too small to be resolved with the current
precision. Therefore, with our measurement precession, we have justified to claim
that the quantization axis of the nuclear spin n1 almost does not depend on the
electronic spin state |ms = 0"e or |ms = 1"e . We may use the simple notation of
|0"e |↓"n1 , |0"e |↑"n1 , |1"e |↓"n1 , and |1"e |↑"n1 provides a good approximation for the
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in Equation (C.9).
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Spin Flip-Flop Interaction between Nuclear Spins
We now consider the interaction between two nuclear spins n1 and n2 . According
to Equation (C.5), the effective secular spin Hamiltonian between spins n1 and n2 for
ms = 0 subspace is
ms =0
1,2 1 2
Hnuc
= ω0 Iz1 + ω0 Iz2 + C̃zz
I1 Iz + b1,2 (I+1 I−2 + I−1 I+2 ),

where we choose b1,2 real by absorbing the complex phase into I+1 . Experimentally,
1,2
we estimate C̃zz
! 0.3 kHz from the nuclear spin Ramsey experiment (as the Ramsey

fringes can be observed even up to 3 ms (Figure C.2)), which is one or two orders of
magnitude smaller than b1,2 = 4.27 (3) kHz or ω0 = 32 (2) kHz, which corresponds to
magnetic field of ∼ 30 gauss. The observation is also consistent with the theoretical
estimate from the hyperfine tensors

12

1,2
. For simplicity, we will neglect the C̃zz
term

and consider the following Hamiltonian:
$
&
Hf = ω0 Iz1 + Iz2 + b(I+1 I−2 + I−1 I+2 ),

(C.11)

/ *
+/
/
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2 /
1,2
+ C̃yy
+ iC̃xy
− iC̃yx
may introduce an
where b = b = / 14 C̃xx
/. Neglecting C̃zz
*
+2
1,2
error with probability C̃zz
/b ! 1%, which is actually small compared to other
1,2

imperfections. In principle, we may also use quantum control techniques [109] to
1,2
completely compensate the deviation due to finite C̃zz
.

The nuclear spins n1 and n2 have initial poalrization pn1 ≡ pn1 ,↑ − pn1 ,↓ and
pn2 ≡ pn2 ,↑ − pn2 ,↓ , respectively. The initial densitiy matrix of the two nuclear spins
The hyperfine tensor for n1 is almost diagonal, with off-diagonal matrix elements much less
1
1,2
than the diagonal ones (e.g., A1xz 4 A1xx , A1yy , αzz
). This suggests that it is very likely that δCzz
4
1,2
1,2
δCxx , δCyy for the electron-mediated nuclear spin coupling between n1 and n2 .
12
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is ρ0 = ρ10 ⊗ ρ20 , with ρ10 = 12 (1 + pn1 Iz1 ) and ρ20 = 12 (1 + pn2 Iz2 ). The evolution of
the density matrix of spin n1 is
ρ1 (τ ) = Trn2 {U ρ0 U † } =

1
+ Iz1 (pn1 + (pn2 − pn1 ) sin2 bτ ),
2

(C.12)

where U = exp (−iHf τ ) is the evolution operator and Trn2 traces out the subsystem
of spin n2 . Therefore, the polarization of spin n1 can be written as
pn1 (τ ) = pn1 + (pn2 − pn1 ) sin2 bτ.

(C.13)

We observe that when the two nuclei are polarized equally (pn1 = pn2 ) and pn1 /= 0,
there is no flip-flop between them. For example, consider the two nuclei prepared
in either ↑↑ or ↓↓. In this case, flip-flops are suppressed because of the energy gap
(2ω0 0 b) between the ↑↑ and ↓↓ configurations. On the other hand, when both
nuclei are prepared with opposite polarizations (pn1 = −pn2 ), the spin flip-flops are
maximized since the energy gap between ↑↓ and ↓↑ is near zero. After a time of
τ = π/2b, the ↑↓ part has evolved to ↓↑ (i.e., the SWAP operation).
Meanwhile, for ms = 1 subspace, the two nuclear spins have very different energy
splittings due to the distinct hyperfine couplings (see the discussion after Equation
(SC.6)). This would suppress the spin flip-flop terms. As shown in Figure C.3, the flipflop process between spins n1 and n2 are significantly suppressed when the electronic
spin is |ms = 1"e . The residual oscillations are due to the imperfect preparation of the
electronic spin (e.g., optical pumping and π pulses) that induces a small probability
in ms = 0.
We can use the oscillation amplitudes for both ms = 0 and ms = 1 subspaces to
estimate the polarization of the electronic spin after optical pumping. Suppose the
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Figure C.3: Dynamics of nuclear spins for ms = 0 and ms = 1 subspaces. The nuclear
spins n1 and n2 are initialized in |↑"n1 |↓"n2 . When the electronic spin is |ms = 0"e ,
there is a flip-flop process between the two nuclear spins (red curve). When the
electronic spin is |ms = 1"e , the flip-flop process is strongly suppressed (blue curve).
polarization of the electronic spin is 1−εpump , the ratio of two oscillation amplitudes is
approximately

Ams =1
Ams =0

≈

εpump
+εM W
2
1−εpump

, where the total error probability associated with

W
MW
MW π-pulses is εM W = εM
res + εdet ≈ 0.08. Thus, we estimate εpump ≈ 0.16 ± 0.07.

This estimate of spin polarization is consistent with that found by Harrison et. al.
[153] who studied optical spin polarization in ensembles of NV centers at cryogenic
temperature using ESR spectroscopy.
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Nuclear Spin Depolarization for Each Readout

The mechanism for depolarization of nuclear spins under optical illumination is
induced by stochastic electronic optical transitions, which connect multiple electronic
states with different hyperfine interactions to the nuclear spins [74, 39]. The process
can described by the master equation that accounts for both the classical stochastic
transition of the electronic states and the coherent evolution of the nuclear spins
with state-dependent hyperfine interactions. For fast optical excitation/relaxation,
the evolution under each of these different hyperfine interactions is suppressed. This
increases the depolarization time for the nuclear spin.
Reducing the transverse magnetic field with respective to the NV axis can further
increase the depolarization time of the nuclear spin [74, 39]. The theoretical description for the depolarization of the nuclear spin under optical illumination is detailed
in [74]. The same theoretical model can also explain the observed double exponential
decay in Figure 4.2D, which is associated with the two time scales for dephasing and
depolarizing with respective to the motional-averaged quantization axis [74].
Since the power for the laser pulses is almost the same for the experiments presented in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, we may use the depolarization curve (Figure 4.2D)
to estimate the relative reduction in polarization for various operations. For the first
nuclear spin, the relative reduction of polarization εn1 is 0.035 ± 0.015 after each 350
ns green laser pulse. For the second nuclear spin, we estimate the relative reduction
of polarization εn2 is about 0.3 ± 0.1 after 5 µs green laser pulse, and about 0.5 ± 0.1
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after 20 µs green laser pulse.
Note also that the imperfect optical pumping of the electronic spin can be made
very small with sufficiently long optical pulse, but this is not optimal for our repetitive
readout scheme, because long optical illumination eventually induces depolarization
of the nuclear spins that store useful information. To mitigate the perturbation to
the nuclear spins, 350 ns green optical pumping pulses are chosen that result in 75%
electronic spin polarization in the state |0"e . This affects all readouts immediately
proceeded by an optical readout pulse (i.e., m = 2, · · · , M ), which degrades the gain
in signal amplitude. These effects are estimated through numerical simulations of the
repeated readout scheme in the following sections.

C.4

Deriving Optimized SNR

The rate of optical fluorescence of the NV center depends strongly on the electronic
spin state for up to 500 ns after the center is optically probed at wavelengths below
the zero-phonon line [111]. We define n0 and n1 as the average number of photons
detected during a 325 ns measurement interval (i.e. readout) for the |0"e and |1"e
states respectively. For a set of repeated readouts, we obtain the average number
of counts nm ({p}) where the bar indicates the average number of photons over N
experimental realizations and the m subscript indexes the repeated readout. The
{p} represent controllable parameters of the experiment. For example in a Rabi
experiment p = tp , the duration of microwave radiation.
We extract the signal amplitudes Am for the mth measurement interval by fitting
each nm (tp ) readout of a Rabi experiment to a cosine curve of the form: Am cos(ΩM W tp )+
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Bm . The value A0 is the amplitude of a Rabi oscillation with full initial spin polarization (Figure 4.1B). The standard error σ m of the mth measurement is found to be
almost independent of m: σm ≈ σ0 , with σ0 being the uncertainty associated with the
measurement of A0 . Since the |Am | values decrease with increasing m (Figure 4.3D),
it is optimal to weight each element of the measurement record.
We use the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the figure of merit for the repetitive
readout scheme. The signal is defined as the weighted sum of the Rabi oscillation
amplitudes obtained from repetitive readout.
Signal =

M
"

m=1

wm |Am | ,

(C.14)

with weight wm for the m-th readout. The corresponding noise is
5
6M
6"
2 σ2 ,
Noise = 7
wm
m

(C.15)

The signal-to-noise ratio [154] is defined as
(M
Signal
m=1 wm |Am |
.
= 4(
Noise
M
2 σ2
w
m=1 m m

(C.16)

m=1

where σm is the noise for the m-th readout, which can also be obtained experimentally.

According to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
-2
32 ) "
M
M .
M
"
"
|A
|
m
(wm σm )2
≥
wm |Am | ,
σ
m
m=1
m=1
m=1

(C.17)

2
where equality is satisfied when wm = |Am | /σm
. Therefore, the optimized SNR is
5
6M /
6 " / Am //2
/
/
SNRopt (M ) = 7
(C.18)
/ σm / .
m=1

In Figure C.4, we plot the SNR curves for optimal weighting and for equal weight-

ing of each measurement for the single proximal nuclear spin repeated readout. We
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Figure C.4: Signal-to-Noise ratio for repetitive readout. The green data points correspond to the SNR where wm = 1 for all measurements of the Am amplitudes and σm
2
uncertainties. The red data are for the optimized SNR values where wm = |Am |/σm
and reach the best SNR improvement of 220%. The blue curves are the theoretical
fits to our model for measurement of the NV center electronic spin and fit well to the
data. Note that the model is identical for both cases.
see that for the equal weighting case, after M ≈ 20 the SNR begins to degrade. This
is because of the reduction of the signal amplitude Am for increasing m due to nuclear
spin depolarization, while the noise level σm remains almost constant. The weighting
factors wm allow for updating the measurement records to most efficiently use the
information with respect to the noise.
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Simulation for the Repetitive Readout

We have performed a numerical simulation for both repetitive readout schemes.
We use the transition matrix description to keep track of the state evolution. With
reasonable choice of imperfection parameters, we are able to obtain Am and SNRopt (M )
consistent with the experiment.

Transition matrices
We model 8 = 23 levels associated with the electronic spin and two nuclear spins
in the simulation. Because the quantum coherence does not change the outcome of
the repetitive readout, it is sufficient to track the probability distribution over these 8
levels. We use the array 5q = (q0↓↓ , q0↓↑ , q0↑↓ , q0↑↑ , q1↓↓ , q1↓↑ , q1↑↓ , q1↑↑ )T to represent the
probability distribution. We consider the transition matrices for various operations
characterized by imperfection parameters. For example, if initial state distribution is
5q0 and transition matrix is T , the final state distribution is T 5q0 .
We now list the transition matrices for the operations that are used for spin
initialization and repetitive readout.
1) Transition matrix for MW1 π-pulse is
TMW1 = Wpi ⊗ I↓ ⊗

2

+ Wid ⊗ I↑ ⊗

2,

(C.19)

where



Wpi = 

W
εM
res
W
1 − εM
res

1−

W
εM
res

W
εM
res







W
εM
det

 1−
Wid = 
W
εM
det

W
εM
det
W
1 − εM
det
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0 1

W
W
with εM
= 0.07 for the resonant transition and εM
= 0.01 for the ∆-detuned
res
det

transition (see Section C.1). Similarly the transition matrix for MW2 π-pulse is
TMW2 = Wpi ⊗ I↑ ⊗

2

+ Wid ⊗ I↓ ⊗

2.

(C.20)

2) The transition matrices for nuclear spin depolarization under optical illumination are
Tn1 =

2

for n1 , and
Tn2 =

2



 1−
⊗
⊗

2

εn1
2

εn1
2

εn1
2

1−



εn1
2

 1−
⊗

εn1
2

εn1
2




⊗
εn1
2

1−

εn1
2

2





(C.21)

(C.22)

for n2 . The depolarization factors are εn1 = 0.05 for n1 after tgreen = 350 ns green
laser pulse, and εn2 = 0.42 and 0.63 for the second nuclear spin after 5 and 20 µs
green laser pulses (see Section C.3). During the M -step repetitive readout, the flipflop evolution between n1 and n2 during the short 1.5 µs interval between sequential
readouts may occur with probability about 5%, which is also effectively included into
εn2 .
3) The transition matrix for optical pumping of the electronic spin is


 1 − εpump,0 1 − εpump,1 
TPump = 
 ⊗ 2 ⊗ 2,
εpump,0
εpump,1

(C.23)

where εpump,0 and εpump,1 are the error probability for imperfect pumping. The characteristic time for optical pumping of the electronic spin is τpump = 235 ns, so the 350
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ns green laser pulse has εpump,1 = 0.25. In addition, we also assume that there will
be εpump,0 = 2% of the population from m = 0 to m = 1 state.
4) The transition matrix for the RF π-pulse is


εRF 
 1 − εRF
TRF =2 ⊗ 
⊗
εRF
1 − εRF

(C.24)

2

where εRF < 1% based on our calibration, so we assume perfect RF π-pulse (i.e.,
εRF = 0) for simplicity. Similarly we also assume negligible error for the SWAP gate
on n1 and n2 .

Simulation with transition matrices
Using the above transition matrices, we can obtain the evolution in probability
distribution for a given pulse sequence. For example, the distribution after k-step
repeated pumping of n1 is
5qk = (TPump TRF TMW2 )k 5q0 ,

(C.25)

where 5q0 is the initial distribution. With these parameters, we first simulate and
obtain the amplitude of nuclear Rabi oscillation, with amplitude 0.61, consistent
with experimental observation of 0.60 ± 0.05.
For the pulse sequence provided in Figure 4.3B, the state for the first readout is
(δ)

5qmeas,1 = TRF (TMW1 )δ 5qk=6 ,

(C.26)

where δ = 0 for trivial MW1 pulse with duration t = 0, and δ = 1 for MW1 π-pulse
(0)

with duration t = π/ΩM W . The population difference in |0"e between 5qmeas,1 and
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(1)

5qmeas,1 gives the normalized amplitude

where

/
G
H
G
H/
/
/
(0)
(1)
|A1 | = /Prob 5qmeas,1 − Prob 5qmeas,1 / ,
Prob [5q ] = q0↓↓ + q0↓↑ + q0↑↓ + q0↑↑

(C.27)

(C.28)

is the probability in the |0"e state for distribution 5q .
The state for the following readout is


(δ)
 (TPump TMW2 ) 5qmeas,m−1
for even m
(δ)
5qmeas,m =
,

 (TPump TMW1 ) 5q (δ)
for
odd
m
meas,m−1

(C.29)

with m = 2, 3, · · · , M . Finally, the normalized amplitude for the m-th readout is

And

/
J (0) K
J (1) K/
/.
|Am | = /Prob 5qmeas,m
− Prob 5qmeas,m
5
6M
6"
SNRopt (M ) = 7
|Am |2 .

(C.30)

(C.31)

m=1

The simulation of Am and SNRopt (M ) for the repetitive readout scheme assisted
with one qubits are shown in Figure 4.3DE. Similarly, we can also simulate Am and
SNRopt (M ) measured for the repetitive readout scheme assisted with two qubits are
shown in Figure 4.4CD.
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Irradiation and annealing procedure

The sample used in the experiment described in Chapter 5 was an ultrapure
single crystal bulk diamond grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) provided
by Element Six Lta. (www.e6.com). The centers were created by irradiating 109
cm−2 nitrogen ions with energy of 6 keV, corresponding to an estimated average
implantation depth of 10 nm, as determined by simulations. The irradiating procedure
was done at CORE Lta. (California, USA). The sample was then annealed at 800 ◦ C
for 2 hours under a pressure no larger than 10−6 torr using a sputtering machine at
the Center for Nanoscale Science at Harvard University. This procedure leads to a
NV concentration of approximately 0.6 NV/µm2 corresponding to a yield of 4%. To
reliably distinguish shallow implanted ions from natural NV centers, a rare isotope
15

N was used.

154
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Confocal and spin-RESOLFT microscopy

NV centers were probed using a custom-built confocal fluorescence microscope.
Two 532 nm laser beams provided optical excitation, one a Gaussian shaped beam and
the other a doughnut shaped beam. The two beams, which could be independently
switched using Acouto-Optic Modulators (AOMs - Crystal Technology and Isomet),
were combined on a polarised beam splitter before entering an oil immersion objective
(Nikon Plan Fluor 100x 1.3 NA). Fluorescence from the NV centers was collected back
through the objective, separated from the excitation path via a custom dichroic with
high surface flatness (Chroma Technology). The fluorescence was filtered (630 − 750)
nm and focused onto a single-mode fibre connected to an avalanche photo detector
(APD - Perkin Elmer). Imaging was achieved by scanning the diamond sample under
the objective, using a digitized 3-axis piezo translation stage (Physical Instrument
P-733.3CD). The doughnut shaped mode was created by passing a Gaussian beam
through the center of a helical phase ramp (RPC Photonics), which adds a phase from
(0 to 2π) conditional on the azimuthal position. To prevent distortion of the doughnut
center due to beam focusing by the objective, the beam was circularly polarized by
placing a quarter-lambda waveplate immediately before the objective.

D.3

Generation of Doughnut beam

The doughnut shaped mode was created by passing a Gaussian beam through
the center of a helical phase ramp (RPC Photonics), which adds a phase from (0 to
2π) conditional on the azimuthal position. The exact expression for the doughnut
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intensity can be calculated using Fourier analysis[155],

AD (x, y) =

2

dkx dky AG (kx , ky )D(kx , ky )

(D.1)

where AG (kx , ky ) is the Fourier transform of the amplitude of the initial Gaussian
beam
.

r2
AG (x, y) = exp −
2W

3

(D.2)

and the doughnut Fourier amplitude is given by
D(kx , ky ) = exp (arctan (kx /ky )) .

(D.3)

Applying Equation (D.1) leads to the following intensity for the doughnut
π r 2 − r2 2
IG (r) = |AD (x, y)| =
e 2W
4 2W 2
2

. . 2 3
. 2 332
r
r
I0
−
I
1
4W 2
4W 2

Assuming that the setup has achieved the confocal resolution, rc =
W =

λ √1
2NA 2 log2

λ
2NA

(D.4)

(and therefore

λ
≈ 0.6 2NA
) we find that for small r the intensity can be written as

π
ID (r) = log(2)
2

.

r
(λ/2NA)

32

≈ 1.0888

.

r
(λ/2NA)

32

.

(D.5)

Finally, the pumping rate can be written as
R = R0 + R

.

x
(λ/2NA)

32

,

(D.6)

where R0 is the pumping rate at the center of the doughnut due to imperfect nonzero intensity I0 at the center of the doughnut. To prevent distortion of the doughnut
center due to beam focusing by the objective, the beam was circularly polarized by
placing a quarter-lambda waveplate immediately before the objective.
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Spin imaging resolution

The spin-RESOLFT signal is proportional to f (x) = n0 (x)IG (x), where n0 is the
population of the ms = 0 state, IG = exp(−α(x/rC )2 ) is the intensity profile of the
gaussian beam used for readout of the electronic spin, rC = λ/2NA is the confocal
resolution and α = 4/log(2). n0 depends on the duration of the doughnut beam tD ;
it can be evaluated by solving the rate equations of the system given in Figure D.3.
In the limit of large lifetime of the spin transition, it is given by n0 = exp(−Rx tD ),
where Rx = 2kx is the position-dependent optical depletion rate out of the ms = 1
state (i.e., polarization rate to the ms = 0 state measured after waiting for the nonradiative relaxation from the singlet state to the ms = 0 state), kx is the intensity
profile of the doughnut-shaped beam and 2 is the branching ratio of the spin changing
(ms = 1 → ms = 0) decay relative to the total decay of the excited state. In the
unsaturated regime, Rx = R0 + αΓ(x/rC )2 , where Γ = κ2 is proportional to the
optical excitation rate associated with the maximal intensity of the doughnut κ, and
R0 = 2κ0 is proportional to the intensity of the doughnut center and the corresponding
excitation κ0 . The resolution r is defined by f (x) = exp(−α(x/∆r)2 ). Solving for ∆r
leads to Eq. (1) in Chapter 5. In the case of a perfect doughnut beam the ultimate
resolution is determined by the maximum values of Γ = γ2 and TD ∼ T1 . Thus
leading to an improvement in resolution relative to the diffraction limit of a confocal
√
microscope of 2γT1 .
In our experiments, the resolution is limited by a small imperfection of the doughnutzero intensity. We can find the maximum achievable resolution by using a model that
includes a back pumping process which brings the electronic spin from the ms = 0
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to the ms = 1 state, and finite spin lifetime. Consider the rate equations of our two
level system (ms = 0 and ms = 1),
dn0
= Rx n1 − γ0→1 (n1 − n0 )
dt

(D.7)

and n1 = 1 − n0 . The solution for this equation is,
n1 =

γ1 + Rx
(1 − e−(2γ0→1 +Rx )tD )
2γ0→1 + Rx

(D.8)

The resolution δr is defined by the FWHM condition n2 (Rr/2 , t) = 21 n2 (R0 , t). The
maximum improvement in resolution relative to the diffraction limit of a confocal
microscope is given by
∆r/rC =

!

!
R0 /Γ 1 + 2γ0→1 /R0

(D.9)

for an optimal doughnut duration tD = log[(3γ0→1 + 2R0 )/(γ0→1 + R0 )]/(2γ0→1 + R0 ),
where γ0→1 is the total rate out of the electronic spin ms = 0. In the limit of
long spin lifetime (γ0→1 4 R0 ), the maximum improvement in resolution is given by
!
!
R0 /Γ = κ0 /κ, i.e., the intensity of the doughnut center relative to the maximum
doughnut intensity. In our experiments, κ0 /κ ≈ 1%, which is in a good agreement
with our 10-fold improvement in resolution relative to the diffraction limit.
To demonstrate the nanoscale resolving power of our spin sensitive far-field optical
technique, we imaged NV centers in bulk diamond separated by less than the diffraction limit. Figure D.3a shows a pair of individual NV centers that cannot be resolved
using confocal microscopy. However, an optically detected ESR measurement performed in this location displays multiple spectral lines (Figure D.3b), indicating the
presence of multiple NV centers with different crystallographic orientations relative to
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Figure D.1: Demonstration of sub-diffraction optical imaging of neighbouring NV centers. A Closely spaced NV centers cannot be resolved using conventional
standard imaging. B Optically-detected ESR spectrum with an applied DC magnetic
field of 60 G indicates presence of two NV centers with different crystallographic
orientations. C Individual NV centers are imaged with sub-diffraction resolution by
scanning along the trajectory indicated in A. Each 1D image is obtained by selectively
driving corresponding ESR resonance (A-D) with resonant microwave pulse followed
by application of doughnut beam and optical readout. Each ESR spectral signature
is thereby uniquely associated with its spatial location. Resonances a,c correspond
to |0" → | ± 1" transitions of one NV center, while resonances b,d are corresponding
transitions for a second NV center.

the applied static magnetic field. Using our sub-diffraction spin detection technique
and scanning the microwave frequency, we associated each ESR spectral line with
the corresponding location of an individual NV center with sub-diffraction limited
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resolution (Figure D.3c). In particular, sub-diffraction spin imaging scans along the
trajectory indicated in Figure D.3a, taken for each ESR transition frequency, reveal
that two NV centers are responsible for the observed ESR spectrum: each NV center has two spectral ESR lines corresponding to the |0" → | + 1" and |0" → | − 1"
transitions.

D.5

Measurements of local magnetic field environment with sub-diffraction resolution

As described in Chapter 5, individual NV centers can be resolved, independently
manipulated and read-out using our technique. Here we individually measure the
response of two NV centers to their local magnetic environment using Rabi and spinecho techniques. By placing the center of the doughnut over one NV center, the other
NV center is polarized and only contributes a constant background to the fluorescence
signal. Figure D.2 shows the raw data for Rabi measurements of the two NV centers
in Figure 5.3 when the doughnut zero is placed over Center 1 (upper-left panel) and
Center 2 (bottom-left panel). When the two curves are added together (green line,
right panel), the confocal measurement (taken at the position of Center 1) is recovered
(dotted line in Figure D.2).
The observed modulations of the Rabi oscillations shown in Figure 5.3c (and
Figure D.2) reveal the different magnetic fields experienced by each NV center. These
modulations are caused by hyperfine induced splitting in the NV center’s electronic
transition (ms = 0 → 1) associated with the 15 N nuclear spin (I = 21 ). A simple model

1
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Figure D.2: Realization of spin-RESOLFT Rabi measurements. Rabi oscillations for each NV center were measured by centering the doughnut on one of the NV
centers. The addition of the two Rabi oscillation data curves (green line, right panel)
corresponds to the confocal measurement of both NV centers as expected (pink dots,
right panel).

for the probability of finding the electronic spin in the ms = 0 state, P0 , assumes that
on average the 15 N nuclear spin is half of the time in its spin down state and the other
half of the time in its spin up state. Thus, P0 is just the average of the dynamics of
two two-level systems with different splittings. For a two-level system with states |0"
and |1", Rabi frequency Ω and detuning δ, the probability to find the system in state
|1" (starting from state |0") is given by ( ΩΩe )2 sin2 Ωe τ , where Ω2e = Ω2 + δ 2 . Therefore,
P0 in our case is given by
)
. 32
. 32
1
Ω
Ω
P0 =
2−
sin2 (Ω1 τ /2) −
sin2 (Ω2 τ /2)
2
Ω1
Ω2

(D.10)

where Ω21 = Ω2 + δ12 and Ω22 = Ω2 + δ22 . If Ω 0 δ, the modulation frequency is given by
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∆Ω = Ω2 − Ω1 ≈ (δ1 + δ2 )(δ1 − δ2 )/2Ω. Since δ1 + δ2 = 2(f0 − f ) and δ2 − δ1 = A, the
modulation frequency for an NV center is given by ∆Ω = (ν0 −ν)A/Ω, where ν0 is the
frequency of the electronic transition ms = 0 → 1, ν is the microwave frequency and
A = 3.05 MHz[87] is the hyperfine splitting induced by the

15

N nuclear spin present

on each of our NV centers (see section Samples).
Modulations appear when the microwave frequency is detuned from the central
transition ν0i = ∆ + γe B i , where B i is the local magnetic field along the NV axis of
center i, ∆ is the zero-field splitting, and γe is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electronic
spin. In other words, modulations appear when the two hyperfine transitions are
driven with different detunings. The difference in the modulation frequencies of each
NV center (∆Ω2 − ∆Ω1 = 1.3 − 0.5 = 0.8 MHz) reveals a difference in the static
magnetic field experienced by each NV center of about ∆B = 1 G.
Spin echo measurements can reveal even more subtle differences in the local environment between the two NV centers. In our measurements (Figure 5.3d), the
dominant contribution comes from interactions between the electronic spin of the NV
center and the

15

13

N nuclear spin and

be written as [53] p(τ ) =

1+S(τ )
,
2

C nuclear spin bath. The spin echo signal can

where S(τ ) is the pseudo spin which can be written

as the multiplication of all individual nuclear spin contributions. The first collapse
and first revival of the NV spin echo signal can thus be approximated by
*

−(τ /τC )4

S(τ ) = S15 N (τ ) e

+ ce

−((τ −τR )/τC )4

where we have phenomenologically grouped the effect of all

+

,

(D.11)

13

C nuclear spins in the
4
,B
exponential decays, and where τC is the collapse rate[53] given by τC = 13µs 5G
B

is the local magnetic field, τR is the revival time, c is the contrast of the first revival.
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S15 N (τ ) = 1 −
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N nuclear spin is given by

|Ω15 N ,0 × Ω15 N,1 |2
sin(Ω15 N ,0 τ /2)2 sin(Ω15 N ,1 τ /2)2 ,
|Ω15 N,0 |2 |Ω15 N,1 |2

where Ω15 N ,ms is the Larmor frequency of

15

(D.12)

N when the electron is in state ms . The

blue lines in Figure 5.3d are fitted to Equation (D.11). While Center 2 shows good
coherence (c = 0.86), Center 1 shows no revival of the signal (c = 0). The absence
of revival for Center 1 can be due to an unfavorable distribution of nearby pairs of
13

C nuclear spins that quickly decohere the electronic spin [23], or due to nearby

paramagnetic impurities or other defects. The position of the first revival for Center
2, τR = 13.5 µs, is set by the Larmor precession of

13

C, τR−1 = ωC13 = γC13 B,

corresponding to a local magnetic field of B = 69 G. The high frequency oscillations
(Ω15 N ,1 ) correspond to the hyperfine interaction between the electronic spin and the
15

N nuclear spin, Ω15 N ,1 ≈ A = 3.05 MHz. Meanwhile the slow frequency component

of the dynamics, Ω15 N ,0 = 360 kHz, corresponds to the Larmor frequency of the

15

N

nuclear spin when the electron is in state ms = 0. We immediately notice that the
slow frequency component is too large to be explained by the bare Larmor frequency
of

15

N at 69 G, γN 15 B = 30 kHz. This slow frequency component Ω15 N ,0 is enhanced

by virtual transitions between the NV electronic spin and the
enhancement is of the form (see Appendix A.4),


In the case of

15

 Axx Axy Axz
gn γe 

∆g = −(3|ms | − 2)
 A
Ayy Ayz
∆γn  yx

0
0
0

15






.



N nuclear spin. This

(D.13)

N , the hyperfine interaction is isotropic[87] and the enhancement is

given by ∆g 0 ≈ 7.8 (corresponding to a gyromagnetic increment factor of 2(γ2 /γn )A/∆ ≈
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14). Therefore, Ω15 N ,0 ≈ 14γn B⊥ corresponding to a perpendicular field to the NV
axis of B⊥ = 60 G. This value is in agreement with the component of the magnetic
field parallel to the NV axis that leads to the observed splitting in the ESR spectrum
√
(Figure 5.3a), B|| = 36 G (B = 362 + 592 ≈ 69 G).

D.6

Inhibition of Electron-Spin Rabi Oscillations
via Quantum Zeno-like Effect

In Chapter 5 (Figure 5.4a), we demonstrate that a green laser beam can inhibit
coherent electron-spin transitions of a single, isolated NV center driven by a resonant
microwave pulse. In Figure 5.4b we exploit this property to perform spatially-selective
coherent electron-spin Rabi oscillations on one of two closely spaced, 150 nm, NV
centers, using a doughnut shaped laser beam.
In Figure 5.4a we investigate this suppression mechanism by applying the pulse
sequences S1 and S2. Our analysis requires knowledge of the populations (ρ0,0 , ρ1,1
, ρ1A1 ,1A1 ) of the ms = 0, ms = ±1 and 1 A1 manifolds right after state preparation.
To determine these quantities we record the fluorescence,
f (τd ) = c0,0 ρ0,0 (τd ) + c1,1 ρ1,1 (τd ) + c1A1 ,1A1 ρ1A1 ,1A1 (τd ),

(D.14)

of a single NV center for two different times τd 4 T1A1 and τd 0 T1A1 , where τd is
the time defined in S1 and S2 of Figure 5.4a, T1A1 = 300 ns is the lifetime of the
singlet, and ci,i are the fluorescence rates for the corresponding states, which can be
determined experimentally. Since the singlet 1 A1 nearly always decays non-radiatively
into the ms = 0 state (and hence c1A1 ,1A1 = 0)[111] we can extract the populations
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ρi,i , which are shown in Figure 5.4a, from measuring the fluorescence at τd 4 T1A1
and τd 0 T1A1 and using the relation ρ0,0 + ρ1,1 + ρ1A1 ,1A1 = 1. This allows us to find
the system of equations
1 = ρ0,0 + ρ1A1 ,1A1 + ρ1,1
f (τd 4 50ns) = c0,0 ρ0,0 + c1,1 ρ1,1
f (τd 0 50ns) = c0,0 (ρ0,0 + ρ1A1 ,1A1 ) + c1,1 ρ1,1 ,

(D.15)

which defines the population ρi,i for τd 4 T1 A1 .
Figure 5.4b demonstrates that a green doughnut-shaped laser beam inhibits electronspin Rabi oscillations on one of two closely spaced NV centers (Center 2, sitting outside the central doughnut null), while allowing Rabi oscillations to proceed on Center
1, which sits in the zero of the doughnut. The two NV centers have a spatial separation of about 150 nm. To verify that Center 1 can undergo coherent Rabi oscillations
while Center 2 is kept in the ms = 0 state, two experiments (pulse sequences S3 and S4
in Figure 5.4b) were performed and subtracted from each other. If Center 2 remains
in the ms = 0 state, a constant signal is expected for the difference. In this subtraction procedure we accounted for contrast reduction in the spin-RESOLFT readout of
Center 1 by multiplying the results of experiment S4 by 1.3. (This weighting factor is
determined from a separate experiment, in which both centers were prepared in the
state ms = 1 and imaged with spin-RESOLFT). The signals were normalized relative
to the ideal (unperturbed) Rabi oscillation signal for Center 1.
In this section, we describe in detail the optical inhibition of electron spin Rabi
oscillations using a doughnut beam (Figure 5.4b in Chapter 5). The basic idea can
be explained by considering a simple two-level system (with states |0" and |1"), which
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undergoes Rabi oscillations (with Rabi frequency Ω) and which is subject to an effective dephasing (with dephasing rate γp ). The system dynamics is then governed by
the Hamiltonian H = − Ω2 σx (where 5σ are Pauli matrices) combined with the decay
of the off-diagonal matrix elements of the density matrix ρ with rate γp . Formally,
this is described by the following master equation:
0
1
dρ
Ω
γp
=i
σx , ρ − [σz , [σz , ρ]] .
dt
2
4

(D.16)

Suppose the system starts in the |0" state, i.e., P0 (t = 0) = 1. We analytically
solve the master equation and obtain the probability of being in the |0" state as a
function of time:

.
3
1
Γ+ e−Γ− t − Γ− e−Γ+ t
P0 (t) =
1+
,
2
Γ+ − Γ−
$
&
!
where Γ± = 12 γp ± γp2 − 4Ω2 . We may also use the approximate form:




&
1 + cos (Ωt) e−γp t/2
P0 (t) ≈
*
*
++

 1 1 + exp − Ω2 t
2
γp
1
2

$

for Ω 0 γp

.

(D.17)

(D.18)

for Ω 4 γp

For Ω 0 γp , the two-level system undergoes Rabi oscillations with an amplitude
decay rate γp /2. This scenario approximately describes the evolution of Center 1
[blue curve in Figure 5.4b in Chapter 5]: there the amplitude decay comes from
a combination of T2∗ decay and of the dephasing due to the imperfect zero of the
dougnut. On the other hand, for Ω 4 γp , the oscillation dynamics is inhibited, and
the system remains in the initial state |0" with a slow spin-relaxation rate Ω2 /γp ,
which is inversely proportional to γp . This scenario, which we refer to as a quantum
Zeno-like effect [48], approximately describes the evolution of Center 2 [green curve
in Figure 5.4b in Chapter 5]. In particular, the scheme succeeds if the spin-relaxation
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Figure D.3: title. (a) 5-level system used to model inhibition of electron-spin Rabi
oscillations. γ ≈ 1/(13 ns) = (2π)12.2 MHz, γS ≈ 1/(300 ns), and Ω = (2π)2 MHz.
(b) Calculated inhibition of electron-spin Rabi oscillations: the blue curve has κ = 0
and shows an uninhibited Rabi π-pulse [analogous to Center 1 evolution shown as the
blue curve in Figure 5.4b of Chapter 5]; the green (red) curve has κ = γ and 2 = 0.3
(2 = 0) and demonstrates the inhibition of the Rabi oscillations. The green curve is
analogous to Center 2 evolution shown as the green curve in Figure 5.4b of Chapter
5. The fact that the red curve stays close to 1 confirms that the quantum Zeno-like
effect due to dephasing (and not the optical pumping from |g1 " to |g0 ") plays the
dominant role in suppressing Rabi oscillations of Center 2. The value (here ≈ 0.9) of
the red curve at the final time π/Ω can be used as a rough estimate of preservation
of nuclear spin coherence on Center 2 in future experiments.

rate in Center 2 over the course of a π-pulse on Center 1 is much less than unity:
1−P0 (t) ≈ (1/2)(Ω2 /γp )∗(π/Ω) = πΩ/(2γp ) 4 1. In other words, for times t 4 γp /Ω2
the center is ”frozen” in the ground state.
In reality, the experimental situation is more complicated than this simple twolevel model. Specifically, we must account for processes in which the spin is first
flipped to state |1" and subsequently repolarized to state |0". We therefore model
the experiment by considering the five-level system shown in Figure D.3(a). The five
states are the ground states |g0 " with ms = 0 and |g1 " with ms = 1, the excited states
|e0 " with ms = 0 and |e1 " with ms = 1, as well as the singlet |S". In addition to
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the coherent evolution with Rabi frequency Ω, the system is subject to incoherent
excitation (caused by the green laser) from the ground to the excited states with rate
κ. Moreover, the excited states decay down to the triplet with rate γ ≈ 1/(13 ns) =
(2π)12.2 MHz [111]. At the same time, the state |e1 " decays down to the singlet
with rate 2γ, where we take 2 = 0.3, while the singlet decays to |g0 " with rate γS ≈
1/(300 ns). After extracting Ω = (2π)2 MHz from the uninhibited Rabi oscillations
of Center 1 [Figure 5.4b in Chapter 5] and κ ≈ γ (on Center 2) from the fluorescence
saturation curve (not shown), we know all the parameters and can compute the
resulting evolution of Center 2 over time π/Ω, which is sufficient for a π pulse on the
uninhibited Center 1. We begin with Center 2 in the state |g0 ", keep the microwave
and the green light on for time t, then allow the population to relax to |g0 " and |g1 ",
and plot in green in Figure D.3(b) the resulting population P0 of |g0 " for Center 2 as
a function of t. In agreement with the green curve in Figure 5.4b of Chapter 5, we
see that the population stays within a few percent of the initial population of unity,
while Center 1 (with κ ≈ 0) does a Rabi π pulse (blue curve). The reason why the
blue curve in Figure 5.4b of Chapter 5 does not show a perfect π-pulse is because the
doughnut zero is imperfect and because T2∗ is finite.
To confirm that the observed inhibition indeed comes from Zeno-like effects and
not from re-pumping of the electron spin from |g1 " to |g0 " via the singlet, we plot in
red in Figure D.3(b) the equivalent of the green curve except with 2 = 0, i.e. we turn
off the |g1 " → |g0 " pumping process. We observe that the population still stays mostly
in |g0 ", confirming that it is indeed Zeno-like dynamics that is largely responsible for
the inhibition. In fact, for our parameters (κ 0 Ω), the red curve has a simple
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1
P0 (t) =
2

.

γ
− κ+γ

1+e
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Ω2
t
κ

3

.

(D.19)

Since both |g0 " and |g1 " are excited with rate κ, the coherence between these two levels
decays with rate κ, so κ plays the role of the dephasing rate γp from our two-level
model above. The prefactor γ/(κ + γ) in front of Ω2 /κ is the population that is in
the ground state triplet, while the remainder is in the excited state and is unaffected
by Ω since the corresponding transition in the excited state is highly off-resonant
(and was, thus, not included in the model). Under this approximation, the transition
probability for Center 2 over time π/Ω is 1 − P0 (t) ≈ [γ/(κ + γ)][πΩ/(2κ)], which for
our parameters is ≈ 0.1, which is much smaller than unity, as desired. This value can
be further reduced by going to larger green laser powers or smaller Rabi frequencies.
One eventual goal of this demonstrated inhibition is to allow quantum information
stored in a nuclear spin degree of freedom (coming from the nitrogen or a nearby
carbon-13) to be controllably manipulated in each NV center. Provided that the
electron state of the illuminated NV center (Center 2) is kept in |ms = 0", the
state of the corresponding nuclear spin would be preserved [74], while the nuclear
spin associated with Center 1 can be prepared, coherently manipulated, or detected
with subwavelength resolution. The performance of this technique can be directly
evaluated from our measurements. Specifically, the error induced on the nuclear spin
associated with illuminated Center 2 is proportional to 1 − P0 ≈ 0.1 4 1. This small
error indicates that the state of the nuclear spin associated with Center 2 can be well
preserved while we manipulate Center 1.

Appendix E
Supporting material for Chapter 6
E.1

Dangling bond representation and character
table

In this appendix we show in detail how to find the electronic representation for the
case of the NV center. The NV center contains a vacancy that results in broken bonds
in the system. In the tight binding picture, this means that three C atoms and one Natom do not have enough immediate neighbor atoms to form a covalent bond for each
of their valence electrons. These unpaired electrons are called ’dangling bonds’. In
the case of the NV center, we consider a simple model consisting of four sp3 dangling
bonds, where three of them are centered on each of the three carbon atoms around
the vacancy and the fourth dangling bond is associated with the nitrogen atom. The
point group symmetry is C3v and its elements are the identity, rotations around the
z (NV-axis) by ±2π/3 and three vertical reflection planes where each contains one of
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the carbons and the nitrogen.
As discussed in Section 6.2, it is possible to construct the representation of the
dangling bonds for the point group they belong to. Consider Figure E.1 where the
ẑ axis is pointing out of the paper. The dangling bonds {σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , σN } transform
into one another under the operations of the C3v group. In this representation, each
operation can be written as a 4x4 matrix, as shown in Figure E.1. As representations
depend on the particular choice of basis, it is customary to use the sum of the diagonal
of each matrix (characters). Note that the character for matrices belonging to the
same class is the same, so in short the character representation for the dangling bonds
is Γσ = {411}. This representation is clearly reducible, as it can be decomposed by
the irreducible representation of the C3v group given in Table E.1[156].
Table E.1: Character and bases table for the double C3v group. Examples
of functions that transform under a particular representation are {z, x2 + y 2 , z 2 }
which transform as the IR A1 , Rz transforming as A2 and the pair of functions
{(x, y), (Rx , Ry ), (xy, x2 − y 2 ), (yz, xz)} for the E IR.
C3v
A1
A2
E
E1/2
1
E3/2
2
E3/2

E
1
1
2
2
1
1

C3
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1

3σv
1
-1
0
0
i
−i

Ē 2C̄3
1
1
1
1
2
-1
-2 -1
-1
1
-1
1

3σ̄v
1
1
0
0
−i
i

Application of Equation (6.1) gives the following combination of σ’s: {aC =
√
√
(σ1 + σ2 + σ3 ) /3, ex = (2σ1 − σ2 − σ3 ) / 6, ey = (σ2 − σ3 ) 2, aN = σN }, where
aC and aN transform as the totally symmetric irreducible representation A1 , and ex
and ey transform as functions of the IR E. Note that the e states transform as vectors
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Figure E.1: Schematic of the NV defect and dangling bond representation.
(Top) Schematic of the dangling bond orbitals used to represent the NV defect. The
symmetry axis or NV axis is pointing out of the plane of the page. The dashed lines
represent the three vertical reflections planes of the C3v group. (Bottom) Matrix
representation of the dangling bonds.

in the plane perpendicular to the NV axis.
Next, we model the electron-ion interaction to find out the ordering of these states.
This interaction can be written in the basis of the dangling bonds σi as,
V = vn |σN "#σN | +

"
i

vi |σi "#σi | + hn |σi "#σN | +

"
i>j

|σi "#σj |hc

(E.1)

where vi < 0 is the Coulomb interaction of orbital σi at site i and hc is the expectation value of the interaction between orbitals σi and σi+1 at site i = {1, 2, 3}.
This interaction, which transforms as the totally IR A1 , not only sets the order of
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the orbitals but also mixes orbitals aN and aC . This is as expected since both wave
functions transform as the totally symmetric representation A1 as well as the interaction between them so that the representation for the matrix element also transform as
Γ/0 = Γa ⊗ΓσN ⊗Γint = A1 ⊃ A1 . The following concept is of major importance: whenever a matrix element contains the totally symmetric representation, its expectation
value might be different from zero[130]. This interaction leads to the new basis[18]
√
√
{a1 (1) = αac +βan , a1 (2) = αan +βac , ex = (2σ1 − σ2 − σ3 ) / 6, ey = (σ2 − σ3 ) 2},
with energies {Ea1 (1),a1 (2) = 12 (vc + 2hc + vn ) ± 12 ∆, vc − hc , vc − hc }, respectively,
!
where ∆ = (vc + 2hc − vn )2 + 12h2n , α2 = 1 − β 2 = 3h2n /∆Ea1 (1) . We see that

the most symmetric state is lowest in energy, which is usually the case for attractive
interactions.

E.2

Ordering of singlet states

Here we show that two states belonging to the same irreducible representation
should have the same expectation value for their Coulomb interaction. We first note
that the expectation value of an operator is a classical number and it should not
depend on the particular coordinate system in use. In particular, this expectation
value should be invariant under any operation of the C3v group of the NV center.
The Coulomb interaction is totally symmetric and therefore not affected by any rotation, and the wavefunctions {ex , ey } transform as the irreducible representation E.
Therefore, we can get more information about these expectation values by projecting
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them on the totally symmetric irreducible representation A1 ,
h

1"
(ab, V, cd) =
χe (PR (a)PR (b), V, PR (c)PR (d)) .
h R=1

(E.2)

We find as expected that
1
1
(1 E 1 , V, 1 E 1 ) = (1 E 1 , V, 1 E 1 ) + (1 E 2 , V, 1 E 2 ),
2
2

(E.3)

which means that the states (1 E 1 , V, 1 E 1 ) and (1 E 2 , V, 1 E 2 ) have the same energy, as
required by symmetry.

E.3

Spin-spin interaction

In order to analyze the effect of spin-spin interactions (Equation 6.6) from the
perspective of group theory, we first rewrite this interaction to identify spatial and
spin terms that transform as IR objects in the point group,
hss

0
µ0 g 2 β 2 1 − 3ẑ 2
= −
(s1+ s2− + s1− s2+ − 4s1z s2z )
4π
4r3
3 x̂2 − ŷ 2
+
(s1− s2− + s1+ s2+ )
4 r3
3 x̂ŷ
+i 3 (s1− s2− − s1+ s2+ )
2r
3 x̂ẑ
+ 3 (s1− s2z + s1z s2− + s1+ s2z + s1z s2+ )
2r
1
3 ŷẑ
+i 3 (s1− s2z + s1z s2− − s1+ s2z − s1z s2+ ) ,
2r

where x̂, ŷ and ẑ are directional cosines and s± = sx ± isy . In the case of C3v , for the
unperturbed center, the expectation values of the 4th and 5th terms are not zero in
the spatial manifold of the excited state {|X", |Y "} because the center lacks inversion
symmetry and therefore we cannot neglect them. However, these terms might be
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neglected when considering other defects with inversion symmetry. We note now that
the spatial part of the first term transforms as the totally symmetric representation
A1 , while the 2nd and 3rd terms transform as the irreducible representation E. The
reader can check which IR these combinations belong to by looking at the character
table in the appendix. Therefore, their expectation values can be written as
?
@
µ0 2 2 1 − 3ẑ 2
g β
4π
4r3
? 2
@
µ0 2 2 3x̂ − 3ŷ 2
g β
4π
4r3
?
@
µ0 2 2 3x̂ŷ + 3ŷx̂
g β
4π
4r3
?
@
µ0 2 2 3x̂ẑ + 3ẑ x̂
g β
4π
4r3
?
@
µ0 2 2 3ẑ ŷ + 3ŷẑ
g β
4π
4r3

= ∆(|X"#X| + |Y "#Y |)
= ∆# (|X"#X| −| Y "#Y |)

(E.4)

= ∆# (|X"#Y | + |Y "#X|),
= ∆## (|Y "#Y | −| X"#X|),
= ∆## (|X"#Y | + |Y "#X|),

where |X" and |Y " are the two electron states given in Table 6.1. Note that, for
symmetry reasons, the second and third relations are characterized by the same parameter ∆# , while the last two relations are characterized by the same parameter ∆## .
Similarly, it is possible to write the spin operators in the spin basis of the two holes,
{|αα", |αβ", |βα", |ββ"}, e.g., s1+ s2− = |αβ"#βα|. Using these relations and Equation
(E.4), the hamiltonian in the fundamental bases of the excited state of the NV center
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is
Hss = −∆(|X"#X| + |Y "#Y |)

(E.5)

⊗ (|αα"#αα| + |ββ"#ββ| − 2|αβ + βα"#αβ + βα|)
−∆# (|X"#X| −| Y "#Y |) ⊗ (|αα"#ββ| + |ββ"#αα|)
−i∆# (|X"#Y | + |Y "#X|) ⊗ (|ββ"#αα| −| αα"#ββ|)
+∆## (|Y "#Y | −| X"#X|)
⊗ (|αβ + βα"#αα − ββ| + |αα − ββ"#αβ + βα|)
+i∆## (|Y "#Y | −| X"#X|)
⊗ (|αβ + βα"#αα + ββ| −| αα + ββ"#αβ + βα|) .

(E.6)

Finally, to see the effect of this interaction on the excited state triplet more clearly,
we can write Hss in terms of the eigenstates of the unperturbed defect (see Table 6.1).
This leads to Equation (6.7).

E.4

Strain and electric field

The effect of strain on the electronic structure of the defect can be obtained from
the effect of the electron-nuclei Coulomb interaction on the eigenstates of the defect.
In our example, the Coulomb interaction is given by Equation (E.1). However, when
the positions of the atoms are such that the symmetry of the defect is reduced,
we should allow for different expectation values of the matrix elements, i.e., hij =
#σi |V |σj " and hin = #σi |V |σN ". We have assumed that the self interactions, vc and
vn , do not change as the electrons follow the position of the ion (Born Oppenheimer
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approximation). To relate the matrix elements to the ionic displacements, we can
assume as a first approximation that the electron orbitals are spherical functions,
and therefore the matrix elements can be parametrized by the distance between ions,
hij (qi , qj ) = hij (|qi − qj |), so that we can write
hij (|qij |) ≈ hij

$

&

|qij0 |

/
/
1 ∂hij
(qi − qj )// · (δqi − δqj ) + ....
+
|qij | ∂qij
0

(E.7)

The change in the matrix elements is linear in the atomic displacements. In turn, the
atomic displacements are related to the strain tensor by δqi = eqi , and therefore the
change in the matrix element is given by
/
/
1 ∂hij
T
δhij (|qij |) ≈
(qi − qj ) e (qi − qj )// .
|qij | ∂qij
0

(E.8)

Under these considerations, it is straightforward to calculate the effect of strain on
the eigenstates of the defect. For simplicity, we write here only the effect of strain on
the degenerate orbitals, ex and ey ,


where g =

8 ∂hij
.
3 ∂qij



 exx exy 
δV = −g 
,
exy eyy

(E.9)

Using the electron wavefunction calculated by the CRYSTAL code

we estimate that g ∼ 1000 THz/fm.
The effect of electric field on the eigenstates of the defect can be analyzed by the
inverse piezoelectric effect as described in Section 6.7.1. In this appendix we show
how group theory can tell us the nature of the piezoelectric tensor. By projecting
dijk (or xi xj xk ) onto the irreducible representation A1 , we can build the following
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relations,
a = d111 = −d221 = −d122
b = d113 = d223

d = d333

(E.10)

c = d131 = d232

(E.11)

and the d tensor can be written in the following short notation (contracted matrix
form)[142]

dijk





c
 a −a





→
.
c
−2a




b b d

For a given electric field, we have a strain tensor of the form



−aEy
cEx 
 aEx + bEz




2 =  −aEy
.
−aE
+
bE
cE
x
z
y




cEx
cEy
dEz

(E.12)

(E.13)

To evaluate the magnitude of the piezo-electric response, we have used the software
SIESTA where the NV center is treated as a molecule composed of 70 Carbons with
a hydrogen terminated on the surface. We have found that the atom displacements
in the presence of 1 MV/m electric field are on the order of a few 0.1 µA.

E.5

Information about the first principles methods applied in our study

The spin-orbit energy was calculated by following Equation (6.4) in our manuscript.
Since the spin-orbit interaction is a short-range interaction, we applied all-electron
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methods beyond the frozen-core approximation. We utilized the CRYSTAL code for
this calculation using the PBE functional within density functional theory (DFT).
We applied 6-31*G Gaussian basis set for both the carbon and nitrogen atoms. The
calculated properties (like the position of the defect levels in the gap) agreed well with
those from plane wave calculations. We used a 512-atom simple cubic supercell with
Γ-point sampling. After optimizing the geometry in the ground state, we obtained
the all-electron single particle states and the corresponding Kohn-Sham potentials
on a grid, and we calculated the spin-orbit energy numerically. Convergence tests
confirmed the numerical accuracy of our method.
The electron spin-spin interaction is not sensitive to the electron wave functions
close to the ions, thus we applied the plane wave PWSCF code with ultrasoft pseudopotentials to obtain the single particle wave functions. The spin-spin interaction is
then calculated in the Fourier-space by following Equation (17) in Ref. [138]. We
used the occupied Kohn-Sham PBE DFT states in the gap in the evaluation of the
electron spin-spin interaction.
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